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1 Introduction

In today’s telecommunication scenery there is a coexistence of circuit-switched

telephone networks and packet-switched data networks. Since maintenance and

operation of both network infrastructures are expensive, there is a clear trend

for their convergence, which leads to next generation networks (NGNs). These

networks should be a low-cost packet-switched solution with real-time transport

capabilities for telephony and multimedia applications. In addition, NGNs should

be fault-tolerant to support business-critical processes.

The base technology for NGNs will be the Internet Protocol (IP) due to its

success and vast deployment in the last two decades. This protocol is simple to

use, most of the potential end devices implement it, and IP networks are easy to

maintain. However, IP technology lacks real-time communication properties like

Quality of Service (QoS) guarantees in terms of packet loss and delay. Moreover,

conventional IP networks have only limited fault-tolerance, which is based on

signaling and the recalculation of routing tables.

There are two different basic approaches to enhance today’s IP technology

towards NGNs. QoS may be achieved by capacity overprovisioning, i.e., the net-

work is provided with so much bandwidth that network congestion hardly occurs.

But there is no method to determine the appropriate amount of bandwidth. Fur-

thermore, it increases the capital expenses (CAPEX) in terms of capacity costs

by a so far unknown multiple. From an operational expenses (OPEX) point of

view, overprovisioning is an appealing option because it keeps human assisted
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1 Introduction

operation costs low. No new hardware and software features are required, prim-

itive billing systems are sufficient, and only little cooperation among network

entities is necessary. The other option is network supported QoS for which ad-

mission control (AC) is the key feature. The network admits real-time flows only

if enough resources are available such that packet loss and delay requirements

can be met. Otherwise, a request is blocked which is the equivalent to a busy tone

from a telephone switching center under heavy load. On the one hand, the OPEX

increase because AC makes router operation more complex, it requires interop-

erability among different Internet service providers (ISPs) to achieve end-to-end

(e2e) QoS. Therefore, it needs more human interaction and control than capacity

overprovisioning. On the other hand, AC limits the CAPEX to a modest amount

because it turns potential QoS violations due to capacity shortage into call block-

ing and, which is most important, it serves as an insurance against unexpected

overload due to new applications, BGP route changes, or link and router failures.

1.1 Contribution

This work focuses on control mechanisms for NGNs, in particular on AC and

fault tolerance. We give a short introduction to IP and MPLS technology, and

discuss the state of the art concerning QoS issues. The contribution of this work

starts with an overview of today’s AC approaches and we make a distinction be-

tweenlink andnetwork AC (LAC, NAC). LAC has been well researched in the

context of Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) networks in the 1990ies [1] and

it gives answer to the question: How much traffic can be supported by a single

link? In contrast, NAC limits the network-wide traffic volume which is by nature

a distributed problem. We propose a basic categorization of NAC methods from

a resource allocation point of view and suggest a framework for performance

evaluation regarding the resource efficiency, i.e., the average utilization of the re-

quired bandwidth is the performance criterion. This has impact on the CAPEX

and is of major interest for ISPs who decide to solve the QoS problem by NAC.

2



1.1 Contribution

We compare fundamental NAC methods by numerical results in different net-

working scenarios and analyze their performance behavior.

In NGNs, QoS should not be compromised by local outages, i.e., the net-

work must be resilient to link and node failures. Resilience may be achieved by

hardware redundancy on the physical layer but this is expensive because mostly

100% or more backup capacity is needed. Rerouting on the network layer is a

cost-attractive alternative since less backup capacity is necessary to achieve the

same result [2]. As overload is most likely to occur due to partial network failures

[3], NAC must be resilient in these cases to maintain QoS. This is done by reserv-

ing enough enough backup capacity to carry flows that are rerouted onto a backup

path due to a link or node failure. As a consequence, resilience requirements in-

fluence the resource efficiency of all NAC methods, which is also investigated in

this work. Some NAC concepts require reservation states at intermediate routers

of a reserved path. These are problematic if the path of a flow is relocated due to a

network failure. They must be restored on the deviation path in real-time to make

the outage invisible to the end user. This is very complex because, potentially,

the states cannot be accessed any more. Therefore, a truly stateless core network

eases the implementation of resilient NAC.

For the practical application of budget-based NAC (BNAC), the physical

network capacity must be mapped to virtual capacity budgets such that no un-

intended overbooking can occur. We propose and compare several options for

that kind of capacity assignment: on a single link, in a network, and in a network

with resilience requirements. Our final result is an accelerated, efficient, and fair

assignment algorithm for NAC budgets that takes resilience requirements into

account.

Our experiments regarding resilience requirements show that routing and

rerouting have a tremendous impact on the resource efficiency. Therefore, we

want to take advantage of this potential by routing optimization. We consider pro-

tection switching methods, i.e., backup paths are established during connection

setup and in case that the primary path fails, the traffic is switched to the backup

paths. Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) is suitable for the implementation

3



1 Introduction

of such mechanisms since it provides virtual connections and route pinning over

packet-switched communication protocols like IP. We suggest several protection

switching mechanisms, in particular the Self-Protecting Multi-Path (SPM). They

are based on multi-path routing that offers degrees of freedom for the optimiza-

tion of the load balancing to minimize the required backup capacity. They are

simple to implement because they do not need signaling in failure cases. The

optimized SPM requires only 17% additional capacity to protect the network

against all link and node failures while the conventional Shortest Path (SP) IP

routing (e.g. OSPF or IS-IS) needs 80% more resources. Hence, our proposed

routing optimization saves more than one third of the CAPEX in networks with

resilience requirements. Note that these concepts can be well combined with both

capacity overprovisioning and resilient NAC.

1.2 Outline

This work is structured as follows. Chapter 2 gives an introduction to the In-

ternet Protocol (IP) and Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) technology, the

structure of the Internet, and discusses Quality of Service (QoS) issues. Chapter

3 gives an overview of basic admission control (AC) mechanisms by proposing

a classification. Then, the focus is on budget-based network admission control

(BNAC), which is subdivided into four categories. They are explained and illus-

trated by examples. We describe our performance evaluation methodology in de-

tail and compare the performance of the basic BNAC types in various networking

scenarios. We adapt our evaluation framework towards resilience requirements

and present the performance results under this new aspect. Finally, we propose

and compare algorithms to configure resilient network AC (NAC) in operational

networks. Chapter 4 gives an introduction to routing issues with regard to fault

tolerance and summarizes relevant results from the literature. The conclusion of

this overview leads to simple protection switching structures with load balancing

capabilities that we optimize with a linear program (LP) formulation. We com-

4



1.2 Outline

pare the required backup capacity for several new protection switching mech-

anisms and under various side conditions. As the SPM is the most promising

protection switching approach, we consider its performance relative to shortest

path rerouting in various existing networks. We present a comparative study with

respect to different network characteristics using randomly constructed networks.

Chapter 5 summarizes this work.
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2 Basic Technologies for an

NGN Architecture

In this chapter, we give an introduction to the Internet Protocol (IP) and describe

it within a larger context because it will probably be the fundamental base tech-

nology for next generation networks (NGNs). We explain Multiprotocol Label

Switching (MPLS) since it allows for an implementation of our protection switch-

ing mechanisms, that we propose in Chapter 4. Finally, we discuss Quality of

Service and reliability issues because they are missing in today’s technologies

and have to be added for NGNs.

2.1 Internet Protocol Technology

The Internet Protocol (IP) has evolved in the past 35 years to the most important

communication technology worldwide and, therefore, it will be the fundamental

base technology for NGN solutions. After a short introduction to communica-

tion protocols and the concept of protocol layering, we present IP in detail. To

complete the picture, we give some examples for higher layer protocols that en-

able end systems to communicate seamlessly with each other. We illustrate the

structure of today’s Internet, explain the addressing scheme of IP, and show how

IP datagrams are forwarded according to routing tables. These routing tables are

7



2 Basic Technologies for an NGN Architecture

composed automatically by routing protocols that are an essential element of IP

technology.

2.1.1 Communication Protocols

Communication protocols are necessary to enable communication of remote sys-

tems. They exchange messages that have to be interpreted in the same way by

all participants. If the remote systems are heterogenous and stem from different

vendors, these protocol specifications must be publicly available. In the IP con-

text, they are standardized by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) [4] and

these standards are called “Request for Comments” (RFCs).

We consider web surfing to explain the principle of the protocol stack

and to illustrate the use of protocols in a top-down fashion. When a user

clicks on a hyperlink containing a uniform resource locator (URL), e.g.

“http://www.menth.net/index.html”, the web browser generates a request mes-

sage to the computer with the name “www.menth.net” to get the file “index.html”.

When the message is received by the remote computer, a web server program pro-

cesses this message and sends the desired content back to the web browser, which

eventually renders the content on the screen. The commands in such messages

and the required actions, e.g. sending the requested file, are defined by the Hy-

pertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) [5] such that web browser and the web server

can communicate. The pattern that a client program, i.e. the web browser, con-

tacts a server program at a well-known location location is called client–server

communication, which is a well known principle.

When two processes on remote machines, e.g. client and server programs, ex-

change messages, the packets must be addressed with a port number of the sender

and receiver process that the destination machine can deliver the data to the cor-

rect process and to reveal its origin. In the above example, the HTTP request

message is equipped with both port numbers in a format which is standardized

by the TCP protocol that we explain later in this section. Since HTTP relates

to the application and TCP to the transport of general messages, the first one is

8
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Figure 2.1:Representation of a data packet on different links along the way.

called an application layer (AL) protocol and the second one is called a trans-

port layer (TL) protocol. The TCP-related data is called a protocol header that is

attached to the HTTP message which is in this case the protocol payload of TCP.

The packet containing the HTTP and TCP information must be conveyed to

the destination computer, possibly over several intermediate hops. The Internet

Protocol (IP), a network layer (NL) protocol, standardizes the addressing of the

destination machine and some other aspects. The IP header is prepended to the

TCP header such that the resulting IP packet, also called IP datagram, contains

HTTP/TCP/IP information. The consecutive application of various protocols is

called protocol layering or stacking.

The logical link control (LLC) takes care that IP datagrams are translated

into a series of zeros and ones such that its start and end can be recognized from

a bit stream of consecutive packets. In addition, they add a checksum to the se-

ries of bits to verify whether the information has been transmitted correctly. The
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Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP) [6, 7, 8] performs that task on a point-to-point link.

Another widely used protocol of a broader scope is the High-Level Data Link

Control Protocol (HDLC). The media access control (MAC) regulates usage of

the physical medium by the machines which is challenging if several computers

use a shared medium. For example, the Ethernet protocol controls how a com-

mon bus is accessed by several stations and adds the hardware addresses to the

packets. The LLC and MAC are constitute the link layer (LL).

The physical layer (PL) transforms the bits into physical signals that can

be interpreted by the next station that receives the message. The protocol stack in

Figure 2.1 applies to a typical Internet scenario and deviates from the original and

rather academic Open System Interconnection model defined by the International

Standardization Organization (OSI/ISO). The packet size grows if headers are

consecutively stacked. As packets are passed on from the source computer over

several intermediate station to the destination machine, the information related

to the application, transport, and network Layer protocols remains unchanged,

while all information of the link layer and below is renewed if network borders

are crossed and the physical layer is changed by any node on the way.

2.1.2 The IP Protocol

First, we motivate the need for a network layer abstraction like IP to enable trans-

parent communication across network boundaries. Then we explain details of the

IP protocol.

Inter-Networking

There are many types of physical media for data transportation that require

hardware-specific protocols for operation. Link layer protocols are also hardware

and vendor-specific. They are deployed in different networks but they are not

necessarily compatible. Hence, communication based on the link layer is only

possible within a single homogeneous network infrastructure. However, data ex-

10
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change among multiple and heterogeneous networks is a prerequisite for global

communication and for applications like email or the worldwide web.

Figure 2.2:The Internet Protocol is a network layer protocol and provides a uni-

form addressing scheme for heterogeneous networks.

Figure 2.2 shows the data path from a residential user calling someone on a

wireless phone with an IP application. The data packets are transported from a

wireless phone via a Wireless Local Access Network (WLAN, IEEE 802.11) to

the WLAN access point. This is connected by an Ethernet protocol over a twisted

pair wire to the Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) modem that is connected by the

telephone line (twisted pair) to the DSL access router in the switching center of

the Internet service provider (ISP) using the Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP) [9].

The data are forwarded over an optical fiber according to the Fiber Distributed

Data Interface (FDDI) network [10, 11] to a satellite link that is operated again by

11
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PPP. The next network is based on Fast Ethernet that runs over coaxial cable to

an ATM network which is based on the Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (SDH) to

manage the underlying optical network. It interconnects the base station, called

NodeB, in the Universal Mobile Telecommunication System (UMTS) Terrestrial

Radio Access Network (UTRAN) which transmits the data to the mobile phone

over the air interface according to UMTS specifications.

This scenario motivates the need for a network layer abstraction with a uni-

fying addressing scheme to transport higher layer data transparently over hetero-

geneous networks. The Internet Protocol (IP) provides this functionality.

The IP Header

Figure 2.3 shows the layout of the IP header [12]. The current version of IP is

indicated by the first 4 bits, and the next 4 bits reveal the header length in 32 bit

words. The length of the header is variable due to optional fields and the header is

padded with zeros to full 32 bit words. The type of service field (TOS, 8 bits) can

be used to indicate a priority class. The next 16 bits show the length of the whole

datagram including the header in bytes. The 16 bit identifier field is required when

a packet is fragmented into several smaller pieces due to a Maximum Transfer

Unit (MTU) of a link on its way from its source towards its destination. Then,

the pieces have the same identifier and the 13 bits offset indicates the amount of

payload in units of 8 bytes that have already been sent by earlier fragments. The

3 bits flag controls the fragmentation process. The Time-to-Live (TTL) number is

set to an initial value that is decremented by 1 in each router. If the TTL reaches

zero, the packet is discarded. In such a case, the sender is notified by an Internet

Control Message Protocol (ICMP) packet. This is useful for analysis purpuses,

e.g., the “traceroute” tool for network analysis takes advantage of that mecha-

nism to discover the routers of the path to a specific destination. The protocol

number identifies the protocol type in the payload, e.g., number 6 stands for TCP

and number 17 stands for UDP, which are both explained in the next section. The

checksum protects the complete IP header and helps to validate its integrity. If

12
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the evaluation of the checksum indicates an error at the destination, the packet

is discarded. The fourth and the fifth word carry the source and the destination

address of the packet. Finally, IP options can be added. For example, source rout-

ing can be implemented, i.e., a list of routers can be given in the options field

that have to be visited on the way to the destination. However, options are rarely

used as they slow down the forwarding process considerably because routers are

optimized for the standard IP header processing in the so-called fast path.

Source Address

Destination Address

ChecksumProtocolTTL

Packet LengthType of ServiceHLengthVersion

OffsetFlagsIdentifier

Padding (variable)Options (variable)

0 8 16 24 32

Figure 2.3:Format of the IP header.

Currently, version 4 of IP (IPv4) is in use. The new IP version 6 (IPv6) has

been standardized for years and it is expected to replace IPv4. The most important

change of IPv6 is the extension of the address space from 4 to 16 octets (bytes)

because as more and more devices need to be addressable, IPv4 addresses will run

short. Network Address Translation (NAT) mitigates this phenomenon but more

addresses are definitely required. However, the transition from IPv4 to IPv6 in

the Internet reveals to be a tedious process.

2.1.3 Higher Layer Protocols

So far, we have illustrated how worldwide connectivity is achieved on the basis of

IP datagrams. In this section, we consider the transport and the application layer
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abstraction on top of the IP network layer. We give some examples that play a

role in the context of real-time communication.

Transport Layer Protocols

Transport layer protocols organize the multiplexing of data streams from different

applications into an IP packet stream and enable a remote machine to assign the

received data to the corresponding processes. The transport layer is the lowest

abstraction that application programmers are faced with. From a programming

technical point of view, data are transmitted through so-called sockets that allow

a program to exchange messages with another process on a distant computer.

A socket is identified by a source and destination IP address, which is carried

by the network layer, and by a source and destination port number of two bytes

each, that are carried by the transport layer. A port is like mailbox for a process

within a computer such that packets that are addressed to a certain port can be

delivered to the correct process. Server programs have well-known ports that are

automatically used by software of client applications to contact the respective

server programs. For example, web servers listen usually on port 80.

When service differentiation of different flows is required, e.g. for prioriti-

zation or policing purposes (cf. Section 2.3), the packets of a single flow must

be recognized. A flow is defined by flow descriptor which usually consists of

the source and destination IP addresses and source and destination port num-

bers. Therefore, the respective information in the network and transport layer is

inspected to check whether a packet belongs to a specific flow. However, if the

IP payload is encrypted for security reasons, the port numbers in the transport

layer can no longer be inferred by intermediate routers. This problem is solved

by the flow label in IPv6. As transport layer protocols fulfill also other essential

but protocol-specific tasks, we explain briefly UDP and TCP, which are the most

frequently used transport layer protocols in the Internet [13].
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Transmission Control Protocol The Transmission Control Protocol

(TCP) [14] provides reliable transmission between two end systems. All transmit-

ted data segments have to be acknowledged to assure the complete and in-order

delivery of the data. The actions required by the TCP protocol are described by

state machines and require a session context, i.e. session-specific information like

the number of the last unacknowledged transmitted segment. Therefore, TCP is

a connection-oriented protocol which is more complex than the connectionless

UDP counterpart.

TCP also performs flow control based on a window mechanism, i.e., sender

and receiver agree upon a certain receiver buffer size that limits the amount of

data that the sending process may transmit without having received acknowl-

edgements for all previous data segments. Congestion control is performed by

the TCP sender when packet loss is detected through missing acknowledgements

which is in wireline networks mostly due to congestion. In this case, the sender

decreases its sending window size drastically which reduces the amount of un-

acknowledged data in the network and throttles its transmission rate. To recover

afterwards from an overreaction, the sending window size is increased again.

Hence, TCP is not suitable for real-time communication with delay constraints

as its sending rate is rather controlled by the network state than by the application.

User Datagram Protocol The User Datagram Protocol (UDP) [15] is

very simple and does not provide reliable transmission. Its header is 8 bytes long

and contains the source and destination port, two bytes for the length of the pay-

load, and a checksum (also two bytes) to enable end systems to detect bit errors

in the UDP header. No flow and congestion control is applied. Therefore, UDP is

used for real-time applications whose traffic is not intended to be slowed down

by occasional packet losses.

Other Protocols on Top of Plain IP For some purposes the address-

ing of a specific port is not mandatory, e.g., if the network nodes communicate

with each other independently of any application. The Internet Control Message
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Protocol (ICMP) [16, 17] is used by hosts, routers, and gateways to communicate

network layer-specific information to each other, e.g., notifications about expired

TTLs are sent over ICMP. Another example for direct message transport over IP

is the Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP) [18].

Application Layer Protocols

Standardized Application Layer protocols are required to enable different appli-

cations of different vendors to interoperate. Usually, they use the Transport Layer

capabilities of TCP or UDP. As outlined above, TCP is not suited for mission-

critical real-time communication but UDP does not provide reliable data transfer

nor in-order delivery. This and other functionality is added by real-time transport

protocols RTP and RTCP. A remote control for streaming purposes is realized by

RTSP. In contrast, SIP and H.323 help to initiate a session with a person or entity

whose IP address and communication abilities are currently unknown.

Protocols for Real-Time Transport The Real-Time Transport Proto-

col (RTP) assigns synchronization source identifiers to different media streams

[19, 20]. This allows a sender to multiplex several streams, e.g. voice and video,

of a single application into a single packet flow and it allows receivers to identify

multimedia streams from different senders, e.g. in case of a video conference.

Some additional information is provided to synchronize the payload of the RTP

packets. Every RTP header carries a payload type number that identifies the for-

mat of the carried stream. The sequence number addresses the deficiency of UDP

to deliver packets in-order. The timestamp of the most recent sample in the pay-

load is given related to the sampling rate of the respective encoder but not to the

wall clock time.

The accompanying RTP Control Protocol (RTCP) is also standardized in [19,

20]. It sends messages periodically to map the timestamps of different streams to

wall clock time in such a way that a lip synchronized playout of voice and video

can be achieved by applications. In addition, RTCP is used to provide sender
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reports to identify the sender and its streams, and receiver reports to give feedback

on the received transmission quality. The session control in the application can

take advantage of this information to adapt to good or bad channel conditions.

The frequency of the reports depends both on the rates of the streams and on the

number of participants in a session because only a small fraction of the bandwidth

should be consumed for control purposes.

Protocols for Media Streaming Streaming voice or video is non-

interactive real-time communication, i.e., the communication is unidirectional.

As long as no live interaction of the audience is required, a transmission delay in

the order of seconds is acceptable for live transmissions, e.g., if the program of a

local radio station is offered over the Internet. Stored video is another example for

video streaming if the playback starts as soon as enough frames are buffered. In

addition, the consumer wants to have a VCR-like control of the media [21], i.e.,

he wants to fast forward or backward and jump to some bookmarks. The Real-

Time Streaming Protocol (RTSP) [22] standardizes this kind of control between

client and server.

Protocols for Real-Time Communication Setup and Control
A challenge for ubiquitous communication is contacting the callee if the IP ad-

dress of his currently used communication device is unknown. The Session Initi-

ation Protocol (SIP) [23] solves this issue by a registrar, the so-called SIP proxy.

If a caller wants to initiate a session, he might contact the callee, e.g. Bob, directly

by sending an INVITE message to bob@193.60.210.89, i.e. to his computer, or

via a SIP proxy to sip:bob@domain.org. If Bob is not at his usual working desk

but reachable at another IP address or telephone number, or if he has received

his IP address by the Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP), he might

have registered that address at the proxy before so that the invitation is redirected

to the correct device. Then, a media encoding format is negotiated that both the

caller’s and the callee’s device can handle. In addition, it provides mechanisms

for call management, e.g., participants can be invited during a session, the media
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encoding format can be changed, and new streams can be added.

The H.323 protocol is standardized by the International Telecommunication

Union (ITU) and achieves the same objectives as SIP. The equivalent to the SIP

proxy is called gatekeeper. The H.323 protocol suite is an umbrella standard that

is more specific about other protocols, e.g., it mandates RTP as transport protocol

for media streams and each terminal must support G.711 encoded speech. It even

describes how Internet phones have to interoperate through gateways with the

public circuit-switched telephone network.

Examples of Other Application Layer Protocols There are many

other widely used application layer protocols, e.g., the Hypertext Transfer Pro-

tocol (HTTP) [5] which is the foundation of the worldwide web, the Simple

Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) [24] which standardizes email exchange, or

the File Transfer Protocol (FTP) [25] which is used for file downloads. The

Domain Name System (DNS) [26, 27] maps domain names of computers like

“www3.informatik.uni-wuerzburg.de” to their corresponding IP numbers and is,

therefore, used for almost any communication setup. We do not explain them in

this work because they are not real-time communication-specific. They will be

used in an NGN environment in the same way as in the traditional Internet since

NGNs must be downward compatible to the current technology.

2.1.4 The Structure of the Internet

The Internet consists of many interconnected independent administrative units,

so-called autonomous systems (AS). It is organized in a pseudo-hierarchical

structure as illustrated in Figure 2.4 [28] and whose levels are called tiers.

The Hierarchical Structure The networks of the tier-1 Internet service

providers (ISPs) constitute the backbone of the Internet. They are fully connected

among each other and have international coverage. Tier-2 ISPs have regional or

national coverage. To reach a large portion of the entire Internet, they are con-
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Figure 2.4:The pseudo-hierarchical interconnection of ISPs.

nected to one or several tier-1 ISPs. Below the tier-2 ISPs are the lower-tier

ISPs, which connect to the Internet via one or more tier-2 ISPs. At the bottom

of the hierarchy are the access ISPs, selling Internet access directly to end users

and content providers. If they are connected to only one higher-tier ISP, they are

called stub-ASs. Access networks mostly reveal a strongly hierarchical topology

while networks of higher-tier ISPs have a more regular structure [29, 30, 31]. ASs

that transport traffic originated from or destined for other ASs are called transit

networks. They are assigned a unique 16 bit AS number (ASN) by the “Inter-

net Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers” (ICANN) [32] for routing

purposes.

A provider ISP charges a customer ISP a fee, which typically depends on

the bandwidth of the link connecting the two. To save costs, tier-2 ISPs may also

choose to connect directly to each other, which is called peering. Some tier-1
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ISPs also act as tier-2 or lower-tier ISP and sell Internet access directly to large

companies or institutions. Increasingly, lower-tier ISPs are connected to several

higher-tier ISPs to remain still connected to the Internet if one upward exit of the

network fails. An ISP is called single-, dual-, or multi-homed depending on its

number of provider ISPs. In conclusion, the hierarchical structure is not entirely

strict.

POPs and Direct Peering Points A Point of Presence (POP) is simply

a group of one or more routers in an ISP’s network to which routers of other

ISPs can connect, no matter whether they are at the same level in the hierarchy,

below or above. To connect to a provider’s POP, the customer ISP typically leases

a high-speed link from a third-party telecommunications provider and directly

connects one of its routers to a router at the provider’s POP. A tier-1 provider

typically has many POPs scattered across different geographical locations in its

network, and multiple customer ISPs connect into each of these POPs. Two tier-1

ISPs may also peer with each other at several pairs of POPs.

Network Access Points In addition to such private peering points, ISPs

often interconnect at Network Access Points (NAPs), also called Internet Ex-

change Points (IXPs) , that are owned and operated by either some third-party

telecommunications company or by an Internet backbone provider. Because the

NAPs relay and switch tremendous volumes of traffic, they often consist of com-

plex high-speed ATM switching networks, concentrated in a single building. The

trend is for the tier-1 ISPs to interconnect with each other directly at private peer-

ing points, and for tier-2 ISPs to interconnect with other tier-2 ISPs and with

tier-1 ISPs at NAPs [33].

2.1.5 Addressing and Forwarding

First, we give insights into the structure of IP addresses and then we explain

the forwarding of IP datagrams by routers which depends fundamentally on the
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addressing scheme.

IP Addressing

The boundary between a host or a router and a physical communication link is

called an interface. By nature, routers have several of them. IP addresses are as-

signed to interfaces rather than to machines, therefore, hosts mostly have one IP

address whereas routers have several IP addresses. These numbers are 4 octets

in length, i.e. 32 bits, and are often denoted in dotted-decimal notation, e.g.

132.187.105.113, in which each byte of the address is written in its decimal form

and is separated by a period from other bytes in the address. The� leftmost bits

in the IP address are called the network prefix or network mask which is denoted

by���������. The rightmost part signifies the interfaces within the corresponding

network. Originally,� was restricted to� � ��� ��� ��� for class A (/8), class

B (/16), class C (/24), and class D (/24) addresses. Class A addresses can be pa-

rameterized by the network prefix 0/1, class B by 128/2, class C by 192/3, and

class D by 224/4. Class D addresses are reserved for multicast purposes. Class C

addresses can cover only 254 computers within a network because host number

0 is invalid by definition and host number 255 is used for broadcast purposes. In

contrast, class A addresses are very valuable due to their large address space but

there are only 126 of them as 0/8 and 127/8 are reserved values. Since this classful

allocation of IP addresses leads to an unnecessary limitation of network prefixes

and network sizes, the Classless Interdomain Routing (CIDR) [34] since 1993

allows the prefix size� to take conceptually any value between 1 and 32. This

assignment rule holds for ASs. A further subdivision of networks into smaller

units within such an authority is called subnetting [35].

Datagram Forwarding

A routing table specifies exactly to which outgoing interface a router has to for-

ward an IP datagram. We discuss this by a modified example taken from [28],

presented in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1:An example routing table.

Destination Interface

127/24 127.0.0.1

192.168.2/8 192.168.2.5

192.168.2.96/6 192.168.2.96

192.55.114/8 193.55.114.6

193.168.3/8 192.168.3.5

224/24 193.55.114.6

0/32 193.55.114.129

The routing table consists of pairs of network prefixes and corresponding

outgoing interfaces. Routing is the possibly distributed calculation of the routing

table and the determination of the correct outgoing interface for an IP datagram

according to the routing table. Hence, the longest match between the destina-

tion network mask in the routing table and the destination address determines the

outgoing interface. For example, any IP address matching 192.168.2.96/6 also

matches 192.168.2/8 but due to this rule, datagrams are forwarded on interface

192.168.2.96 instead of 192.168.2.5. All addresses that do no match any special

network prefix are destined to the default destination (0/32) and forwarded on

the corresponding interface. The 127.0.0.1 entry is the so-called loop-back in-

terface which returns IP packets back to the machine itself. This mechanism is

used for debugging purposes. The last entry is also special as it regards multicast

addresses.

The network prefixes a.b.0/17 and a.b.128/17 can be aggregated to a new

network prefix a.b/16, which is called route aggregation or summarization. Rout-

ing tables are small if the routing of the entire address space can be represented

in a very compact way. Thus, the traffic leaving a common interface should be

parameterizable by a few network prefixes. Hence, route aggregation makes IP

forwarding quite scalable provided that the IP addresses are assigned at least in a
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pseudo-hierarchical manner. IP addresses are assigned blockwise by the ICANN

and they can also be obtained from an ISP which results in a hierarchical struc-

ture in the sense that all IP addresses beginning with the prefix of an ISP’s net-

work mask can be reached through its network. Exceptions can be handled by the

longest match first rule in the routing tables.

2.1.6 Routing Protocols

The IP packets are forwarded according to routing tables that are configured in

each router. This is mostly done automatically by routing protocols [36]. They

determine for each router the next hop on the way for every destination in the

Internet by exchanging reachability or topological information.

As ISPs are in general not willing to disclose information about their network

to competitors and as the entire Internet is too large for the exchange of detailed

routing information, the routing in the entire Internet is done in a hierarchical

fashion that reflects the structure of the Internet.

Each AS represents an autonomous routing domain where the routing of local

addresses can be done independently of other AS. This is called intra-AS routing

which is performed by intra-AS or interior gateway routing protocols (IGPs). A

gateway is a router that enables packets to cross an AS boundary, examples are

peering routers or routers in an NAP. If an IP packet is addressed to a foreign AS,

it needs to cross a number of ASs. This path is determined by inter-AS or exterior

gateway protocols (EGPs).

Intra-AS Routing

Intra-AS or intra-domain routing protocols can be classified into distance vector

protocols and link state protocols. Interfaces are associated with link costs that

are additive with respect to a path. The cost metrics may be hop count, delay, uti-

lization, or others. Both protocol types determine a lowest-cost path for a route

to avoid loops. We explain these concepts and discuss the Routing Information
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Protocol (RIP) and the Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) routing protocol as ex-

amples.

Distance Vector Protocols The distance vector protocol approach re-

quires each router to maintain a distance table that holds the next hop router and

the associated costs for each destination within the routing domain. Initially, the

table holds only the router itself and its directly attached neighbor as destination

with a path cost of zero or the respective interface costs. A vector of the reach-

able destinations together with the path costs is transmitted periodically to all

neighboring routers. If a router	 receives such a distance vector from a router


, it adds the costs to reach
 to the respective path costs and compares them to

the entries in its own distance table. If no entry for a destination exists or if the

new cost to a destination is smaller than in the distance table, then the respective

next hop router in the table is replaced by
 and the new cost. The algorithm

eventually converges. If an interface is no longer active, its cost is set to a large

value such that unreachability can be assumed if the cost of a path is larger than

this value. The propagation of this information is very slow, so transient loops

are created for a while, which can be solved by the “poisoned reverse” approach

[28].

The Routing Information Protocol (RIP) version 2 [37] exchanges RIP ad-

vertisement every 30 seconds over UDP. If a router does not get an update from

its neighbor once within 180 seconds, it assumes that this neighbor is no longer

reachable. In the first version of RIP the hop count was the mandatory link met-

ric, i.e., the link costs were all one and the maximum cost of a path was restricted

to 15. Hence, a maximum network diameter of 15 hops was a prerequisite for the

application of that protocol.

Link State Protocols Link state protocols require routers to broadcast the

identities and costs of their attached interfaces to all other routers in the network.

Hence, routers can infer the complete network topology including costs by eval-

uating the link state messages, the so-called link state packages (LSPs). Based
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on this complete view, each router can locally compute a minimum cost path to

every destination in the network by Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm [38]. The

routing table is composed according to this result.

The Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) protocol version 2 [39] broadcasts the

link state advertisements every 30 seconds or if a topology change has been rec-

ognized. As the messages are sent directly on top of the IP protocol, OSPF takes

also care of reliable message transfer. The OSPF protocol also checks whether

links are operational via so-called “Hello” messages that are sent periodically

to each attached neighbor, and allows an OSPF router to obtain a neighbor-

ing router’s database of network-wide link states. All exchanges between OSPF

routers are authenticated, i.e., only trusted routers can participate in the rout-

ing process, which prevents malicious intruders to inject wrong information. The

Equal Cost Multi-Path (ECMP) option allows to create multiple paths to a desti-

nation provided they have the same costs. In addition, both unicast and multicast

routing is supported.

The OSPF protocol allows to subdivide an AS into “areas” where the OSPF

protocol is performed independently. Each area has at least one area border router

that has a similar responsibility as the AS gateway routers. All area border routers

constitute a backbone whose primary role is to route traffic among different areas

in the AS. This mechanism supports the scalability of the routing by reducing the

amount of exchanged link state advertisements.

The Intermediate System to Intermediate System Routing Exchange Protocol

(IS-IS) is also a link state routing protocol and it is after OSPF the mostly utilized

IGP in the Internet.

Inter-AS Routing

As mentioned above, gateway routers connect to neighboring ASs and are in

charge of exchanging traffic destined for other ASs. Therefore, all of them must

be reachable from a network, which requires that it is present in the gateway’s

routing table. Currently, there are about 16,000 ASs in the Internet [40]. There-
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fore, the routing table for interdomain destinations can become very large. Hence,

one goal of interdomain routing is route aggregation to keep the number of net-

work prefixes low. Inter-AS paths are primarily chosen with respect to policy

rules. For example, traffic is only forwarded to ISPs whose reachability informa-

tion is trusted and that have enough capacity, or ISPs want to carry only the traffic

from or to its customers. Therefore, the shortest path metric is not appropriate

for interdomain routing purposes and not feasible either because the intradomain

costs for the traversal of transit ASs are not comparable.

The de facto standard for inter-AS routing is the Border Gateway Protocol

(BGP) version 4 [41, 42, 43]. Every AS has one BGP speaker that exchanges in-

formation about reachable networks with the BGP speakers of neighboring ASs

over a reliable TCP connection. Thus, the abstract graph consists of nodes that

represent networks and edges that result from provider-customer or peering rela-

tionships. If an AS has several BGP speakers, special care is required to main-

tain consistency. To support policy-based routing decisions, inter-AS routers an-

nounce for each possibly aggregated network address a list of attributes like in-

terdomain routers and AS numbers on the respective path. Hence, BGP is a path

vector protocol that works similarly to a distance vector protocol. In contrast to

the presented intradomain protocols, the information is not sent periodically and

only updates like route changes or route withdrawals are propagated. If a route

fails, it may take tens of minutes until the convergence of the protocol reaches a

consistent view of all routing tables [44, 45]. Therefore, outages of transit ASs

should be avoided to prevent such scenarios.

BGP provides only the mechanism to exchange the relevant information but

it does not determine the routing policy for which we give some examples. To

avoid loops, a router must not forward traffic to a neighbor that announces a

route containing its own ASN. If more than one path is acceptable, the one with

the smallest number of ASs is usually taken by an AS and further announced

to its customers. A multi-homed stub-AS announces to its providers that it has

no path outside its domain to prevent being misused as a transit AS. Most of

the routing policies are unknown because the contracts between peering ASs are
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mostly confidential.

Inter-AS routing poses two protocol challenges. It requires firstly that BGP

speakers of neighboring AS exchange reachability information and secondly that

this information is distributed among all intradomain routers. The first task is

performed by the Exterior BGP (E-BGP). If the amount of inter-AS routing in-

formation is small, e.g. in stub-ASs, the second duty can be supported by the

normal intradomain routing protocol. However, the amount of inter-AS routing

information in backbone networks is large, therefore, it cannot be distributed at

regular intervals. The Interior BGP (I-BGP) helps to distribute the reachability

information from the BGP speakers to the internal routers. The closest border

router from each internal router towards a certain destination can be figured out

by means of the intradomain routing protocol.

2.2 Multiprotocol Label Switching

MPLS stands for “Multiprotocol” Label Switching. Multiprotocol because its

techniques are applicable to any network layer protocol [46]. The mechanism

resides between the link layer and the network layer. A connection, a so-called

label-switched path (LSP, not to confuse with link state packages of link state

routing protocols) between two distant computers is set up and the packets are

forwarded in the routers based on label switching instead of packet routing,

which simplifies the forwarding process. The participating routers are called label

switching routers (LSRs). Figure 2.5 illustrates that the LSP ingress LSR equips

an IP packet with a label of� bytes – a so-called shim header – and sends it to

the next LSR. The intermediate LSRs classify a packet according to its incom-

ing interface and label. Based on this information and the incoming label map

(ILM), label swapping is performed and the packet is forwarded to the respec-

tive outgoing interface. The LSP egress LSR just removes the label from the IP

packet header and routes it to the next hop. In practice, modern routers are capa-

ble of processing both IP and MPLS packets. Hence, the label swapping process
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requires entries for every LSP in the management information base (MIB) of an

LSR, so MPLS is a stateful technology.
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Figure 2.5:An LSP creates a new IP adjacency.

There are two major protocol alternatives for establishing an LSP. The RSVP

Tunneling Extensions (RSVP-TE) [47] are modifications to RSVP that enable it

to distribute labels. The Constraint-Based Label Distribution Protocol (CR-LDP)

[48] has been designed particularly for that goal but the IETF now seems to ad-

here to RSVP-TE. An LSP may be established and associated with bandwidth

reservations, e.g., using the primitives of RSVP. Thus, the LSP represents a vir-

tual link that borrows its resources from the links connecting its LSRs. The more

general Label Distribution Protocol (LDP) is not able to make reservations [49].

The label distribution and the label switching paradigm allow for explicit

route pinning which gives a finer control on packet forwarding than routing. This

is especially useful for traffic engineering [50, 51, 52, 53, 54]. As MPLS im-

plements the connection concept, it is often viewed as a modified version of the

Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) [55, 56] with variable cell size. But there is

a profound difference: ATM enables a two-fold aggregation with its virtual con-
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nection and virtual path concept while MPLS allows for many-fold aggregation

using multiple label stacking [51], i.e., an LSP may be transported over other

LSPs. This feature helps to build scalable network structures, so-called LSP hi-

erarchies [57, 58, 59, 60, 61].

2.3 QoS Issues

Due to economical aspects, a convergence of conventional communication sys-

tems such as telephony and Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) networks, and

data networks such as the Internet into an NGN architecture is desired. Tradi-

tional telecommunication networks have two revenue generating properties:

� They offer Quality of Service (QoS) in terms of limited packet loss and de-

lay. Jitter, i.e. the delay variation among the packets of a flow, is kept to a

minimum. These so-called premium services support interactive real-time

communication such as telephony or remote control. They are especially

required for demanding multimedia applications such as video conference

[11] or mission-critical telematic applications. Note that our definition

of QoS is only the technical-transmission-related subset of the definition

given by the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) [62, 63].

� They provide high reliability which is required for business-critical ap-

plications such as Virtual Private Networks (VPNs) or carrier grade net-

works. Business customers require 99.999% service availability and are

not ready to hazard the consequences of a local network outage. Reliabil-

ity is also a component of the QoS definition of the ITU.

A router forwards the packets received from its input interfaces to its output

interfaces. In between, the packets are switched from the input ports to the re-

spective output ports where they are queued until they can be sent through the

output interface. This is depicted in Figure 2.6. As the queues have limited ca-

pacity, they can overflow in which case packets are discarded. Thus, packet loss
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occurs at the IP level. If the queues are very long, packet delay occurs with a

duration that is also determined by the link bandwidth. Packet loss and delay can

be avoided if routers have sufficient resources to carry the traffic or if the traffic

rate is low enough for the respective router.

Switching

Fabric Output

Queues

Figure 2.6:The switching fabric and the output queues are essential components

of a router.

The availability of networks is compromised by internal outages. For exam-

ple, links may fail due to physical damage or routers can fail due to software bugs,

hardware crashes, or bad configuration. As a consequence, some network regions

may be no longer reachable. When routing tables are constructed automatically

by routing protocols, an alternative path can be found if such a path is feasible

by the network topology. So far, this takes in the order of a minute to provide the

deviation path if the timers of the routing protocols are set to default values.

Future networks will be packet-switched to support the successful connec-

tionless IP communication model but they also have to provide QoS and high
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reliability. Capacity overprovisioning, service differentiation, and admission con-

trol are approaches to introduce QoS in packet-switched networks. Network reli-

ability is mainly achieved by massive redundancy in communication systems.

2.3.1 Overprovisioning

One technology-extensive solution to provide QoS is bandwidth overprovisioning

[64, 65, 66], i.e., the network is equipped with sufficient bandwidth such that no

congestion occurs.

Small networks have physically limited ingress lines which allows for the es-

timation of the maximum traffic rate on internal network links. In large networks,

the traffic peaks on internal links are limited due to the high traffic aggregation

and stochastic arguments. The traffic intensity can be measured and capacity pro-

visioning can be based on forecasts. Such forecasts also have to take into account

sudden load changes due to BGP updates. This and other unplanned events make

overprovisioning a hard task. Since no modifications of today’s IP world are re-

quired, this method is quite appealing. However, there is little evidence how much

overprovisioning is required to have a sufficiently high probability that network

congestion does not occur. Therefore, the resource efficiency of overprovisioning

is still unknown which is a critical question for economical considerations.

2.3.2 Service Differentiation

Packet loss and delay can be avoided by capacity overprovisioning. However,

accidental increases of the traffic rates lead to congestion in the routers if they

exceed the estimates that were the base for capacity dimensioning because there

is no technical possibility to at least improve the QoS for high-priority traffic.

Different traffic classes are defined for service differentiation and high-priority

packets are served preferentially to reduce their loss and delay in overload sit-

uations. For example, high-priority packets may overtake low-priority packets

in the output queue of the router and low-priority packets are discarded with a
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larger probability to leave the buffer space for high-priority packets. However,

such mechanisms only mitigate the effects of congestion on high-priority traffic

and cannot prevent that sufficiently large overload leads to QoS degradation.

In the following, we give an introduction to the Differentiated Services

framework which implements preferential treatment on the packet level. Buffer

management and packet scheduling disciplines in routers can balance the packet

loss and delay among different traffic classes.

Differentiated Services

The Differentiated Services (DiffServ) framework [67] introduces different traffic

classes [68, 69]. A corresponding Per-Hop Behavior (PHB) defines how packets

of these classes are forwarded by the routers. Therefore, the terms traffic class and

PHBs are equivalent in the DiffServ context. The DiffServ Code Point (DSCP)

carries the PHB in the ToS field of the IP header [70] and the packets are labelled

with the corresponding value either by the host or by an access router.

As outlined above, PHB mechanisms achieve service differentiation but they

cannot avoid congestion in general. Therefore, traffic conditioners limit the rate

of the traffic entering the network. A meter monitors the PHB-specific rate of the

ingress traffic. Depending on the policy different actions may be performed:

� A marker marks the packets as in- or out-of-profile according to a traffic

conditioning agreement (TCA) in the service level agreement (SLA). This

is done on an aggregate basis, i.e., packets are treated unaware of the flows

they belong to. One possibility is to discard packets that are marked out-

of-profile.

� A second policy is downgrading the traffic to the normal best effort class.

� Another option is to carry the excess traffic according to its PHB type

and to discard the marked packets only if overload occurs. This is called

policing.
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� The traffic conditioner may also work as a spacer, i.e., it may delay pack-

ets until they are in-profile according to the TCA. The packets are only

discarded if the spacer buffer overflows. Spacers are often implemented in

hardware [71].

The concept of service differentiation on the packet level scales well as the

routers must be aware of only a few PHBs. The original stateless IP approach

is marginally modified because the DSCP is recorded in the ToS field. However,

service differentiation on the packet level impairs the QoS of all flows of a single

PHB in the same way [72, 73, 74, 75]. For demanding applications it makes more

sense to block some flows entirely in overload situations and to provide high QoS

for the others. This mechanism is called admission control (AC) and will be the

focus of Chapter 3.

Buffer Management and Packet Scheduling

The implementation of PHBs takes into account both buffer management and

packet scheduling algorithms [76, 77].

Buffer management algorithms decide whether a router should store a re-

ceived packet in its buffer if the forwarding unit is busy. Packets are usually

discarded in case of buffer overflow. This simple buffer management policy is

called Drop Tail. Random Early Detection (RED) gateways [78, 79, 80, 81, 82]

discard packets based on a PHB-specific probability that depends on the buffer

occupation.

Packet scheduling is an online algorithm that determines the order in which

already queued packets are played out. The normal proceeding is First-In-First-

Out (FIFO) scheduling which does not differentiate between traffic classes. Static

Priority (SP) forwards packets of higher priority classes exhaustively in a FIFO

manner and delays packets of lower priority classes until no high-priority packets

are waiting. Generalized Processor Sharing (GPS) [83] or Weighted Fair Queu-

ing (WFQ) [84, 85] serves packets of different traffic classes with a predefined

fraction of the forwarding capacity and Weighted Round Robin (WRR) [86] can
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be viewed as an easy to implement approximation of WFQ. Earliest Deadline

First (EDF) [87, 88, 89] requires deadlines in the packet headers and chooses

the packet with the earliest deadline for transmission which requires searching or

sorting in real-time. The Modified Earliest Deadline First (MEDF) works on self-

assigned deadlines and is easier to implement than EDF. Essentially, it achieves

a delay advantage for high-priority packets [90, 76].

2.3.3 Admission Control

The above approaches try to avoid congestion by providing enough capacity and

by preferring high-priority traffic in the routers. However, they do not limit the

amount of high-priority traffic in the network, which is the actual cause for packet

loss and delay. This is done by admission control (AC), i.e., flows need to be ex-

plicitly admitted for the transmission of a declared rate of high-priority packets.

Hence, the QoS of admitted flows can be guaranteed at the expense of flow block-

ing. The transmission rate of the flows is also controlled by a traffic conditioner,

i.e. spacer or policer, like above. Note that the capacity of a link depends on the

underlying physical communication infrastructure and that the QoS features of

the network layer must be supported by the link layer. This is however out of the

scope of this work.

In circuit-switched networks like the telephone system, the existence of con-

nections is coupled with the corresponding physical resources that are exclusively

dedicated to them. Thus, congestion cannot occur. In packet-switched but still

connection-oriented architectures like ATM, resources are explicitly reserved to-

gether with the setup of a virtual channel connection (VCC). The IP technology

is even unaware of the connection concept which makes its management simple.

However, this complicates the establishment of reservations because they must

be associated with a packet stream.

Figure 2.7 gives a schematic overview of the relation between AC and the

reservation process for a flow [18] in IP networks. Usually, a reservation request

is signalled by end systems to the reservation process of a router by the means of
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a resource reservation protocol. The request contains the QoS requirements (e.g.

delay constraints or the traffic class), traffic descriptors (e.g. the data rate) [91],

and the flow specifiers that characterize the packets of the flow. The reservation

process first checks the authorization of the flow using the policy control mod-

ule. Then, AC decides, based on the flow specifiers, whether the new reservation

can be supported without violating the QoS requirements of the already admitted

flows and the new flow. The flow specifiers are propagated to the packet classifier

in the router. The traffic conditioner receives the traffic descriptors and the packet

scheduler is notified about the QoS requirements. If the reservation is established,

the data packets are associated with the corresponding reservations by the clas-

sifier. The traffic conditioner checks whether the data flow behaves according to

the traffic descriptors and takes appropriate actions to avoid congestion. Finally,

the packet scheduler gives preferential treatment to packets with reservations.
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Figure 2.7:Admission Control is part of the reservation process.

The key function for the reservation process is AC. It can be implemented
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by a wide variety of different approaches and there are no comprehensive studies

that classify and compare them in a uniform way. The flow information must be

stored at each router along its path which constitutes a reservation state. Thus,

reservations introduce the connection concept into the IP world.

The Integrated Services [92, 93] concept uses the Resource Reservation Pro-

tocol (RSVP) [18] to signal the resource requirement along a path on a hop-by-

hop basis. The intermediate nodes treat individual flows separately with regard to

classification, policing, and scheduling, which is quite a heavy overhead.

DiffServ can be enhanced by AC, e.g., if AC is performed only at the bor-

der routers and the traffic conditioner marks the packets with the corresponding

DSCP [94]. Then, core routers can continue with their simple PHB-dependent

operation and remain unaware of individual flows [95].

2.3.4 Network Reliability

The fault-tolerance of a network to local outages is called resilience. It means that

data flows reach their destination although a failure happened in the network that

has affected the physical communication medium of the communication path. In

traditional telephone systems most vital parts are laid out redundantly [96, 97],

e.g., power supply, switching fabrics, processors, and communication lines. If one

item fails, the corresponding backup item takes over the functionality. This strat-

egy made these conventional telecommunication system very reliable and led to

a high target availability of up to 99.999% which corresponds to 5 minutes down-

time per year. This feature is know as the “five nines” [98]. In contrast, the current

Internet infrastructure provides an availability of only 99% which corresponds to

15 minutes downtime per day [99]. The five nines are a requirement for busi-

ness customers because communication is a vital component of their work flow.

Companies are interconnected with their branch offices and with customers. A

communication failure impedes the daily operation or even makes it impossible

which translates directly into a loss of money. As a consequence, business users

depend on reliable communication and they are willing to pay for it. In fact, the
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major impairment of speech quality in the tier-1 IP backbone network of SPRINT

in 2001 resulted from link failures and not from queuing delay [100].

In recent year, router vendors have addressed this need and offer highly reli-

able equipment in their portfolio. They increase the availability of their hardware

devices by a redundant provisioning of essential components like in conventional

switches [101, 102, 103, 104, 105].

However, there is an essential difference between traditional connection-

oriented telephone technology and connectionless IP networks. Connection-

oriented technologies are based on states for each individual flow in each switch-

ing node. To increase the reliability, the reliability of the nodes must be increased

and backup communication lines must be provided. As an alternative, a backup

connection for each individual flow can be set up over a disjoint path to provide

a hot standby but this is a considerable overhead. In any case, 100% extra line

capacity must be provided.

As current IP technology does not depend on states in the network, traffic can

be simply deviated around the failure location if the routing adapts to the modified

working topology. Since the line capacity is not bound to any connection, the

extra capacity can be shared by different flows in different outage scenarios. This

saves costs and makes rerouting an attractive means to increase the resilience of

a network.

Although MPLS is also a stateful technology, it does not introduce a per

flow state in the routers since it works on an aggregate basis. In addition, an

LSP usually survives the lifetime of individual flows. Since MPLS is a powerful

means for traffic engineering, we use it for rerouting purposes in Chapter 4.

2.3.5 Prototype Implementations of NGN

Architectures

The need for NGNs has pushed several pilot projects to engineer and to test po-

tential NGN architectures. All of them enhance today’s Internet infrastructure

by QoS mechanisms. The most famous one is the Internet2 initiative [106] that
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interconnects north-american universities. The European Union promotes infor-

mation society technologies (IST) and offers funding for projects in the so-called

framework programme (FWP). The TEQUILA project [107] from the 5. FWP

has concentrated on the definition of service level specifications and the setup of

a QoS capable network that is based on loop control mechanisms using traffic

measurements. The AQUILA project [108] has also been funded within the 5.

FWP and focused on the definition of different traffic classes and their respective

admission control algorithms.

This work is settled in the context of the KING project [109] which stands for

“Key Components for the Internet of the Next Generation”. The project duration

is from 1 October 2001 until 30 September 2004 and it is funded by the Bun-

desministerium für Bildung und Forschung (BMBF) of the Federal Republic of

Germany and the Siemens AG. The project is led by Siemens AG and 7 German

research institutes are participating. The institutions are

� Siemens AG, Information and Communication Networks

� Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft, Institute for Communication Systems, Munich

� Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft, Institute for Open Communication Systems,

Berlin

� University of Duisburg-Essen, Institute for Experimental Mathematics,

Computer Network Technology Group

� University of Karlsruhe (TH), Institute of Telematics

� Technical University of Munich, Institute of Communication Networks

� University of Stuttgart, Institute of Communication Networks and Com-

puter Engineering, and

� University of Würzburg, Institute of Computer Science, Department of

Distributed Systems
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KING is the first research project regarding NGNs that combines the QoS aspects

and reliability issues, and suggests a comprehensive concept for resilient QoS

networks. Basically, the network is operated is a DiffServ-like manner and AC

limits the traffic volume to avoid overload. To keep the core network simple,

traffic conditioners control the profile of the flows only at the network edge and

mark the packets with the corresponding DSCP. Therefore, reconfiguration of

policers on the backup path of a flow is not necessary if traffic rerouting occurs

due to a network failure. In addition, AC limit the traffic to such a level that

rerouting in protected failure scenarios does not lead to congestion on backup

paths.
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In this chapter, we give an overview of different admission control (AC) methods

and present a new classification, where budget-based network AC (BNAC) plays

an important role. We present a taxonomy for BNAC with respect to resource al-

location and explain the different NAC types in detail. In the recent years, many

different protocols and systems for BNAC have been proposed but no compre-

hensive comparison of these methods has been made so far. We suggest enhanced

algorithms for link dimensioning and illustrate the concept of economy of scale.

Then, we extend the link dimensioning approach towards BNAC-specific net-

work dimensioning. We use the ratio of offered traffic and required capacity

as performance measure for extensive comparisons among the different BNAC

types regarding resource efficiency. Thereby, we focus on network-relevant pa-

rameters like the traffic matrix, topology, and routing. The combination of AC

and network resilience is a novel issue and has never been addressed before in

literature, although it is important for reliable communication supporting QoS.

Therefore, we extend the capacity dimensioning framework to resilience require-

ments and compare their resource efficiency. Finally, we give algorithmic rec-

ommendations for the configuration of NAC budgets in real networks including

fairness, efficiency, runtime, and resilience aspects.
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3.1 Overview of Admission Control

We can divide AC into different categories. They differ in the quality of their QoS

guarantees, in their scope and operation. First, we distinguish the scope. Link AC

(LAC) gives answer to the question: how much traffic can be supported on a

single link without violating the QoS requirements? Network AC (NAC) needs

to protect more than one link with an admission decision and limits the number of

flows such that their QoS requirements can still be supported by a network. Thus,

NAC is a distributed problem and takes the path of a flow into account [110].

3.1.1 Link Admission Control

QoS criteria are usually packet loss and delay constraints and they are often for-

mulated in a probabilistic way. The packet loss probability must be lower than a

predefined objective and a certain percentile of the packet delay distribution must

be lower than a given threshold. Bursty traffic requires more bandwidth for trans-

mission than its mean rate to keep the queuing delay low. LAC takes the queuing

characteristics of the traffic into account and determines the required bandwidth

to carry flows over a single link without violating the QoS constraints.

Effective Bandwidth

The effective bandwidth of a flow is an additive amount of bandwidth for band-

width accounting on a link. It is large enough to assure that the QoS requirements

of all flows are met in the interplay with other admitted flows. The computation of

the effective bandwidth can be based on declared or measured traffic parameters,

e.g. mean rate or maximum burst size. The effective bandwidth can depend on the

considered link capacity as it takes statistical multiplexing gain into account. A

good overview on effective bandwidth methods can be found in [111, 112, 113].

However, the concept is not limited to special formulae. We describe some sim-

ple examples for bandwidth accounting. They assume certain traffic models and

can be viewed as a realization of the effective bandwidth concept.
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� With peak rate allocation, each flow declares its maximum rate. The AC

makes sure that the sum of all peak rates is not larger than the link band-

width. To achieve that objective, the AC entity records the traffic descrip-

tors of individual flows to increase and decrease the reserved bandwidth

when flows are admitted or terminate. This flow-related information is

called an AC or reservation state. The peak rate allocation scheme requires

only a small buffer to prevent packet loss and leads to little delay although

delay is not explicitly taken into account.

� The����� queuing model [114] might be appropriate to compute the

maximum load that a link can support without violating certain delay

bounds when traffic flows have irregular inter-arrival and service-times,

i.e. variable packet sizes. A traffic description for traffic with Poisson

queuing properties or better is given in [115, 116] such that corresponding

policers can be constructed.

� The� � ��� queuing model assumes that homogeneous flows with

a deterministic packet inter-arrival and service time, i.e. constant packet

sizes, are multiplexed onto a single link. Simple queuing formulae enable

the computation of delay percentiles. This model is suitable for constant

bitrate real-time traffic flows. An application of the formula can be found

in [117].

� Many other methods, e.g. rate envelope multiplexing (REM), are dis-

cussed in [1], which is a good summary of research efforts regarding ef-

fective bandwidth in the context of ATM in the 1990s.

The suitability of these effective bandwidth methods depends on the required

QoS. Hence, different approaches may be used to implement different traffic

classes [110, 118], e.g. interactive real-time traffic requires stricter delay re-

quirements than non-interactive traffic streaming. LAC can be further subdi-

vided into parameter-based LAC (PLAC), measurement-based AC (MBAC), and
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experience-based AC (EBAC), which is a new concept that combines both ap-

proaches.

Parameter-Based LAC

With PLAC, the effective bandwidth calculation for a flow is based on its traffic

descriptor (e.g. peak rate and burstiness) that is declared by the application or a

proxy. The adherence of the source is part of the traffic contract and it is essen-

tial for the correctness of the AC decision. Therefore, the traffic descriptors are

usually controlled by policers that discard excess packets. In general, for every

concise traffic description, a policer can be constructed. To avoid losses at the po-

licer, traffic descriptor are declared larger than sufficient. As a consequence, the

respective effective bandwidth is also larger than required and when blocking oc-

curs, the link bandwidth is not yet utilized to a critical degree. This shortcoming

is addressed by MBAC and EBAC.

Usually, PLAC is only applied to non-elastic real-time traffic but the authors

of [119] adapt this method for TCP streams to guarantee a certain goodput.

Measurement-Based AC

With MBAC, the effective bandwidth calculation for a flow is based on a traffic

descriptor that is derived from instantaneous measurements of that flow. As men-

tioned above, flows often reserve a larger rate than required to get enough band-

width when needed or the traffic descriptors are unknown. Thus, MBAC schemes

are more effective than PLAC schemes without violating the QoS requirements

of the traffic because the measured traffic profile is a tighter description than a

traffic descriptor declared by applications. Since meaningful measurements of

a specific flow are only available after a certain measurement time [120], the

effective bandwidth of a flow is initially computed based on a declared traffic de-

scriptor, when it is required for the AC decision. Some MBAC methods require

the measurements of individual flows but most of them are based on aggregate

measurements of the admitted traffic [121].
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Like with PLAC, flows are accepted or rejected based on worst case traffic

descriptors and the amount of already admitted traffic. However, these worst case

traffic descriptors are substituted after some time by some more economic flow

characterizations.

MBAC with Flow-Specific Measurements MBAC with flow-

specific measurements (F-MBAC) measures the traffic descriptors of each flow

individually. As soon as the confidence in the measured results is sufficiently

large, the effective bandwidth, that has been initially calculated for that flow

based on declared traffic descriptors, is substituted by an update, which is com-

puted based on the measured traffic descriptor. Examples of flow-specific mea-

surement methods are given in [122, 121, 123].

MBAC with Aggregate Measurements The effective bandwidths of

admitted flows are only required to determine the free bandwidth on the link.

For this purpose, the rate of the admitted aggregate is sufficient and most MBAC

methods measure properties of the admitted traffic aggregate instead of individual

flows. MBAC with aggregate measurements (A-MBAC) has two advantages. The

measurement is simpler as no per flow measurement states have to be kept and the

statistical properties of a stationary aggregate are more stable. On the other hand,

new flows are admitted and others terminate which makes the aggregate a non-

stationary process which must be carefully observed [124, 125]. Comparisons of

different A-MBAC approaches can be found in [126, 127, 128, 129, 130, 131,

132, 133].

Experience-Based AC

Experience-based AC (EBAC) [134] is a combination of PLAC and MBAC. It

computes the effective bandwidths for flows based on declared traffic descrip-

tors but it respects an overbooking factor for the AC decision which is computed

based on past measurements. More precisely, EBAC measures and records both
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traffic rates and the aggregate effective bandwidth and correlates them with re-

spect to time. Based on these traces, the time-dependent reservation utilization

is derived. The 99% percentile of the distribution function of the reservation uti-

lization yields a value that is only rarely exceeded and, therefore, we take its re-

ciprocal� for overbooking. Overbooking means that the AC entity can allocate

a� multiple of the physical bandwidth. EBAC works only for sufficiently large

links and traffic aggregates where the reservation utilization is fairly constant, for

a large number of reservations, and it assumes that traffic properties change only

slowly. Unlike MBAC, EBAC does not require instant measurements as the over-

booking parameter is derived from traces. On the one hand, this is an important

advantage of EBAC compared to MBAC because the EBAC approach has been

successfully implemented with standard machines in the KING project while in-

stant and sufficiently exact measurements for MBAC are not feasible by standard

routers. On the other hand, EBAC cannot achieve as high resource utilizations

like MBAC because it possesses less information about the actual current link

utilization. It must respect a safety margin in terms of unallocated capacity since

the utilization of individual reservations can vary over time. In addition, the con-

trol loop of EBAC is looser than the control loop of MBAC, which calls for

another safety margin when traffic mixes change over time.

3.1.2 Network Admission Control

In contrast to LAC, NAC is the mechanism that admits a flow through an entire

network and not only on a single link. Therefore, NAC takes the paths of the flows

into account, i.e., it requires information about the routing and load balancing in

the network. In addition, flows enter the network independently of each other

at different ingress router. This makes NAC a distributed problem. To admit a

flow, budget-based NAC (BNAC) methods apply LAC at different NAC instances

in the network that have a virtual capacity budget instead of a link bandwidth.

Feedback-based NAC (FNAC) methods use distributed instant measurements to

decide whether a new flow can be accepted. We further describe these approaches
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in the following.

Budget-Based NAC

BNAC methods are based on distributed budgets and we differentiate them ac-

cording to their budget types. The budgets have virtual capacities that relate either

to specific links, b2b aggregates, or combinations and sets thereof. They may be

located at different NAC control points, e.g., in a central entity, only at the net-

work border, or also at intermediate core routers. Figure 3.1 shows that each flow

is associated with a set of distributed budgets and it is admitted by BNAC if AC

decisions for all budgets of that set are successful. Theses AC decisions work

according to LAC. The virtual capacity of the budgets must be assigned in such

a way that the physical network resources are not unintentionally overbooked

and that different b2b aggregates encounter fair flow blocking probabilities. We

propose algorithms for that challenge in Section 3.8.

Figure 3.1:BNAC methods differ in the number and location of their virtual ca-

pacity budgets and in the set of consulted budgets to admit a particular

flow.
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The most intuitive NAC method is the link-by-link AC which uses one bud-

get per link. If NAC is based on virtual tunnels, one b2b budget for each b2b

aggregate is used. There are many protocols and systems whose operation can

be viewed as BNAC from a resource allocation point of view, i.e., they accept or

reject in principle the same flows. In Section 3.2 we identify four main groups ac-

cording to their resource allocation strategy: link budget (LB) NAC, ingress and

egress budget (IB/EB) NAC, border-to-border budget (BBB) NAC, and ingress

and egress link budget (ILB/ELB) NAC [135]. We describe them in detail in and

illustrate them with examples.

Feedback-Based NAC

Other approaches rely on a quality feedback of intermediate routers, so we call

them feedback-based NAC (FNAC). The sender issues one or several probe mes-

sages to the destination and they are discarded intentionally by intermediate

routers if the network is overloaded. The overload is diagnosed by local traffic

measurements. If a certain proportion of the probes returns, the flow is admit-

ted, otherwise it is rejected [136, 137, 138, 139, 140, 141]. This approach can

be well combined with MBAC methods [142, 143]. The authors of [144, 145]

renounce on the assistance of intermediate routers and perform the acceptance

decision based on the normal packet loss ratio that is evaluated by probe mes-

sages. A similar implicit approach has been taken to perform AC for TCP traffic

[146, 147, 148]. In this case, intermediate routers detect overload and block new

TCP flows by discarding their initial SYN packets during their setup phase.

3.1.3 Overview of General AC Methods

Figure 3.2 gives an overview of AC methods. We distinguish primarily between

LAC and NAC. We can further subdivide LAC into MBAC, PLAC, and combined

approaches like EBAC. NAC differentiates between FNAC, which is related to

MBAC, and BNAC, which is the logic extension of LAC to networks. BNAC
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is the main focus of this work and we explain and compare the different BNAC

approaches in this chapter.

AC

LAC NAC

MBAC PLACEBAC FNAC BNAC

ILB/ELB

NAC

BBB

NAC

IB/EB

NAC

LB

NACF-MBACA-MBAC

Figure 3.2:A Taxonomy for admission control methods.

Note that this classification does not claim to be complete or exclusive be-

cause protocols and system may be classified using different aspects [149, 150].

For example, the Next Steps in Signaling (NSIS) working group [151] of the

IETF designs new protocols for signaling flow-related information along its path

in the network. They also consider QoS signaling protocols [152] but they have

their focus on signaling aspects and not on AC.

3.2 A Taxonomy for Budget-Based

Network Admission Control

In this section we present four fundamentally different BNAC types that we cat-

egorize according to their resource allocation granularity. We start with some

comments on the basic approach and notation. Then, we present the elementary
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operations for each elementary BNAC concept and we give examples for stan-

dardized, implemented, or proposed protocols or systems that work according to

that principle.

3.2.1 Basic Approach and Notation

Like illustrated in Figure 3.1, the various BNAC methods differ in the number

and the location of the BNAC instances and budgets, and in the set of budgets

that have to be consulted for the admission of a particular flow. Each BNAC

entity records for each of its controlled budgets the effective bandwidth1 of the

admitted flows� in place. When a new flow arrives, it checks whether the rel-

evant budgets have enough capacity to accommodate the new flow’s effective

bandwidth together with the effective bandwidth of the already established flows.

If so, the flow is accepted, otherwise it is rejected by that BNAC entity. Several

such budgets may be tested in different BNAC entities and all decisions must be

positive for the b2b admission of a flow.

We use the following notation in this work. A networking scenario� �

��� � � �� is given by a set of routers�, set of links� , and a routing function�.

To avoid special cases, we assume a pure transit network, i.e. traffic can enter

and leave the network at all routers, hence, there are	�	 � �	�	 
 �� different b2b

relationships2. The b2b traffic aggregate with ingress router� and egress router

� is denoted by���� (�� � � �) and the set of all b2b traffic aggregates is�.

The routing function���� ����� indicates the percentage of the traffic rate�������

traversing link�. This is a very general approach because it can cover both single-

and multi-path routing.

1The effective bandwidth of a flow depends in general both on its traffic characteristic and the size of

the carrying link. More precisely, it converges to a lower limit for increasing bandwidth. As real-

time flows can be efficiently multiplexed, this lower limit is reached already at moderately large

bandwidth in the order of 10Mbit/s [117]. This justifies the use of a single effective bandwidth for a

flow for the transport over several links through a high-speed network.
2�� � is the cardinality of set� .
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3.2.2 Link Budget Network Admission Control

The link budget (LB) NAC is the link-by-link application of LAC methods. It is

probably the most intuitive BNAC approach.

Basic Operations

The capacity���� of each link� in the network is managed by a single link budget

�
� with size���
��. It may be located at the router sending over that link or

in a centralized database. A new flow������� with ingress router�, egress router

�, and bitrate������
��� � must pass the AC procedure for the LBs of all links that

are traversed in the network by������� (cf. Figure 3.3). The AC procedure will be

successful if the following inequality holds

� � � 	 ���� ����� � 
 	

������
��� ������ ����� �

�
��������	��

���
�������� �
��� � ���
��� (3.1)

Examples

The most significant criterion for the resource allocation of the LB NAC is that

any new flow is accepted as long as the available capacity of a link suffices to

accommodate it together with the existing reservations. It is met for many sys-

tems and protocols that we can group into four fundamentally different classes

according to their key ideas.

Resource Reservation Protocols The simplest idea for resource guar-

antees along the path of a flow is to signal its demand from hop to hop and per-

form LAC for each link. The information about the admitted flows regarding their

demand is stored locally in the routers controlling the outgoing links and the data

records are called states. The signaling is achieved by resource reservation proto-

cols and many different specifications and implementations have been proposed.
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Figure 3.3:Network admission control based on link budgets.

� The Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP) [18] has been proposed by

the IETF as an accompanying protocol to IP without routing functionali-

ties and whose signaling messages are carried like ICMP messages. It is

not a transport protocol because the actual payload is carried by ordinary

UDP or TCP streams. RSVP implements the Integrated Services paradigm

[92, 153] that we have addressed in Section 2.3.3. Both unicast and multi-

cast applications are supported and different reservation styles (e.g. shared

reservations) are possible.

To initiate a reservation with RSVP, the sending node issues a so-called

PATH message that establishes a PATH state (PS) in the intermediate hops

on the way to the destination machine. The destination responds with a

RESV message that visits the intermediate routers in the reverse direc-

tion using the previous hop information of the PS. On that way, the RESV

states (RS) are established and the routers usually reserve the required re-
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sources for the requesting flow, which is an action outside of the scope of

RSVP. This ensures that resources are reserved in each router in down-

stream direction. The first pass from the sender to the receiver (PATH

msg.) collects advertising information that is delivered to the destination

to enable it to make appropriate reservation requests. The actual reserva-

tion is made on the way back to the sender (RESV msg.). Hence, RSVP

uses a two-pass signaling approach, also known as one-pass with adver-

tising (OPWA). Explicit PATHERR and RESVERR messages indicate er-

rors, and TEARDOWN messages tear down the connection and remove

the states in the routers.

In case that applications quit without an explicit TEARDOWN message,

RSVP uses a soft state approach for state cleanup, i.e., the states are re-

moved automatically after a certain time. Therefore, the states need to

be refreshed by additional update messages that are signalled periodi-

cally every 30 seconds. As this leads to a high signaling overhead, ef-

ficient implementations and protocol enhancements have been proposed

[154, 155, 156, 157, 158]. The implementation of the RSVP engine itself

has a big influence on the capacity of a router in terms of the number of

manageable flows [159, 160].

� The Boomerang protocol [161] aims at reducing some part of the overhead

which is induced by the generality of RSVP. RSVP is receiver initiated

since it is conceived for multicast sessions, too. Therefore, it requires one

pass to collect the path information from sender to receiver and another

one to perform the actual reservation. With Boomerang, the sender gen-

erates a Boomerang message that is forwarded hop by hop to the receiver

and the intermediate routers understanding Boomerang perform a reserva-

tion. As soon as the message arrives at the receiver, the full reservation is

already in place. The receiver does not even need to process the message,

it just bounces the message back to the sender to acknowledge the suc-

cessful reservation setup. Optionally, the return channel of a bidirectional
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session may be reserved on the way back. Note that a different path may

be taken for that purpose. There are additional simplifications compared

to RSVP, e.g., concerning the refresh message handling [162, 163].

� YESSIR (YEt another Sender Session Internet Reservation) [164] is a

reservation protocol that is based on RTP [165, 19]. RTP is usually a

wrapper for application data and adds sequence numbers, time stamps and

other identifiers. Each session is controlled by the Real-time Transport

Control Protocol (RTCP). Senders and receivers periodically send sender

and receiver reports (SR, RR). SRs contain throughput and other infor-

mation about the last report interval and allow, e.g., the derivation of the

current round-trip time in the network. RRs indicate packet loss and delay

statistics among others, which is useful for adaptive applications. YESSIR

reservation messages are piggybacked at the end of RTCP SR or RR mes-

sages, possibly enhanced by additional YESSIR-specific data, carried in

IP packets with router-alert option, i.e., they are intercepted by routers and

processed by those supporting this option. As with Boomerang, reserva-

tions are triggered by the sender and both unicast and multicast is sup-

ported like in RSVP. If a router along the way is not able to provide the

requested resources, the exact reasons for the reservation failure can be

noticed. This helps the end systems to either drop the session or to de-

crease the requested bandwidth for the reservation. YESSIR also relies on

the soft state approach.

� The Internet Stream Protocol version 2 (ST2) [166] was an experimen-

tal resource reservation protocol intended to provide end-to-end real-time

guarantees over an internet. However, it is more than a pure resource reser-

vation protocol because it replaces IP at the network layer. Both ST2 and

IP apply the same addressing schemes to identify different hosts. ST2 and

IP packets differ in the first four bits, which contain the internetwork pro-

tocol version number: number 5 is reserved for ST2 (IP itself has version

number 4). As a network layer protocol, like IP, ST2 operates indepen-
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dently of its underlying subnets. The ST2 protocol disappeared completely

and IPv4 prevailed. It pursued a so-called hard state approach for reserva-

tion requests, i.e., the flow records have to be explicitly removed at the end

of a session. Comparisons of RSVP and ST2 can be found in [167, 168].

� The connection setup in ATM (e.g. for CBR or VBR connections) reserves

the network resources also like a resource reservation protocol [55, 56].

Resource Reservation Protocols with State Aggregation The

Border Gateway Resource Reservation Protocol BGRP [169] has been conceived

for inter-domain use and to work in cooperation with the Border Gateway Pro-

tocol (BGP) for routing. It is used for reservations between border routers only.

BGRP addresses the scalability problem directly since it is designed to aggregate

all inter-domain reservations with the same autonomous system (AS) gateway as

destination into a single funnel reservation, no matter of their origin. The concept

foresees a permanent BGRP reservation for each destination AS such that packet

classification can be based on the network mask of the destination AS.

We explain briefly how BGRP signals a sink tree reservation (cf. Figure 3.4).

A PROBE message is sent from a source border router to a destination border

router and registers the visited border routers. Upon the reception of a PROBE

message, the border routers check for available resources, and forwards the

PROBE packet towards the destination. The destination border router terminates

this process. It converts the PROBE message into a GRAFT message and in-

serts an ID that identifies its sink tree. The GRAFT message travels back on the

collected path. The required reservation states are established and marked with

the ID, or they are updated if they already exist. The PROBE and GRAFT mes-

sages contain only a relative reservation offset, therefore, the communication for

GRAFT messages must be reliable (e.g. using TCP). BGRP is a soft state pro-

tocol, therefore, neighboring routers exchange explicit REFRESH messages to

keep the reservation alive. Due to the different signaling, the reservation states

of the individual reservations are aggregated and lead to state scalability in the
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Figure 3.4:BGRP Signaling.

routers but from the resource allocation point of view the same result is obtained.

A similar approach is presented in [170].

Bandwidth Brokers A bandwidth broker (BB) [171, 172, 173, 174, 175,

176, 177] is a central unit within an administrative domain that controls the access

of high-priority flows. Therefore, an ingress routers has to redirect a reservation

request to the BB and receives a positive or negative response which also triggers

the configuration of the classification, marking, and policing parameters at the

ingress router. The BB holds also per flow states, is has full information of the

routing and of the link capacities within its domain. Therefore, it is able to per-

form an AC decision based on the same information like an RSVP engine. Thus,

this systems looks completely different from an implementation point of view but

is behaves like the LB NAC from a resource allocation point of view.
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Token-Based Implementation The Edge Assisted Quality of Service

(EQOS) protocol [178] has no single point of failure and avoids states in interme-

diate routers. Basically, the available link capacities are recorded in a token which

is passed on among the ingress routers. Flows request a reservation at the ingress

routers and are admitted if the token shows enough capacity on the links that will

be used by the flow. If so, the request is admitted and the demand is subtracted

from the resources recorded in the token. If a flow departs, the same amount is

added. To make the system resilient against token loss and other inconsistencies,

the reservation states are stored at the ingress routers such that a consistent token

state can be restored within one token round trip time. Hence, this architecture is

essentially a circulating bandwidth broker with a database stored in a distributed

fashion. A drawback of this approach is that flow requests face an admission de-

lay until the token is available. If the token round-trip time is sufficiently small,

the admission delay can be neglected and the resource allocation is based on the

same information like for the LB NAC.

Stateless Core Reservation Protocols The so-called stateless core

reservation protocols avoid reservation states in the core network at the expense

of measurements or increased response time. Reservation states are held only

at ingress routers which send reservation tickets in regular time intervals from

source to destination. The intermediate core routers count the overall rate of the

reservation tickets within the last time interval. Thus, they can infer the reserved

rate������� for each outgoing link�. Upon a new flow request, a packet with

an unadmitted ticket is sent from source to destination. The core routers count

those requests separately by������� and if they dispose of available resources,

i.e. ������� � ������� � ������� � ����, the ticket is forwarded and the des-

tination returns it to the source and the flow is admitted. Otherwise, the ticket is

discarded by the routers and the flow request is rejected at the ingress router if

no positive feedback arrives after a certain time. The basic mechanism is simple

and it is implemented by different protocols, however, all of them have manifold

problems, e.g. regarding timing accuracy, and they require significant measure-
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ment operations by core routers. The following protocols and systems operate

according to that principle.

� The Scalable Resource Reservation Protocol for the Internet (SRP) [179,

180, 181] implements exactly the principle.

� The Stateless Core approach in [182, 183] combines AC according to that

scheme with a distributed packet scheduling for real-time services.

� The Resource Management in Differentiated Services IP Networks frame-

work (RMD) [184] aims at a lightweight signaling for QoS enabled access

networks for wireless applications. However, it can be also used in other

environments.

These methods differ from FNAC (cf. Section 3.1.2) by the fact that the traffic

measurements in core routers are based on explicit reservation tickets and not on

actual traffic.

Network Calculus With “Network Calculus”, a maximum delay bound

can be computed for a flow depending on its path through the network including

the effects of spacers [185, 186, 187]. Its results can be used for NAC purposes

to extend LAC based on simple peak rate allocation but in literature it is rather

used for investigations. Recently, network calculus has been enhanced to provide

statistical guarantees [188] instead of worst case bounds which leads to a better

resource utilization.

State signaling in the core network with conventional resource reservation

protocols, single points of failures with bandwidth brokers, increased response

times with a token-based AC, or measurements in core routers with so-called

stateless core reservations are problematic. The following three BNAC methods

store all crucial AC information at the network edge, i.e., all budgets-related to

a flow can be consulted at its ingress or its egress border router, so the above

mentioned drawbacks are avoided.
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3.2.3 Ingress and Egress Budget Network

Admission Control

The ingress and egress budget (IB/EB) NAC is the simplest BNAC version with

AC control only at the border routers.

Basic Operations

The IB/EB NAC defines for every ingress node��� an ingress budget�
� and

for every egress node� � � an egress budget�
� that must not be exceeded.

A new flow ����
��� must pass the AC procedure for�
� and�
� and it is only

admitted if both requests are successful (cf. Figure 3.5). Hence, the following

inequalities must hold

������
��� � �

�
�����	��

���� � ���
�� (3.2)

������
��� � �

�
�����	��

���� � ���
��� (3.3)

Flows are admitted at the ingress irrespectively of their egress router and at their

egress router irrespectively of their ingress routers, i.e., both AC decisions are

decoupled. This entails that the capacity managed by an�
 or �
 can be used

in a very flexible manner. However, the network must be able to carry all – also

pathological – traffic patterns that are admissible by the IBs and EBs with the

required QoS. Hence, sufficient capacity must be allocated or the IBs and EBs

must be set to small enough values.

If we leave the EBs aside, we get the simple IB NAC, so only Equation (3.2)

must be met for the AC procedure.

Examples

The IB NAC idea originates from the DiffServ context [67] where traffic is ad-

mitted only at the ingress routers without looking at the destination address of
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Figure 3.5:Network admission control based on ingress and egress budgets.

the flows. The QoS should be guaranteed by a sufficiently low utilization of the

network resources by high quality traffic. To avoid any confusion: DiffServ is

a mechanism for the forwarding differentiation of classified traffic while the IB

NAC is just one concept among many others for the management of network re-

sources which was mentioned in [189]. The IB/EB NAC has been implemented

by the AQUILA project [190, 191, 192]. In addition, they introduce a layered

approach to redistributed budget capacities in a scalable manner.

3.2.4 B2B Budget Network Admission Control

The b2b budget (BBB) NAC corresponds to AC on logical tunnels through a

network with fixed bandwidth. Only the ingress and the egress of the tunnel are

fixed but packets may be forwarded in the network over multiple paths.
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Basic Operations

The BBB NAC takes both the ingress and the egress border router of a flow

���� into account for the AC procedure, i.e., a b2b budget


��� manages the

capacity of a virtual tunnel between� and�. Figure 3.6 illustrates that a new

flow ����
��� passes only a single AC procedure for


���. It is admitted if this

request is successful, i.e., if the following inequality holds

������
��� � �

�
����			����

���� � ��


����� (3.4)

The BBB NAC can also avoid per flow states within the network because the




��� may be controlled at the ingress or egress router. In contrast to IB/EB

NAC, the BBB NAC is able to exclude pathological traffic patterns but the ca-

pacity of a BBB is bounded to one specific b2b aggregate. However, this makes

flexible resource allocation impossible since the capacity cannot be used for other

traffic aggregates with different source or destination.

Examples

The implementations of the BBB NAC exist mostly as LAC for tunnel imple-

mentations that have both fixed capacity and a fixed path.

� The Virtual Path Connection (VPC) in ATM provides a tunnel

through a network to accommodate several Virtual Channel Connections

(VCCs) [55, 56].

� The ATM Adaptation Layer type 2 (AAL2) multiplexes several AAL2

connections into one VCC of fixed bandwidth [193, 194].

� The aggregation concept of RSVP for IPv4 and IPv6 reservations [195]

sets up a virtual pipe of fixed bandwidth over several hops though which

many RSVP protected flows can be tunnelled. This removes the reserva-

tion states of the individual flows along the tunnel and installs only a single

state for the aggregate reservation.
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Figure 3.6:The BBB NAC corresponds to a virtual tunnel.

� In MPLS, LSPs with guaranteed bandwidth may be set up using the ex-

tensions to RSVP for LSP tunnels (RSVP-TE) [47]. Then, AC may be

performed for individual flows entering the pipe.

� BGRP is usually applied to aggregates with fixed size multi-point-to-point

reservations that are rarely updated. So, it can also serve as an example for

scalable tunnel reservations.

� The admission control and the administration of the BBBs must be im-

plemented by a network management system and also the budget config-

uration should be automated to avoid error prone human interaction. The

KING project [2, 109] implements the BBB NAC. Since the concept is a

NAC enhanced DiffServ solution, the budget capacity is only associated

with b2b relations but not with explicit paths. This eases rerouting in out-

age scenarios. NAC entities at the border routers administer the budgets
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and perform the AC decisions. A central entity, the so-called network con-

trol server (NCS), possesses network-wide information about the routing,

the traffic matrix, the average traffic profile, additional QoS requirements

like desired flow blocking probabilities. It calculates suitable budget sizes

according to the algorithms in 3.8 and configures the NAC entities at the

border routers. As soon as the budgets are set, the operation of the net-

work is independent of the NCS. Unlike a bandwidth broker, the NCS is

not directly involved in AC decisions but it is an automated network con-

figuration center whose tasks must be performed in any network either by

human operators or by network management software.

As the resource allocation is not flexible enough, the concept is often imple-

mented in a more dynamic manner, such that the size of the BBBs can be re-

arranged [196, 197, 198, 199, 200]. Tunnels may also be used hierarchically

[57, 201, 59].

3.2.5 Ingress and Egress Link Budget Network

Admission Control

The ingress and egress link budget (ILB/ELB) NAC controls flows from the edge

but takes their paths into account like the BBB NAC. Like the IB/EB NAC, it

allows for resource sharing among flows with the same ingress or egress router,

respectively.

Basic Operations

The ILB/ELB NAC defines ingress link budgets��
��� and egress link budgets

��
��� to manage the capacity of each� � � . They are administered by border

routers� and�, i.e., the link capacity is partitioned among up to	�	
� border

routers. In case of single-path IP routing, the links�� 	 ��
��� � 
�, that are

associated with�, constitute a logical source tree and the links�� 	 ��
��� � 
�,

that are administered in�, form a logical sink tree (cf. Figure 3.7). A new flow
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����
��� must pass the AC procedure for the��
��� and��
��� of all links � that

are traversed in the network by������� . The AC procedure will be successful if the

following inequalities are fulfilled

� � � 	 ���� ����� � 
 	

������
��� � � ���� ����� �

�
���������	����

������� � ���� ����� � ����
����� and (3.5)

� � � 	 ���� ����� � 
 	

������
��� � � ���� ����� �

�
���������	����

���
��� � ���� �
��� � ����
����� (3.6)

There are several significant differences to the BBB NAC. A BBB covers only

an aggregate of flows with the same source and destination while the ILBs

(ELBs) cover flows with the same source (destination) but different destinations

(sources). Therefore, the ILB/ELB NAC has more resource flexibility than the

BBB NAC. The BBB NAC is simpler to implement because only one


���

is checked while with ILB/ELB NAC, the number of budgets to be checked is

twice the flow’s path length in hops. In contrast to the LB NAC, these budgets

are controlled only at the border routers. Like with the IB/EB NAC, there is the

option to use only ILBs or ELBs by applying either only Equation (3.5) or only

Equation (3.6). The concept of ILB/ELB or ILB NAC can be viewed as local

bandwidth brokers at the border routers, possessing a fraction of the network

capacity.

Examples

The hose model in [202, 203, 204] is a source tree where the sum of the children’s

link capacities may be larger than the link capacity of a parent. However, the

capacity of the hose may be used by any flow from its root to one of its leaves.

An enhancement of the EQOS protocol leads to partitioning of the link ca-

pacities among the access routers [205, 206] which implements exactly the ILB

NAC idea. Each of the access routers acts on its private bandwidth share like a
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Figure 3.7:Network admission control based on ingress and egress link budgets.

local bandwidth broker. The token mechanism is only used to distribute and adapt

the network resources in a suitable way. Note that BGRP does not match the ELB

NAC because each access border router sees only a prereserved pipe towards a

common destination which corresponds to a single BBB.

The ILB/ELB NAC is a new approach and has not yet been implemented by

any resource management protocol.
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3 Network Admission Control

3.3 Capacity Dimensioning for a Single

Link

When AC is applied, flow requests can be blocked to prevent overload situations.

Our goal is to asses the efficiency of NAC methods by comparing their required

resources to achieve the same blocking probability. The blocking probability is

determined by the provided resources and the traffic model. We review a multi-

rate Poisson model for real-time traffic and the Kaufman & Roberts formula [1]

which calculates the blocking probability for that traffic model. We present an

efficient implementation of this formula and its inversion yields our capacity

dimensioning algorithm. Then, we explain economy of scale and illustrate the

sensitivity of capacity requirements to various parameters, e.g. the request size

distribution, because this influences the resource efficiency of all AC schemes.

3.3.1 A Simple Model for Real-Time Traffic

The underlying traffic model has an essential impact both on flow blocking prob-

abilities and on capacity dimensioning. We intend to investigate NAC for IP net-

works which operates on the session level. The inter-arrival time of sessions is

exponentially distributed [207, 208]. Therefore, the Poisson model is appropriate

for the description of session arrivals [209] which cause reservation requests. It

is characterized by an exponentially distributed flow inter-arrival time with rate
�

����
and an independently and identically distributed call holding time with

mean��
�. The quotient� � ��	�
����

is the offered load which equals the mean

number of active flows in a system without flow blocking. It is a simple number

and it is expressed in the pseudo unit Erlang [Erl].

As the request profile is multi-rate in a multi-service world like the Internet,

we use a simplified multi-rate model. We have�� � � different request types

��, 
 � � � �� with request sizes�����. The mean of the request-type-specific

inter-arrival and the mean of the call holding time determine the request-type-
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3.3 Capacity Dimensioning for a Single Link

specific offered load����� � ��	��
�����

. The overall load is� �
�

������
�����.

The random variable�� indicates the request rate in case of a flow arrival and the

request size probability is calculated by� ��� � ������ �
����
�����

.

The statistical properties of the request types are compiled in Table 3.1. They

are chosen in such way that we get a constant mean of����� � �� Kbit/s and a

coefficient of variation of�������� � ����� � � that depends linearly on�. So far,

the absolute values��	�� and��
�� are not fixed but for illustration purposes

��
�� � �
 s may be chosen.

Table 3.1:Request type statistics.

request type�� ����� � ��� � ������

�� 64 Kbit/s ��
��
� ��

�� 256Kbit/s ��
 ���

�� 2048Kbit/s �
��
� ��

3.3.2 The Kaufman & Roberts Formula for the

Computation of Blocking Probabilities

An algorithm for the computation of the blocking probabilities of a multi-rate

Poisson model has been presented in [1] (18.1.1, p. 516) and [210, 211]. It is

based on discrete units, so we discretize the link bandwidth� into �� capacity

units of size�� � �� Kbit/s. Analogously,������ is the request rate in capacity

units��. First, auxiliary variables����� are calculated.

����� �

�����
����


 	 � � 
�

� 	 � � 
�

�
�
�
�

������

���� 
 ������� � ������ � ����� 	 
 � � � ��

(3.7)
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A normalization derives the probability���� for � used capacity units on the link.

���� � ����� �
� �	�
���

��� �
���

(3.8)

The request-type-specific blocking probability!���� depends on the link ca-

pacity��.

!���� �

�	�
���	��	����	�

���� (3.9)

So far, only flow level but no packet level dynamics have been taken into ac-

count. If these are also considered, request rates become subadditive and can be

multiplexed more efficiently. This feature can be added by modifying the above

equations. However, packet level dynamics introduce another degree of freedom

and complexity. Since we are more interested in BNAC than in PLAC issues, we

restrict ourselves to a simple peak or mean rate allocation model.

Options for Aggregate Blocking Probability Requests with a large

demand have a larger blocking probability than those with smaller demand. As a

single number is simpler for comparison purposes, an overall measure for block-

ing is required. We consider three basically different solutions for that problem.

The average flow blocking probability!� is the mean blocking probabili-

ties of all flows regardless of their request type. Hence, the request-type-specific

blocking probability!���� is unconditioned by the request type probability:

!� �
�

������

!���� � � ��� � ������� (3.10)

We will show in Section 3.3.6 that this approach is problematic for performance

evaluation purposes as seldom occurring but large request types are hardly con-

sidered.

The average capacity blocking probability!� takes the request sizes into ac-

count, i.e., the request-type-specific probability� ��� � ������ is weighted with
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the request size�����:

!� �
�

������

!���� �
����� � � ��� � ������

�����
� (3.11)

This calculation leads to more advantageous results (cf. Section 3.3.6) as the

blocked traffic volume corresponds to the blocking probability. Nonetheless, the

blocking probabilities of small request types still benefit at the expense of the

blocking probabilities of the large request types.

Finally, we can take the largest blocking probability of all request types as a

common measure:

!� � ���
������

!����� (3.12)

AC with Trunk Reservation So far, we have discussed AC only with

complete sharing (CS) of resources as a blocking strategy, i.e., requests are ad-

mitted as long as resources are available. Thetrunk reservation (TR) [212, 213]

policy for AC rejects a new flow when the available resources are not sufficient

to guarantee QoS for the flows in placeand a new flow of maximum request size

���

� � ���������

	
������



. This change of the admission policy influences

the distribution of the link occupation. The blocking probability can be com-

puted by an adaptation of Equation (3.7) which is, however, not an exact solution

but a sufficiently exact approximation [214, 215, 216, 217]. We substitute Equa-

tion (3.7) by

����� �

�����
����


 	 � � 
�

� 	 � � 
�

�
�
�
�

������

���� 
 ������� � ���
� ���� ��� � ����� 	 
 � � � ��

(3.13)

with

���
� ���� ��� �

��
�
������ 	 � � �� 
 ���


� � �������


 	 otherwise
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as well as the calculation of the request-type-specific blocking probability (Equa-

tion (3.9)) by

!���� �

�	�
���	��
��

	 	�

����� (3.14)

As a consequence, all request types have now the same specific blocking proba-

bility (cf. 3.3.6). AC with trunk reservation can lower the required capacity if a

maximum request-type-specific blocking probability must be assured.

3.3.3 An Efficient Algorithm for the Calculation of

Blocking Probabilities

A straightforward implementation of the above formulae is numerically problem-

atic as the numerous variables����� can contain very large values. Therefore, we

propose a numerically stable and memory-efficient recipe for the calculation of

blocking probabilities. The basic ideas for the numerical stability can be found in

7.4.1 of [218].

The recursions in Equation (3.7) and Equation (3.13) require only a storage of

���

� values. Therefore, we can limit the physical storage for auxiliary variables

����� by a cyclic array of size���

� � �. The utility function STORE( ��� �� ")

stores value" associated with index position� in the array��, GET( ��� �) recalls

the value from index position�, andDEVALUATE ( ��� �) divides all values in the

array by�.
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3.3 Capacity Dimensioning for a Single Link

Input: link capacity��, request type information

if �� � 
 then

for 
 � � � �� do �set result�

!���� 	� �

end for

else

� 	� 
 �initialization�

STORE( ��� 
� �) � ���
� 	� ��

for 
 �  � ���

� do �initialization�

STORE( ���  � 
) � ��� � 	� 
�

end for

#���� 	� � �#���� 	�
��

��� ��� ��

for � � � � �� do �adapts state weights������

if #���� � #��
 then �scale����� down if they become too large�

DEVALUATE ( ��� #����); #���� 	� �

end if

� ��� #���� 	�STATEWEIGHTSCS(�� ��)

#���� 	� #���� � #���

end for

for 
 � � � �� do �computes!�����

!���� 	�BLOCKPROBSCS(��� #����� ��, I )

end for! 	�BLOCKINGPROBABILITY (!� �)

end if

Output: overall blocking probability!

Algorithm 1: BLOCKINGPROBABILITY :computation of the flow blocking prob-

ability.
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Input: �, ��, #����, request type information

" 	� 
 �computes����� according to Equation (3.7)�

for 
 � � � �� do

" 	� "� GET( ��� � 
 ������) � ������ � �����

end for

" 	� 

�
; store(��� �� ") � ����� 	� "�

Output: state weights��, weight addition"

Algorithm 2: STATEWEIGHTSCS:computation of the state blocking weights for

CS.

Input: �, ��, request type information

" 	� 


store(��� �� 
) � ����� 	� 
� �updates�� according to Equation (3.13)�

for 
 � � � �� do

$ 	� � 
 ���

� � ������

if $ � 
 then

�%! 	�
GET( 
�����
��

	 )��	����������
�

store(��� $� �%!�GET( ��� $)) � ���$� 	� ���$���%!�

" 	� "� �%!

end if

end for

Output: state weights��, weight addition"

Algorithm 3: STATEWEIGHTSTR: computation of the state blocking weights

for trunk reservation.
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3.3 Capacity Dimensioning for a Single Link

The state probabilities���� have values between 0 and 1 by definition but the

values of the auxiliary variables����� in Equations (3.7) and (3.13) can become

very large and lead to numerical overflow problems. In Algorithm 1 we take

advantage of the fact that Equation (3.8) is a fraction for which we can scale

down both its counter and denominator without changing its value. To avoid large

numbers, downscaling is performed when the control variable#���� exceeds a

threshold (e.g.#��
 � �
�).

Input: ��� #����� ��� �, request type information

!���� 	� 


for �� 
 ������ � � � � � �� do �computes!����, cf. Equation (3.9)�

!���� 	� !���� �
GET( 
���)
����

end for

Output: request-type-specific blocking probabilities!����

Algorithm 4: BLOCKPROBSCS: computation of request-type-specific blocking

probabilities for CS.

Input: ��� #����� ��� �, request type information

!���� 	� 


for �� 
 ����
� � � � � � �� do �computes!����, cf. Equation (3.14)�

!���� 	� !���� �
GET( 
���)
����

end for

Output: request-type-specific blocking probabilities!����

Algorithm 5: BLOCKPROBSTR: computation of request-type-specific blocking

probabilities for trunk reservation.
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Algorithm 1 computes the state weights����� using Algorithms 2 and 3 ac-

cording to Equations (3.7) and (3.13) for CS and TR as blocking policy, respec-

tively. Algorithms 2 and 3 are designed such that they can also be applied in Al-

gorithm 6. Then, the request-type-specific blocking probabilities are calculated

with means of Algorithms 4 and 5 according to Equations (3.9) and (3.14) also

for CS and TR, respectively. Based on these values, the blocking probability!� ,

!�, or!� can be computed using the function BLOCKINGPROBABILITY accord-

ing to Equations (3.10) – (3.12), which is not shown here.

3.3.4 An Efficient Algorithm for Capacity

Dimensioning

For our framework we require capacity dimensioning which is the inversion of

blocking probability calculation. Basically, one can increase the link capacity

�� and check the resulting blocking probability!������� until a target blocking

probability!������ is achieved. As this method is numerically expensive, we present

Algorithm 6 which is faster for that objective. The key idea for the speedup is the

introduction of blocking weights�!����, which are auxiliary variables for request-

type-specific blocking probabilities!����. The�!���� can be adapted while the link

capacity� is increased, an the request-type-specific blocking probabilities!����

can be calculated based on them.

Algorithm 6 computes the required capacity. It increases the capacity� until

the achieved blocking probability!������� is lower than the target blocking proba-

bility !������. The state weights are again computed using Algorithms 2 and 3 for

CS and TR, respectively. The increased state weight is required for the adapta-

tion of the blocking weights�!. These are updated by Algorithms 7 and 8 also for

CS and TR, respectively. The fraction of the blocking weights�! and#���� yields

the request-type-specific blocking probabilities. Like above, BLOCKINGPROBA-

BILITY calculates the overall blocking probability!�������, which is used as stop

criterion for the capacity increase.
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Input: target blocking probability!������, request type information

� 	� 
 �initialization�

if
�

������
����� � 
 then

STORE( ��� 
� �) � ���
� 	� ��

for 
 �  � ���

� do �initialization�

STORE( ���  � 
) � ��� � 	� 
�

end for

for 
 � � � �� do �initialization�

�!���� 	� �

end for

!������� 	� �; #���� 	� � �#���� 	�
��

��� ��� ��

while !������� � !������ do �until blocking probability is small enough�

if #���� � #��
 then �scale down if numbers become too large�

for 
 � � � �� do
�!���� 	�


����
����

end for

DEVALUATE ( ��� #����); #���� 	� �

end if

� 	� � � �

� ��� #���� 	�STATEWEIGHTSCS(�� ��)

#���� 	� #���� � #���

!������� 	� 
 �!������� is updated�

for 
 � � � �� do

�!���� 	�BLOCKINGWEIGHTSCS(�!����� �� ��� �� #���)

end for

!� � 	� 
�� 
����

!������� 	�BLOCKINGPROBABILITIY (!� �)

end while
end if

Output: required capacity units�

Algorithm 6: CAPACITYDIMENSIONING: computation of the required capacity.
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Input: �!����� �� ��� �� #���, request type information

�!���� 	� �!����
 GET( ��� � 
 ������) � #��� �cf. Equation (3.9)�

Output: request-type-specific blocking weights�!����

Algorithm 7: BLOCKINGWEIGHTSCS: computation of request-type-specific

blocking weights for CS.

Input: �!� �� ��� �� #���, request type information

�!���� 	� �!����
 GET( ��� � 
 ����
� ) � #��� �cf. Equation (3.14)�

Output: request-type-specific blocking weights�!����

Algorithm 8: BLOCKINGWEIGHTSTR: computation of request-type-specific

blocking weights for trunk reservation.

3.3.5 Further Runtime Optimization

The budget assignment algorithms in Section 3.8 require the successive compu-

tation of blocking probabilities of Section 3.3.3, based on increasing link band-

widths. The computation of Algorithm 1 can be significantly accelerated by stor-

ing the array of state weights�� when a computation has finished, together with

the corresponding offered load�, which is hidden in the request type information.

If the blocking probability is calculated again based on a larger link bandwidth,

the calculation can save many iteration steps by loading the stored values. In ad-

dition, the initial iteration parameter� must be set to the previous�� and#����

must be adapted.
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3.3.6 Economy of Scale and its Sensitivity

We apply the above formulae for different traffic characteristics under various

conditions on a single link and illustrate the phenomenon economy of scale. As

economy of scale is the key for understanding NAC performance, we show its

sensitivity to different networking parameters.

Impact of Offered Load and Rate Variability

We dimension the required capacity for a single link� for a blocking probability

of !� � �
�� and vary the offered load����. We also investigate the impact of the

variability of the request rate�� by setting its interpolation parameter to� � 


and� � �, respectively. Figure 3.8(a) shows the required link capacity���� de-

pending on the offered load���� while Figure 3.8(b) illustrates the corresponding

resource utilization&��� � ����
���������

.

The required link capacity is almost proportional to the offered link load, at

least for an offered load of���� � �


 Erlang or larger. We use the resource

utilization as performance measure for most comparisons because it expresses

efficiency in a natural way. The fact that little offered load leads to low utilization

and that large offered load leads to high utilization is a non-linear functional

dependency and it is called economy of scale or multiplexing gain.

Regarding the request size variability, the resource utilization makes the dif-

ference between system alternative�� and�� more visible than the required

capacity. More variability increases the required bandwidth and decreases the

resource efficiency but only to a limited extent which vanishes with increasing

offered load. In the following investigations, we use rate distribution�� as de-

fault since we expect the traffic in the future Internet to be more variable than

in the telephone network whose 64 Kbit/s connections in the Integrated Services

Digital Network (ISDN) correspond rather to��.
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(b) Resource utilization.

Figure 3.8:Impact of offered load and request rate variability on a single link.
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(a) Required capacity.
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(b) Resource utilization.

Figure 3.9:Impact of offered load and blocking probability on a single link.
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Impact of Blocking Probability

Figure 3.9(b) illustrates the influence of the blocking probability and the offered

load on the resource utilization for��. We observe economy of scale for all

curves but larger blocking probabilities allow for visibly more resource efficiency.

However, this influence decreases for high offered load and the resource utiliza-

tion converges for all blocking probabilities eventually to 100%. Regarding the

capacity curves in Figure 3.9(a), the difference among the system alternatives is

hardly visible. If not mentioned differently, we use in the following a blocking

probability of�
��.

Impact of Request Rate Variability and Aggregate Blocking

Probability Types

We have presented three different methods to compute aggregate blocking prob-

abilities !� , !�, and!� and apply them to the CS admission policy. This dis-

tinction has no impact with the TR admission policy because it yields homo-

geneous blocking probabilities for all request types. We compare the impact of

these setting on the request-rate-specific blocking probability, the blocked traffic,

the required capacity, and the resulting resource utilization.

Request-Rate-Specific Blocking Probability Figure 3.10 illus-

trates the request-type-specific blocking probabilities depending on the request

rate variability. The link load is set to���� � �

 Erl and the link capac-

ity is dimensioned to such a value that the aggregate blocking probabilities are

!� � �
��, !� � �
��, and!� � �
��, respectively.

There are three lines of a certain style. The uppermost corresponds to re-

quest type�� (2048 Kbit/s), the middle to�� (256 Kbit/s), and the lowermost

to �� (64 Kbit/s). The aggregate blocking probability type!� yields the highest

request-type-specific blocking probabilities, followed by!� and!�. In all cases,

the request-type-specific blocking probabilities!���� differentiate by about one

order of magnitude for a given aggregate blocking probability type!� , !�, or!�.
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Figure 3.10:Request-type-specific blocking probabilities for!� , !�, and!�.

This holds for all request size distributions��. This phenomenon can be avoided

with TR because due to its construction, all request-type-specific blocking prob-

abilities are exactly�
��. For the sake of clarity, the corresponding curves are

omitted in the figure.

If the average flow blocking probability!� is used as target aggregate block-

ing probability for capacity dimensioning, the request-type-specific blocking

probabilities are almost independent of the distribution of the request rate��.

With !�, all request-type-specific blocking probabilities decrease with increasing

request size variability. For!�, the request-type-specific blocking probability for

�� is exactly�
�� but the blocking probabilities for�� and�� are significantly

smaller.
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Blocked Traffic Figure 3.11(a) shows the amount of blocked traffic in

Kbit/s. For !� with CS and TR, the amount of blocked traffic is constant at

�
�� � ���� � ����� which is due to the construction of these mechanisms. The

proportion of flows with a very large request size grows with increasing request

rate variability. Since they encounter a larger blocking probability for!� with

CS, the amount of blocked traffic is tremendously enlarged for that option. With

!� and CS, the request type with the largest rate has a blocking probability of

�
�� and the others have a smaller one. Therefore, the blocked traffic is smaller

than�
�� � ���� � ����� in any case, and the blocked traffic increases also with

an increasing portion of�� in the request rate distribution��.

Required Capacity Figure 3.11(b) shows the required link capacity for a

target blocking probability of�
��. The required capacity grows with increasing

request rate variability for all dimensioning examples. The methods!� and!�
with CS need the least capacity but do not provide a maximum blocking proba-

bility of �
�� for all request types. Admission Control with TR reaches that goal

in a most economic way as it needs less capacity than!� with CS. If the link is

dimensioned for��, the resource requirements are about the same for!� and!�
with CS and TR. Figure 3.12(a) illustrates that small blocking probabilities like

�
�� can lead to decreasing link bandwidth requirements for!� with CS because

a large amount of traffic in terms ofKbit/s may be lost. This is a counterintuitive

result which is only obtained for!� with CS. Therefore, dimensioning networks

for that resource allocation method is not suitable for performance investigation.

Resource Utilization The resource utilization for a link dimensioned for

a blocking probability of�
�� is depicted in Figure 3.12(b). It looks symmetric

to Figure 3.11(b) because it shows the transported traffic divided by the required

capacity. Due to the small blocking probability, the blocked traffic is negligible

such that the resource utilization is about indirectly proportional to the required

capacity.
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Figure 3.11:Impact of request rate variability and blocking probability.
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Figure 3.12:Impact of request rate variability and blocking probability.
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Summary

We have illustrated the impact of various traffic and system parameter on the re-

source requirements on a single link to meet a certain blocking probability for

a given offered traffic load. The required capacity and the achievable resource

utilization depends strongly on the offered load. The target blocking probabil-

ity and the request rate variability have a minor but also significant influence

on the results. Although, TR is the most economic method to achieve a certain

blocking probability for all request types, we do not apply it in our study. Usu-

ally, the largest request size is not known in advance and, therefore, TR is not

implemented in practice, so we take CS as blocking policy. We choose!� as ag-

gregate blocking criterion because it allows an easy computation of the blocked

traffic which is required for efficiency considerations. In our following NAC per-

formance investigation, we will only modify the offered load because it has the

major impact on economy of scale. We take�� since it reveals the largest request

rate variability and we take!� � �
�� as dimensioning target because similar

values are used in the telephone system.
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3.4 BNAC-Specific Capacity

Dimensioning for Networks

In this section we derive formulae for the calculation of the required network

capacity depending on the NAC method. We explain the basic approach and apply

it to each NAC type. Finally, we define a performance measure for the comparison

of NAC methods.

3.4.1 General Approach

To evaluate the required network capacity, we first determine a maximum block-

ing probability!��� for each budget�, then we determine the required budget ca-

pacity���� based on its offered load���� and!���. Finally, we use these budget

capacities as constraints for a worst case analysis regarding the admitted traffic

for each link�, which yields the minimum required link capacity����.

Calculation of the Required Budget Blocking Probability

We consider a flow� that wants to pass the NAC of a network. The set��
contains all budgets that need to be checked if the available capacity is suffi-

cient whenever a flow of the b2b traffic aggregate� asks for admission. The flow

blocking probability at an individual budget� is denoted by!���. Assuming that

blocking at different budgets is rather positively correlated, an upper bound for

the b2b flow blocking probability is given by

!��� � �

�

 �����

��
 !����� (3.15)

We further simplify the model by postulating the same blocking probabilities! 

for all budgets involved which allows us to calculate! for a given target b2b

flow blocking probability! � by

! � �
 

�
�
 ! � � (3.16)
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3.4 BNAC-Specific Capacity Dimensioning for Networks

with % � 	����	.

Calculation of the Required Budget Capacity

We denote the offered load for a b2b traffic aggregate���� by �������. The

resulting matrix	� �
	
�������



�����

is the traffic matrix. The offered load

imposed by flows using a certain budget� depends on the NAC scheme and is

denoted by����. Like in the previous section, the required capacity���� can be

calculated based on���� and!���.

Calculation of the Required Link Capacity

The admitted rate of an aggregate���� is given by������� and the matrix�� �	
�������



�����

describes the network-wide admitted traffic pattern. A possible

traffic pattern�� � �	
�

	�	�

obeys the following formulae

�� � � � 	 ������� � 
 (3.17)

� � � 	 ������� � 
� (3.18)

If BNAC is applied to the network, the traffic patterns must in addition satisfy the

constraints imposed by the NAC budgets. To determine the minimum required

capacity���� of each link��� , we conduct worst case analyses. The mentioned

linear equations serve as side conditions in the following rate maximization.

���� � ���
����

�
�
����

�
���

���� � ������ (3.19)

Since the aggregate rates have real values, the maximization can be performed by

the Simplex algorithm [219] in polynomial time.

3.4.2 NAC-Specific Capacity Dimensioning

We adapt the above general link dimensioning approach to each NAC method

individually. This yields the benefit that the rate maximization can be mostly
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performed using quite trivial and efficient equations such that the time consuming

Simplex algorithm can be bypassed.

LB NAC

The LB NAC requires transit flows to check a budget�
� for every link� of their

paths for admission. Therefore, the chosen path for a flow influences the cardinal-

ity of ����. As a result, we get different required budget blocking probabilities

!��� for the same budget� depending on the considered flows and the paths taken.

In [220], we have investigated three different options to handle this problem and

they yield the same results for practical networking scenarios. Thus, to calculate

the required budget blocking probability, we take the maximum number of bud-

gets%��
�� of all budget sets���� that contain the budget�
�. This number

can be computed by

%��
�� � ���

���������!��

�'���

���"��� �� (3.20)

whereby�'���

���"��� �� is the maximum length of a path containing� used by�.

Thus,!��
�� can be determined. As the budget�
� covers all flows traversing

link �, its expected offered load is

���
�� �
�
���

���� � ������ (3.21)

This allows for the computation of���
��. Equation (3.1) yields the linear equa-

tion

� � � 	
�
���

���� � ����� � ���
�� (3.22)

that must be respected by each traffic pattern, so the minimum required capacity

���� of link � is constrained by

���� � ���
��� (3.23)
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IB/EB NAC

With the IB/EB NAC, a flow is admitted by checking both the respective ingress

and the egress budget. Thus, we get%��
�� �%��
�� � �. The IB/EB NAC

decides about all flows with the same ingress router� using�
� and about flows

with the same egress router� using�
�. The offered load of the corresponding

budgets is

���
�� �
�
���

�������� and

���
�� �
�
���

�������� (3.24)

Here we use the inequalities from Equation (3.2) and Equation (3.3) as side con-

ditions in the Simplex method for the computation of the capacity����:

� � � 	
�
���

������� � ���
��� and (3.25)

� � � 	
�
���

������� � ���
��� (3.26)

In case of the mere IB NAC we have%��
����. The IBs are computed in the

same way like above, however, there is a computational shortcut to the Simplex

method for the calculation of the required link capacity����:

���� �
�
���

���
�� �
�
���

���� ������ (3.27)

BBB NAC

With the BBB NAC, only one budget is checked, therefore, we have

%�


���� � �. The BBB NAC decides about all flows with ingress router

� and egress router� using


���. The offered load for


��� is simply

��


���� � �������� (3.28)
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Since Equation (3.4) is checked for admission,

�� � � � 	 ������� � ��


���� (3.29)

must be fulfilled and the minimum capacity���� of link � is constrained by

���� �
�

�����

��


���� � ���� ������ (3.30)

ILB/ELB NAC

The ILB/ELB NAC requires that a transit flow needs to ask for admission for

every link as with the LB NAC. Therefore, we set

%���
���� � � � ���

�������������!��

�'���

���"������ ��� and

%���
���� � � � ���

�������������!��

�'���

���"������ ��� (3.31)

The ILB/ELB NAC decides about flows with the same ingress router� on the

link � using the��
��� and about all flows with the same egress router� on the

link � using��
���. The offered load for the budgets is

����
���� �
�
���

������� � ���� ������ and

����
���� �
�
���

������� � ���� ������ (3.32)

Due to Equation (3.5) and Equation (3.6), the side conditions

� � � 	
�
���

������� � ���� ����� � ����
����, and (3.33)

� � � 	
�
���

������� � ���� ����� � ����
���� (3.34)

must be respected for the computation of the link capacities in Equation (3.19).

In case of the mere ILB NAC, another shortcut can be applied to calculate the
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required link capacity:

%���
���� � ���

�������������!��

�'���

���"������ �� and (3.35)

���� �
�
���

����
���� (3.36)

After all, we can classify LBs, ILBs, and ELBs as path-aware budgets be-

cause they consider the routing for the calculation of their capacity. In contrast,

the capacity of IBs, EBs, and BBBs is independent of the routing and we call

them path-unaware.

3.4.3 Performance Measure for NAC Comparison

We compute the required link capacities for all NAC methods according to the

equations above. The required network capacity��� � is the sum of all link ca-

pacities in the network. The overall transmitted traffic rate���� � is the sum of

the offered load of all b2b aggregates� weighted by their average path lengths

�'����
���"���, their acceptance probability��
! � �, and the mean request rate

�����. We can neglect the fact that requests with a larger rate have a higher

blocking probability due to the construction in Equation (3.11).

��� � �
�
���

���� (3.37)

���� � � ��
! � ��������
�

����

������'����
���"��� (3.38)

&�� � �
���� �

��� �
(3.39)

The overall resource utilization&�� � is the fraction of the transmitted traffic rate

and the overall network capacity. We use it in the next section as the performance

measure for the comparison of NAC methods.
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3.5 Performance Evaluation Framework

for BNAC Methods

First, we present possible design options for NAC performance studies and dis-

cuss their advantages and shortcomings. Then, we present the test topologies and

the traffic matrices that are mostly used in this work.

3.5.1 Design Options for NAC Performance

Evaluation

The objective of a QoS network provider is the satisfaction of his customers at

minimum expenses. However, in case of capacity shortage, the flow blocking

probability is large due to NAC. As this also dissatisfies the user, enough capac-

ity must be provided to cover the average transmission demand. This is charac-

terized by an average load� and a corresponding request size distribution. As the

required link capacities are either capital or operational expenses for the network

provider, the potential resource utilization by NAC should be as large as possible

to achieve best customer treatment at least cost.

There are various possibilities for the performance evaluation of NAC ap-

proaches that come from the relation among the system parameters offered load,

blocking probability, and network capacity. Two of them condition the third term.

We list the possible experiment designs in Table 3.2 and discuss them in the fol-

lowing.

Design Option 0

In design option 0 the network with all its link capacities is given and a given

b2b blocking probability! � must be met for all traffic aggregates. The offered

load in the b2b traffic matrix is the variable parameter being part of the traffic

model which determines, e.g., the average path length weighted by the offered
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Table 3.2:Design options for NAC performance investigation.

influencing design design design

term option 0 option 1 option 2

offered load per b2b agg.������� variable given given

blocking prob. per b2b agg.!������ given variable given

link capacities���� given given variable

load������� of individual b2b aggregates. Since the traffic matrix has many de-

grees of freedom, its assignment is difficult. Furthermore, the structure of the

traffic matrix influences the potential economy of scale that can be achieved by

different NAC methods, and the achievable resource utilization. For these rea-

sons, this design option leads to many difficulties and to an unfair NAC com-

parison. Apart from that, the offered load in real networks must be taken as it

is. It cannot be chosen to convene the network properties to achieve a low flow

blocking probability.

Design Option 1

Design option 1 provides the network with all its link capacities and the traf-

fic matrix which determines the individual aggregate b2b blocking probabilities

!������. This can be observed in operational networks. However, appropriate

settings for the fixed parameters are required to achieve reasonable b2b blocking

probabilities, which complicates the investigation. Furthermore, an “appropri-

ate” setting depends on the NAC mechanism itself such that the comparability

of different NAC methods is not guaranteed by this design option, either. If dif-

ferent b2b aggregates experience different blocking probabilities, the comparison

of different NAC methods becomes even more difficult. If a common minimum

blocking probability must be found for all b2b relationships, some link capacities

might be partly unused. Hence, there are many obstacles complicating the use of
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this design option.

Design Option 2

In design option 2 the traffic matrix is given and the link capacities are determined

to meet a required b2b aggregate blocking probability. With this approach, the

above mentioned problems do not exist. Therefore, we use it as our methodology

for NAC performance comparison. Figure 3.13 reviews the required calculation

steps and the parameter flow.

Figure 3.13:Calculation steps in the NAC performance evaluation framework.
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3.5.2 Networking Scenarios

We briefly illustrate the network topologies, the traffic matrices, and the routing

strategy for our studies.

Test Networks

We want to evaluate the performance of NAC methods in the context of carrier

grade networks. Therefore, we focus on core network structures by means of two

topologies taken from operational networks. The network structure is described

by graph notation, i.e., the topology is given by� � ��� �� where the set of

vertices� contains all routers and the set of edges� contains all uni-directional

links. The number of unidirectional edges leaving a node� is called node degree

�'����. The average node degree can be computed by�'�����
��	�	
	�	

.

The Lab03 network in Figure 3.14(a) is taken from the testbed of the KING

project [2]. It is a modification of the UUNET in 1994 where all nodes with a node

degree of at most 2 are successively removed. The network in Figure 3.14(b) is

the optical core of the infrastructure in the COST-279 project [221]. The project

was part of the “European Co-operation in the Field of Scientific and Technical

Research” and concentrated on ultra-high capacity optical transmission networks.

We use both networks in our performance evaluation because they have different

properties which are summarized in Table 3.3. Depending on the experiment,

the effects can be better observed in the COST-239 or the Lab03 network. Both

networks have such a topology that an alternative path exists for any b2b rela-

tionship in case of a single link or node failure. This is a prerequisite for resilient

networking in general.
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Figure 3.14:Network topologies for investigation of BNAC methods.
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Table 3.3:Properties of the test networks.

network properties COST239 Lab03

number of nodes	�	 11 20

number of links	�	 52 106

minimum node degree�'���� 4 3

average node degree�'���� 4.73 5.30

maximum node degree�'���
 6 10

coefficient of variation��������� 0.17 0.29

parallel paths per b2b relation 4.38 3.50

Traffic Matrices

The average offered b2b load is given by parameter� � and the overall offered

load in the network is

��#� �
�
���

���� � 	�	 � �	�	 
 �� � � � � (3.40)

We use the average b2b load to scale the overall offered load��#� and create a

traffic matrix proportional to the populations(��� associated with the respective

nodes�. The calculation is based on the populations given in Tables 3.4 and 3.5

and the following equation:

������� �

��
�

���$����$����
���������� $�
��$���

for � �� ��


 for � � ��
(3.41)

Routing

We apply shortest path routing in the NAC investigation because it is the basis

for most Interior Gateway Protocols (IGPs). We consider the options single- and

multi-paths routing. If several equal cost paths exist from source to destination,
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an arbitrary one is chosen once for all flows with single-path routing while for

multi-path routing the traffic is distributed equally to all outgoing interfaces that

have the same distance towards the destination. Both alternatives can be signalled

using Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) [39] as routing protocol within an au-

tonomous system. We use single shortest path routing as default if not mentioned

differently.

Table 3.4:Population of the cities and their surroundings for the Lab03 network.

��%'��� (��� ��
�� ��%'��� (��� ��
��

Atlanta 4112 Los Angeles 9519

Boston 3407 Miami 2253

Buffalo 1170 New Orleans 1338

Chicago 8273 New York 9314

Cleveland 2250 Orlando 1645

Dallas 3519 Phoenix 3252

Denver 2109 San Francisco 1731

Houston 4177 Seattle 2414

Kansas 1776 Toronto 4680

Las Vegas 1536 Washington 4923

Table 3.5:Population of the respective countries for the COST-239 network.

��%'��� (��� ��
�� ��%'��� (��� ��
��

Amsterdam (NL) 16101 Paris (F) 59343

Berlin (D) 82360 Prague (CZ) 10300

Bruxelles (B) 10292 Rome (I) 58018

Copenhagen (DK) 5363 Vienna (A) 8141

London (UK) 60075 Zurich (CH) 7261

Luxembourg (L) 447
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3.6 Performance Comparison of BNAC

Methods

In this section, we take the resource utilization&�� � as performance measure

to compare different BNAC methods. We compare the performance of all ba-

sic NAC schemes depending on the offered load, the traffic matrix, the network

topology, and the routing. The analysis of the experiments leads to a profound

understanding of NAC performance. In the following experiments, the capacity

for the example networks is dimensioned to meet a desired b2b flow blocking

probability of! � � �
�� in the presence of a given traffic matrix.

3.6.1 Influence of the Offered Load

Figures 3.15(a) and 3.15(b) show the resource utilization depending on the of-

fered load� � for all NAC methods in the Lab03 and in the COST-239 network.

We observe the typical increase of the resource utilization with the offered b2b

load� � which is known as economy of scale. The differences among the NAC

types result from their different ability to exploit it. The LB, ILB/ELB, ILB, and

BBB NAC can achieve 100% resource utilization in the limit. The IB/EB NAC

has a better performance than the IB NAC but they are both inefficient as their

curves converge to network-topology-specific asymptotes of 16% and 22%.

The link budgets cover the largest amount of traffic (cf. Equation (3.21)),

followed by ingress and egress link budgets (cf. Equations (3.32) and (3.32)),

and by b2b budgets (cf. Equation (3.28)). A reduced traffic load per budget leads

to a lower multiplexing gain and to a higher required overall network capacity

��� �. This explains the order of efficiency for the LB, ILB, and BBB NAC.

For a sufficient offered load, the utilization of these NAC methods approaches

100% in the limit. Since the LB NAC induces states in the core or other complex

mechanisms, our new ILB/ELB NAC methods is the most resource-efficient truly

stateless-core NAC approach.
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Figure 3.15:The impact of the offered load on the resource utilization in the

COST-239 network.
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The IB NAC is not economical. An ingress budget allocates its full ca-

pacity ���
�� on the paths from� to all possible destinations in a network

(cf. Equation (3.27)). If a b2b aggregate���� has the maximum capacity, i.e.

������� � ���
��, its traffic is carried only on the path from� to �. This leads

to a low utilization because the allocated resources for all other paths from� to

" � � � ��� �� cannot be fully used.

The reason for the abundant bandwidth provisioning is that enough capacity

must be available for all traffic patterns that can be admitted by a NAC entity.

The IB NAC is not sufficiently restrictive. Applying additional egress budgets

excludes most unlikely traffic patterns, e.g., the scenario that all traffic from all

ingress routers streams to the same egress router. Therefore, the IB/EB NAC lim-

its the inefficiency to a certain extent but it does not solve the basic problem that

not all allocated resources can be utilized simultaneously. The ILB/ELB NAC

improves the performance of the ILB NAC in the same way.

Applying additional egress budgets excludes most unlikely traffic patterns,

e.g., the scenario that all traffic from all ingress routers streams to the same egress

router. Therefore, the IB/EB NAC limits the inefficiency to a certain extent but it

does not solve the basic problem that not all allocated resources can be utilized

simultaneously. The ILB/ELB NAC improves the performance of the ILB NAC

in the same way.

Although both networks have substantially different topologies, the results

look qualitatively similar. The quantitative differences result from a different traf-

fic concentration on the links due to different network size and path length. Be-

cause of that, the BNAC methods based on path-aware budgets (LB, ILB/ELB,

and ILB NAC) can unfold their strength in achieving more multiplexing gain only

to a limited degree. This is also addressed in Section 3.6.4.

3.6.2 Influence of the Traffic Matrix

The offered load has a major impact on the resource efficiency [222]. Therefore,

we also investigate the influence of its distribution over the network on the uti-
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lization. We keep the overall load��#� constant and distort the structure of the

traffic matrix. We compute it still based on��#� and the node populations( ac-

cording to Equation (3.41) but we modify( using an exponential extrapolation

with parameter�:

(���� � 	�	 � ( �
����Æ��� � ���
��� ����Æ��� � ��

� (3.42)

with ( �
�

��� (���. The resulting traffic matrix is denoted by(�. The value

Æ��� is determined by(���� � (���, i.e. Æ��� � ��� $���
$

�. According to that

construction, the original traffic matrix( and traffic matrix(� are equal.

Table 3.6:Properties of extrapolated city sizes in the Lab03 network.

� -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3

�����(����� 7.88 2.62 0.78 0 0.69 2.02 5.29

�'����
���" 2.91 2.68 2.43 2.15 1.91 1.77 1.72

Table 3.6 describes the effect of the extrapolation on the city sizes(����. All

city sizes are equal for� � 
. As a consequence, all b2b aggregates carry the

same offered load. If a city is larger than the average city size ((��� � (), it is

scaled down by a negative value of� and it is scaled up for a positive value of�.

With increasing	�	, the number of cities below the average size increases and the

number of cities above the average size decreases. Therefore, the coefficient of

variation of the city sizes increases. As a consequence, most of the traffic flows

among fewer cities, which impacts the coefficient of variation of the entries in

the traffic matrix. We consider the average path length (�'�������") weighted by the

corresponding offered load. Large cities (for���) are usually connected closer

among each other than smaller cities. If they grow in size, the hop distance among

them dominates the average path length. Thus, the average path length decreases

with increasing�.
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(a) ������� Erl.

(b) ��������� Erl.

Figure 3.16:Impact of traffic matrix variability on the resource utilization in the

Lab03 network.
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(a) ������� Erl.

(b) ��������� Erl.

Figure 3.17:Impact of traffic matrix variability on the required capacity in the

Lab03 network.
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Figures 3.16(a) and 3.16(b) show the results of our experiments where we

vary the extrapolation parameter and set the scaling factor for the offered load to

� � � �
 Erl and� � � �


 Erl, respectively. In Figure 3.16(a) we observe

that the resource utilization increases for large absolute values of	�	. This is due

to the fact that the paths between the large cities carry the major traffic portion

and can utilize the bandwidth more efficiently than links with a medium-sized

offered load in case of��
.

For the LB, ILB, ILB/ELB, and BBB NAC, the influence of the extrapolation

parameter� depends on the offered load. It is reduced for� � � �


 Erl and

vanishes entirely for very large� � as the utilization tends towards 100% in all

cases. Figures 3.17(a) and 3.17(b) show the required capacity. The curves for the

LB, ILB, ILB/ELB, and BBB NAC are clearly correlated with the average path

length. For� � � �


 Erl this phenomenon is better visible than for� � �

�


 Erl because large offered load eliminates the effect of multiplexing gain for

large	�	.

The IB NAC requires the allocation of���
�� bandwidth from� to all other

nodes� � �. As all routers are also egress routers in our experiment, this capac-

ity is reserved along a source tree with	�	
� links. Thus, the resource demand is

roughly
�

��� ���
�� � �	�	
�����#� � �	�	
�� ������, which is independent

of the traffic matrix and the network structure. Figure 3.17(b) illustrates this very

well while in Figure 3.17(a) the capacity savings due to the economy of scale are

visible for large	�	. Since the network resources are about constant, the resource

utilization is proportional to the average path length, i.e.&�� ��
���

���
���

	�	��
, which

can be well observed by the limit for the IB NAC in Figures 3.15(a) and 3.15(b).

Comparing Figures 3.16(a) and 3.16(b) with Table 3.6 shows that both the re-

source utilization and the average path length�'�������" decrease with increasing�.

Additional egress budgets limit the variety of possible traffic patterns by�
��� ������� � ���
�� and

�
��� ������� � ���
��. Compared to IB NAC,

the achieved worst case scenarios with lower maximum rates for individual links

in Equation (3.19). In Figures 3.17(a) and 3.17(a), this yields significantly re-

duced capacity requirements for the network and increases the resource utiliza-
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tion by a factor of 3. Moreover, the reduced network capacity for increased	�	

can be motivated by the following example. We consider a network with a ho-

mogeneous traffic matrix, i.e.� � 
. All ingress and egress budgets have the

same capacity of�
�

	�	
. Then, the sum of all maximum b2b traffic aggregates is

�	�	
�� � �. Now, let us consider an exponential extrapolation. We assume that
�
�
� 	�	 nodes have ingress and egress budgets of����

	�	
and that�

�
� 	�	 nodes have

ingress and egress budgets of�
�

��	�	
. The b2b traffic aggregate rates are limited to

������� � ���
	
���
��� ���
��



. Therefore, the sum of all maximum b2b traf-

fic aggregates is only��
�
� 	�	
�� � �. This motivates that heterogeneous traffic

matrices reduce the required network capacity for IB/EB NAC. In Figures 3.17(a)

and 3.17(b) the effect is not symmetric in� because the capacity reduction is su-

perposed with increasing path lengths for increasing�.

3.6.3 Influence of the Routing

The traffic matrix influences the traffic distribution in the network. It can be also

modified by different routing approaches. Shortest path routing with the single-

path (SP) option is mostly applied for IGP routing, i.e., the data are transported

on one shortest path from source to destination. A fundamental paradigm shift

is multi-path (MP) routing because this decreases the size of b2b aggregates on

specific links. For our analysis we choose Equal Cost Multi-Path (ECMP) routing

which is an option in OSPF [39]. With ECMP, the router forwards the data equally

over all outgoing interfaces that lead to the corresponding destination at minimum

cost. Figures 3.18(a) and 3.18(b) show the influence of SP and MP routing on the

NAC performance in the Lab03 and the COST-239 network based on the realistic

traffic matrices (���). The achievable resource utilization is illustrated by solid

lines for SP routing and by dashed lines for MP routing. We discuss these results

for each NAC type separately.
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Figure 3.18:Impact of SP and MP routing on the resource efficiency.
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There is only one solid line each for the IB NAC and the BBB NAC because

the curves for SP and MP routing coincide in these cases. For both the IB and the

BBB NAC, the calculation of the budget capacity (cf. Equation (3.24) and Equa-

tion (3.28)) is independent of the routing function. With BBB NAC, the budget

capacity��


���� effects a resource allocation along the shortest path from

� to �, possibly partitioned over several paths depending on the routing. How-

ever, the sum of the allocated link bandwidths does not depend on the routing as

the shortest paths have the same length. With IB NAC this is similar. The budget

capacity��


���� effects a resource allocation along the shortest source tree

from � to any� � �. Also here, a partitioning of the resource allocation over

different paths is possible and depends on the routing. The sum of the allocated

link bandwidth is not influenced by the routing, either, because the paths of a

shortest source tree have the same length. Therefore, ECMP does not affect the

overall required network capacity for IB and BBB NAC.

The results show that the resource utilization increases for IB/EB NAC with

MP routing by about 3 percent points in the limit in both networks. In other

words, less link capacity is required to carry the same traffic. This is not due to the

multiplexing gain since the routing option does not change the budget capacities,

cf. Equations (3.24) and (3.24). MP routing spreads the traffic of an individual

b2b aggregate out over more links in the network than SP routing. This induces

less bandwidth requirements on each single link. As traffic patterns are linear

combinations of b2b aggregates, the same holds mostly for traffic patterns, that

are admissible by the IB/EB NAC. This reduces the maximum achievable rate

on specific links for which capacity must be provided. because they are linear

compositions of b2b traffic aggregates.

Figures 3.18(a) and 3.18(b) illustrate that the resource utilization suffers at

a load of� � � �

 Erl 4 and 6.5 percent points for the ILB/ELB NAC, and

6.0 and 5.5 percent points for the ILB NAC in the Lab03 and the COST-239

network, respectively. MP routing spreads out the the traffic of a b2b aggregate

over more links than with SP routing. This leads to a lower traffic concentration

for ����
���� and����
���� (cf. Equations (3.32) and (3.32)) and to reduced
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multiplexing gain. As a result, the budget capacities increase which explains the

rise in required network capacity and the reduced resource utilization for MP

routing compared to SP routing. This effect can be so strong that the ILB NAC is

even less efficient than the BBB NAC in the COST-239 network. In contrast, the

resource efficiency of the LB NAC is hardly reduced (about 1 percent point for

� � � �

 Erl). Like above, the superposition of the per link traffic load from

all b2b aggregates (cf. Equation (3.21)) is also distributed more evenly for MP

routing than for SP routing. The thereby reduced economy of scale explains the

slightly decreased resource utilization for LB NAC but this effect is not so strong.

In a nutshell, MP routing decreases the traffic concentration for path-aware

budgets in comparison to SP routing, such that they can achieve less multiplex-

ing gain regarding their capacity. Path-unaware budgets remain unaffected. The

reduction of capacity requirements for the IB/EB NAC results from lower maxi-

mum traffic rates on individual links due to the traffic distribution.

3.6.4 Influence of the Network Topology

The network topology is a limiting factor for the routing and influences thereby

also the traffic concentration in the network which affects the resource efficiency

[223].

Construction of Random Networks

Salient features of a network are its size, its average node degree, and its internal

structure. The authors of [31] propose algorithms for the random construction of

inter-networks. However, we use our own construction methods (CMs) because

we consider only a single autonomous system and we want to control the average

and the maximum node degree quite rigidly, as well as the internal structure. Our

CMs start by randomly connecting a spanning tree of	�	 nodes. Then, edges are

added while parallels and loops are avoided and the constraints on�'����, and

�'���
 are respected. We have implemented three different option for choosing

a new edge.
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� CM0 connects nodes with the largest distance within the graph in hops.

� CM1 connects nodes randomly.

� CM2 connects nodes with the shortest distance within the graph in hops.

Since we want to have a decentralized network, we set the maximum node degree

to �'���
��'������. If not mentioned differently, we construct random net-

works consist of 50 nodes with an average node degree of�'����� using CM1

for our studies. For each data point we analyzed 10 different random networks

to obtain small confidence intervals that are omitted in the figures. The traffic

matrix is homogeneous with a small offered load of� � � �
 Erl. This makes

performance differences among the NAC types more visible due to their different

ability to realize multiplexing gain.

Influence of the Network Size

Figure 3.19(a) illustrates that the required network capacity and the average path

length increase with the network size	�	. The growth is mainly due to our traffic

model, i.e., the overall offered load scales about quadratically with the number

of nodes (��#� � � � � 	�	 � �	�	 
 ��). The number of links grows only lin-

early by 	�	 � 	�	�������
�

. Hence, there is a linear growth of the offered load

per link below the line, not yet taken into account that the average path length

grows as well with increasing network size. Figure 3.19(b) reveals that only

NAC methods based on path-aware budgets (LB, ILB, ILB/ELB NAC) can take

advantage of this increased traffic concentration and achieve a larger resource

utilization. For the sake of clarity, the curves for the ILB NAC are omitted in

the figures. Their resource efficiency and capacity requirements lie between the

ILB/ELB NAC and the BBB NAC. The resource utilization of the BBB NAC is

independent of the network size since the offered load for one budget is exactly

��


���� � ������� � � � . The performance of the IB NAC is low and de-

creases with increasing network size. The same holds for the IB/EB NAC but it

outperforms the IB NAC significantly.
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Figure 3.19:The sensitivity to the network size.
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Influence of the Average Node Degree

Figure 3.20(a) shows the average path length and the required capacity for

all BNAC types except for the ILB NAC. The required capacity for the LB,

ILB/ELB, and LB NAC is clearly correlated with the the average path length

because the overall traffic in the network depends on the average path length

and the offered load which is constant in this experiment. The required capacity

for the IB NAC is independent of the average node degree�'����. The shortest

single-path routing tree seen by any source node is a spanning tree consisting of

�	�	 
 �� edges if all routers are border routers. Therefore, the required network

capacity is��� ��
�

��� ���
�� ��	�	
��, which depends only on the network

size. The IB/EB NAC restricts pathologic traffic patterns more efficiently than the

IB NAC and requires less capacity. For a very small node degree, it can be even

quite effective. However, it is remarkable that more capacity is required for an

increasing average node degree although the average path length decreases. This

phenomenon is explained by the next experiment.

Influence of Hierarchical Structures

Figure 3.20(b) illustrates that the average path length depends significantly on

the average node degree and the construction method (CM). An average node

degree of�'���� � � yields almost a spanning tree network which is the basis

for all CMs. Therefore, the average path length and the required capacity for the

IB/EB NAC are about the same for all CMs in this case. An increasing average

node degree shortens the average path length but enlarges the required network

capacity. CM2 yields the longest paths and leads to most traffic in the network.

However, it requires clearly less capacity than networks generated by CM0 and

CM1. We explain these observations in the following.

We analyze these observations. In general, the average path length decreases

with increasing�'���� because more links allow in general for shorter paths.

CM0 tries to add as many shortcuts as possible to the initial spanning tree

which results in a relatively short path length. Randomly constructed networks
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lead to approximately the same results. In contrast, CM2 avoids the installa-

tion of efficient shortcuts and yields a significantly larger average path length

than CM0 and CM1. Therefore, the initial spanning tree structure dominates

the CM2 topology and leads to a kind of traffic backbone since many shortest

paths in the network use the links of the original spanning tree. Hence, CM2

networks reveal some hierarchical structure. To explain the reduced capacity re-

quirements for CM2 for the IB/EB NAC, we consider a single link�. The set

� are the routers that can send traffic over� and� are the routers that can

receive traffic over�. Thus, an upper bound for the link capacity is given by

���� � ���
	�

��� ���
���
�

��� ���
��


. If the traffic matrix is homoge-

neous, the link capacity can be effectively limited if� or� are small. Hence, the

performance of IB/EB NAC benefits from hierarchical networks with a backbone

structure because they fulfill this condition. For example, the required capacity

can be limited relatively well in networks with�'���� ��. An increasing aver-

age node degree increases the number of links, makes most nodes transit become

nodes for multiple flows by providing shortcuts, and destroys the hierarchical

structure of the network, which leads to larger capacity requirements. As CM2

provides less shortcuts than CM0 or CM1, the resource requirements for CM2 in-

crease less. This experiment shows that the resource efficiency of the IB/EB NAC

is very sensitive to the average node degree and to the internal network structure.

Summarizing, the different BNAC types differ significantly in their achiev-

able resource utilization. This phenomenon is caused by two reasons. First, the

BNAC methods have a different ability to obtain multiplexing gain for their bud-

get capacities. Second, the BNAC-specific resource allocation practices lead to

different resource efficiencies. As a consequence, the BNAC performance de-

pends on many parameters. The impact of the offered load is most important

while the effects of the traffic matrix and the routing are clearly weaker but still

significant. As the traffic concentration increases with the network size, NAC

methods based on path-aware budget gain in efficiency. Increasing the average

node degree leads to shorter paths and decreases the required network capacity

except for the IB/EB NAC which benefits from hierarchical network structures.
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In conclusion, the LB NAC is most efficient but suffers from difficulties regarding

its implementation. Among the truly stateless core BNAC methods, the ILB/ELB

NAC is the most efficient one because its budgets are also path-aware.
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3.7 Resilient BNAC

Resilience is the ability of a system to absorb failures without stopping or de-

grading an offered service. This means in the context of NAC that QoS must

be guaranteed in case of network failures, too. Classical telephone systems offer

traditionally very high reliability. They consist of oversupplied processors and

switching fabrics, and they are operated in hot standby mode with backup ma-

chines. Hence, reliability is achieved by a high redundancy of hardware in the

switching centers.

The KING project [2] pursues the idea of providing reliable QoS services for

IP at cheaper costs by reducing the degree of redundancy for backup purposes.

In case of a local network outage, e.g. a node or a link failure, many b2b aggre-

gates may be affected and their service is interrupted. In such a case, reachability

information is exchanged in IP networks by routing algorithms and routing ta-

bles are calculated anew. Due to this self-healing property the service is resumed

when the routing tables have stabilized. However, QoS can only be maintained if

sufficient resources are available on the deviation paths, otherwise, both deviated

and resident flows possibly could suffer from congestion. Resilient NAC takes

this aspect into account and limits the flow admissions to such a degree that no

congestion is possible in the considered failure scenarios [224].

Under normal conditions where the network infrastructure is intact and the

traffic rate conforms to the expected statistical behavior, overprovisioning re-

quires a similar amount of bandwidth in the network like AC. There is just a

tradeoff between QoS violation probability and blocking probability. However,

AC is also a means to preserve QoS if unexpected events lead to congestion.

These events can be new applications, BGP routing changes, or most probably

link and node failures. Hence, AC is a kind of insurance against a shortage of

bandwidth in situations for which a significantly increased blocking probability

is rather accepted than a QoS degradation. However, traditional AC mechanisms

fail in case of link outages where traffic is rerouted to backup paths. Firstly, the

reservations of traditional AC schemes are usually bound to a specific path and
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they do not protect the traffic on the backup route. Therefore, premium packets

are possibly even discarded by a policer as they are classified out-of-profile due

to a missing reservation context. Secondly, if they are not discarded, congestion

occurs potentially on the backup link because the increased traffic rate has not

been taken into account by the AC decision. Hence, traditional AC methods fail

exactly in the case where they are needed most. Therefore, resilient NAC is one

of the major contribution of this work.

3.7.1 Capacity Dimensioning for Resilient

Networks

Appropriate capacity dimensioning is required for rerouted traffic in possible out-

age scenarios. First, the set� of protected failure scenarios� must be defined.

Each� � � reflects a set of failed network elements�%� � � and�%� � � .

Since the set of working routers�&� � � and the set of working links�&� � �

are different from� and� , a new routing function����� ����� is provided. After

all, we have a new networking scenario�� for every protected failure scenario

� � �. We denote the faultless networking scenario by� and define that it

is always contained in� to facilitate the handling of the faultless case in the

following.

The objective is to provide sufficient capacity���� for each link� � � that

all admissible traffic can be carried in all failure scenarios� � �. Hence, the

required link capacity���� can be calculated by

���� � ���
���

����� (3.43)

where����� is the required link capacity for the protected failure scenario� � �.

In the following we show how����� can be computed.

As outlined before, the NAC limits the traffic in the networks by Equations

(3.1) – (3.6). They lead to the Inequalities (3.22), (3.25), (3.26), (3.29), (3.33),

and (3.34) which can be used in a linear program to evaluate the required link

capacities. In an outage scenario�, the routing function���� ����� is changed
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to ����� �����. This must be respected in the traffic maximization step in Equa-

tion (3.19). The BNAC remains unaware of the network outage in a failure case.

Therefore, the constraints for the rate maximization process remain unchanged,

i.e., the old routing function��
�

��� ����� is still applied for the side conditions.

Due to this change, the shortcuts for the calculation of the link capacities for

the LB NAC in Equation (3.23) and for the ILB NAC in Equation (3.36) cannot be

applied, and the time consuming Simplex method must be used like for the IB/EB

and for the ILB/ELB NAC. The short solutions for the IB NAC in Equation (3.27)

and for the BBB NAC in Equation (3.30) can be used if���� ����� is substituted

by ����� �����.

The operation of the BBB NAC, ILB NAC, ILB/ELB NAC, IB NAC, and

EB NAC does not change as their budgets are still controlled at the network

edge. The LB NAC is more problematic because in most implementations the

consulted LBs reside within the network and are bound to the path of a flow

which is relocated due to rerouting in case of a failure. Therefore, the admission

context is lost. Only the bandwidth broker implementation is a suitable LB NAC

implementation that could support resilient NAC. For the sake of consistency in

the bookkeeping of the reservations, it may further apply the original routing for

AC decisions although the traffic follows a different path in the network.

3.7.2 BNAC Performance under Resilience

Requirements

There are
	
	�	
�



possible failure scenarios with� different link failures in a net-

work� ���� ��. An outage with more link failures is less likely and its protec-

tion is more expensive. Therefore, we restrict the set of protected failure scenarios

� to all single bi-directional link failure scenarios. We use conventional shortest

path routing like in IS-IS or OSPF. The routing in a failure scenario� adapts

to the new topology according to the shortest path algorithm and provides the

rerouting function�� .

In the following, we compare the performance of all BNAC methods with
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resilience requirements for the Lab03 and the COST-239 network topology with

SP and MP routing.

Impact of Resilience Requirements with Single-Path Routing

Figures 3.21(a) and 3.21(b) show the resource utilization for all NAC methods un-

der resilience requirements depending on the average offered b2b load. It reveals

a completely different performance behavior compared to the resource utilization

without resilience requirements in Figures 3.15(a) and 3.15(b). A comparison of

Figures 3.21(a) and 3.21(b) shows that all NAC types have different network-

specific asymptotes for their resource utilization. They are also compiled in Ta-

ble 3.7 for the sake of clarity. The BBB NAC outperforms the ILB/ELB NAC,

the ILB NAC, and the LB NAC. Except for ILB NAC and ILB/ELB NAC, this is

the reversed order from the scenario without resilience. The performance of the

IB and IB/EB NAC is significantly worse.

With resilience requirements, the BBB NAC achieves only 60% in the COST-

239 network (54% for Lab03) resource utilization in the limit instead of 100%

without resource requirement. The reciprocal value�
�'�
� ���� is the average de-

gree of overdimensioning required for the survivability in outage scenarios and

corresponds to 67% (85%) additional backup capacity (cf. Table 3.7). This find-

ing confirms the idea that network resilience for QoS services can be provided at

a cheaper cost than backing up all the resources which means 100% additional ca-

pacity. This is due to the fact that backup capacity can be shared among different

rerouted b2b traffic aggregates in different failure scenarios.
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Figure 3.21:Resource utilization for single-path routing with resilience require-

ments.
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Table 3.7:Limiting performance for SP routing.

BNAC type max. util. max. util. additional

without res. with res. capacity

Lab03 network

BBB NAC 100% 54 % 85 %

ILB/ELB NAC 100% 53 % 89 %

ILB NAC 100% 45 % 122 %

LB NAC 100% 34 % 194 %

IB/EB NAC 27 % 17 % 58 %

IB NAC 10 % 6 % 67 %

COST-239 network

BBB NAC 100% 60 % 67 %

ILB NAC 100% 52 % 92 %

ILB/ELB NAC 100% 56 % 79 %

LB NAC 100% 40 % 150 %

IB/EB NAC 22 % 16 % 38 %

IB NAC 16 % 9 % 77 %

With resilience requirements, the resource utilization for the LB NAC de-

creases to 40% (34%) which corresponds to 150% (194%) additional costs for

backup purposes. Hence, the LB NAC is clearly more expensive than the BBB,

ILB/ELB, and ILB NAC from a resource point of view. In addition, it is not able

to offer cheap resilience for QoS services because simple duplication of the link

resources requires less capacity.

There is an explanation for that phenomenon. The LB NAC is more flexi-

ble than the BBB NAC with regard to the use of allocated link capacities, i.e.,

more traffic patterns can be supported with the same capacity. As less capacity

suffices to obtain the same QoS level, the LB NAC has a better resource effi-

ciency than the BBB NAC in the non-resilient case. Though, this flexibility is a

drawback with resilience requirements since all admissible traffic patterns must
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be protected. The traffic patterns that are accepted by the LB NAC but not by the

BBB NAC are unrealistic. However, if they appear, their impact is more extreme.

In contrast to the BBB NAC, but similar to the IB NAC, the LB NAC accepts the

traffic pattern where one b2b traffic aggregate���� consumes almost all capacity

along its path and other aggregates vanish. If a link of that path fails, a tremen-

dous amount of traffic is deviated on a single backup path. The same example

holds for any other b2b aggregate, which makes the capacity requirements for

backup purposes very large. The BBB NAC prohibits this scenario by exclud-

ing such extreme traffic patterns from admission. Therefore, the LB NAC has a

lower resource efficiency than the BBB NAC in case of resilience requirements.

In a nutshell, a large NAC with regard to traffic patterns achieves a high resource

utilization without resilience requirements but it requires much additional capac-

ity for backup purposes which causes a low resource utilization with resilience

requirements.

The resource efficiency of the ILB/ELB NAC is 56% (53%) in the limit,

which corresponds to 79% (89%) additional network resources. The ILB/ELB

NAC has a worse performance than the BBB NAC due to more resource flexibil-

ity. Yet due to this flexibility, the ILB/ELB NAC can lead to better results than the

BBB NAC at low offered load in larger networks like the Lab03 network. How-

ever, the computation of the required capacity is very time consuming due to the

mandatory application of the Simplex rate maximization in Equation (3.19). This

and the fact that many budgets have to be checked for admission make the ap-

proach somewhat impractical. The same holds for the ILB NAC which requires

92% (122%) more capacity with a maximum resource utilization of 52% (45%).

Resilience requirements decrease the performance of the IB/EB NAC from

22% (27%) to 16% (17%). The additional expenses for backup purposes are only

37.5% (58%) but the absolute required network capacity exceeds the demand

of the other NAC methods by far and leaves the IB/EB still unattractive. The

same holds for the IB NAC which requires 77% (66%) more capacity for failure

protection with a maximum resource utilization of 9% (6%) opposed to 16%

(10%) without resilience requirements.
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Figure 3.22:Resource utilization for multi-path routing with resilience require-

ments.
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Impact of Resilience Requirements with Multi-Path Routing

We make the same experiments with MP Routing. Figures 3.21(a) and 3.21(b)

show the load-dependent resource utilization and Table 3.8 compiles the utiliza-

tion limits and the required backup capacity. We observe a significant perfor-

mance improvement if we compare these data with Table 3.7.

Table 3.8:Limiting performance for MP routing.

BNAC type max. util. max. util. additional

without res. with res. capacity

Lab03 network

BBB NAC 100% 61 % 64 %

ILB/ELB NAC 100% 60 % 67 %

ILB NAC 100% 55 % 82 %

LB NAC 100% 45 % 122 %

IB/EB NAC 30 % 22 % 36 %

IB NAC 10 % 6 % 67 %

COST-239 network

BBB NAC 100% 68 % 47 %

ILB NAC 100% 63 % 58 %

ILB/ELB NAC 100% 59 % 69 %

LB NAC 100% 47 % 113 %

IB/EB NAC 25 % 19 % 32 %

IB NAC 16 % 10 % 60 %

We briefly explain why MP routing leads to less backup capacity. MP effects

a better traffic distribution across the network and offers possibly more than one

backup route in a failure case. If the traffic can be deviated in case of a link failure

over more than one path, the maximum required backup resources on the backup

routes are smaller. Thus, less backup capacity suffices per link which provides in
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3.7 Resilient BNAC

turn a partial protection for more, different outages. This observation applies to

the performance of all BNAC methods. As this reduction of backup resources is

due to routing, we recognize a potential for capacity savings that can be optimized

and tackle this problem in Chapter 4.3.
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3 Network Admission Control

3.8 Capacity Assignment to NAC

Budgets

So far, we have identified different NAC categories and investigated their effi-

ciency. We dimensioned the capacity of the NAC budgets such that a given traf-

fic matrix could be supported with a given flow blocking probability. The NAC

budgets and resilience requirements for a set of protected failure scenarios con-

ditioned the link capacities. For the use of NAC in production environments, this

process must be reversed. The link capacities are given and the NAC budgets

must be set in such a way that they yield blocking probabilities as small as possi-

ble for all flows in the presence of a given traffic matrix. In addition, overbooking

of the network resources must be avoided and all resilience requirements must be

respected.

The solution to that problem reveals three challenges:

� Several budgets compete for the capacity of a single link.

� The maximum capacity of a single budget is limited by several links that

are determined by the routing in the network.

� The routing depends on the active network elements in the protected fail-

ure scenarios.

In the following, we propose alternative solutions to these problems:

� link budget assignment (LBA) strategies,

� network budget assignment (NBA) strategies, and

� resilient budget assignment (RBA) strategies.

We investigate their ability to achieve low flow blocking probabilities for limited

network resources.
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3.8.1 Link Budget Assignment Strategies

We consider a single link� whose capacity must be shared by a set of budgets

����. The offered traffic load���� that is covered by each budget� � ���� may

be different. As overbooking is not allowed, the link capacity must be partitioned

among the budgets in����. We suggest two different LBA strategies.

Proportional LBA

A naive LBA strategy assigns the link capacity���� to the budgets proportionally

to their offered load. Hence, all budgets� � ���� have the same relative size

)��� � )����
�����

 ������ ���
�
� ���� �� (3.44)

related to their offered load����. The routing function���� �� tells the percentage

of the traffic covered by budget� that uses link�. This leads to an absolute budget

size of

���� � ���� � )���� (3.45)

This proportional LBA (PLBA) strategy does not take economy of scale into

account and entails unequal flow blocking probabilities!��� at different budgets

� if they have a different offered load����. We call!��� also the budget blocking

probability. This consideration leads to a vague notion of unfairness. Fairness is

given if all traffic aggregates face the same blocking probabilities on that link.

Fair LBA

The fair LBA (FLBA) strategy assigns the link capacity���� to the budgets in

such a way that the budget blocking probability!��� is about the same for all

budgets� � ����. As this cannot be done in closed form, we solve that task

by Algorithm 9. To be compliant with the algorithms in Section 3.3, a capacity

� is measured in�� � �
��

units of capacity��. After initializing the budget
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capacities with zero, the link capacity is assigned iteratively by increasing the

capacity of the budget with the largest blocking probability by a certain capacity

increment����� . The function������ ��� � �����

�

 ����� ���������� �� calculates

the remaining free capacity units on�. If several budgets have the same budget

blocking probability, we take the one with the largest offered load because its

blocking probability will be least decreased. Algorithm 9 may be slow if�� is

large as the capacity units are assigned one after another due to����� � �. It can

be accelerated by computing a suitable capacity increment.

Input: ������

for all � � ���� do �initialize�

����� 	� 


end for

while ������ ��� � 
 do

choose� � � with largest blocking probability and take a budget with

maximum offered load for tie breaking

����� 	� ������ ������ ���

����
� 	� ����

� � �����

end while

Output: assigned budget capacities������ � � ����

Algorithm 9: FAIRLBA: fair link budget assignment.

Simple and Fast Acceleration A simple acceleration is setting����� to

a fraction of�� proportional to its offered load. However, this yields the PLBA

strategy which is not good because it yields large blocking probabilities for bud-

gets with small offered load. Therefore, we relax it by taking only a fraction�
"

(usually* � �) of the proportional assignment

����� � ���
�
������ ������ ����� ���

������

�
�
+ � ����

*
�
��

(3.46)
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3.8 Capacity Assignment to NAC Budgets

with + � �	�
������ �� �

and�� being the remaining capacity in Algorithm 9. Ad-

ditionally, we take budgets with the least offered load for breaking ties because

those consume the least capacity and cause, therefore, the least unfairness. This

approach is very fast but its correctness cannot be proven in the sense that some

budgets may be penalized. If the completed capacity assignment result shows that

some budgets with little offered load have comparatively large blocking proba-

bilities, then Algorithm 9 must be run again with a larger* in Equation (3.46).

Safe Acceleration We new present a safe acceleration of Algorithm 9

which is based on the above idea but avoids the starvation of budgets with little

offered load. Algorithm 10 computes safe capacity increments. A capacity incre-

ment is safe if it is so small that it decreases the candidate budget only to such an

extent that any other budget� � ���� increased by its fair share can undergo the

resulting blocking probability. The variable+��� controls the granularity and the

speed of the algorithm. This mechanism is considerably more computation inten-

sive because the calculation of the blocking probability is quite time consuming.

Performance Comparison

Due to the different complexity of the PLBA and FLBA strategy it is important

to know the impact of theses methods on the quality of the obtained results. As

mentioned above, PLBA does not take economy of scale into account and leads

to unfair results. We illustrate this suspicion in the following by considering the

capacity assignment on a single link�. For simplicity reasons we conduct our

experiments with only two budgets�� and��. We assume a fixed link load������

����� � ���� � �

 Erl. Since there are only two competing budgets, the load

distribution among them is characterized by the load fraction������ �
�� ��
����

. We

dimension the budget capacities����� for a desired blocking probability!������

�
�� and set the link capacity to���� � ����� � �����.
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Input: unassigned capacity������ ���, ���� with already assigned

capacities

+ 	�
�����	 ���
�
��� �� �

choose� � � � 
 with largest blocking probability and use budget with

smallest offered load for tie breaking

�� 	� �+ � �����

! 	� !
	
����� ����

� � ��



for all �	 � � do

�	� 	� �+ � ���	��

!	 	� !
	
���	�� ����

	� � �	�



while ! � !	 do

�� 	� �+��� � ���

! 	� !
	
����� ����

� � ��



end while

end for

Output: safe capacity increment��

Algorithm 10: SAFEACC: calculation of a safe capacity increment����� .

Impact of the Load Fraction Figure 3.23(a) shows the budget sizes

����� and the required link capacity���� for different load fractions������. The

least capacity is required for������ � 
 or ������ � � because then,�� or ��
can be dimensioned most efficiently due to economy of scale. As a next step, we

reassign the obtained link capacity���� to the budget capacities����� according

to the proportional and to the fair LBA strategy. Figure 3.23(b) illustrates the re-

sulting budget blocking probabilities. Due to the construction of the experiment,

the blocking probabilities for FLBA are exactly�
��. For PLBA, the blocking

probabilities depend on the load fraction. The value of!����� is larger than�
��

if ������ � 
� and smaller, otherwise. This is clearly unfair. For example, we

get values of!�������
�� and!�������
�� for ������ � 
��.
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Figure 3.23:Impact of the link load distribution among budgets.
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(a) Required budget and link capacities for�� � ��
�� .
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Figure 3.24:Impact of the offered link load.
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Impact of the Offered Load We conduct the same experiment for a fixed

load fraction������ � 
�� and vary the offered link load����. Figure 3.24(a)

reveals that for a very low link load���� both �� and �� require a capacity of

about 2 Mbit/s which corresponds to the maximum request size�����. For large

values of����, the required capacities for both budgets rise about linearly with

the offered link load. According to Figure 3.24(b) the blocking probability!�����

is about�
�� even for large offered link load and the blocking probability!�����

does not exceed�
��. Hence, PLBA is clearly unfair for all link loads, too.

3.8.2 Definition of Unfairness

So far, we only have a definition for fair resource assignment but we do not have

a measure for unfairness, yet. In our experiments, some of the PLBA budget

blocking probabilities!(�	���� are larger and some others are smaller than

the values!%�	���� for FLBA. We use the positive difference in the graphs

as a metric for unfairness because the FLBA curves show how budget blocking

probabilities could be. For further use, we define unfairness formally by

� �

�
 ����������!(�	�����
 ����!%�	������ 
�

	�	
� (3.47)

This idea can be extended to an entire network if fair reference probabilities cor-

responding to!%�	���� are defined.

3.8.3 Network Budget Assignment Strategies

In this section, we consider the dimensioning of NAC budgets in the context of a

network and not only of a single link. We respect the constraints arising from the

different budget types.

LBs, ILBs, and ELBs arelink-specific budget types as they pertain only to a

single link�. The capacity of that link can be partitioned among the corresponding

budgets according to the algorithms in the previous section.
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IBs, EBs, and BBBs arenon-link-specific budget types as they admit traffic

to flow over several links, i.e., their scope is not limited to the AC of flows for a

specific link. In turn, when capacity is assigned to a non-link-specific budget�,

the set of all links for which the budget admits flows must be respected. The set

of these links���� is given by

���� �

����
���

�� 	 � � � �
�

��� ���� � ���� ����� � 
� for � � �
�

�� 	 � � � �
�

��� ���� � ���� ����� � 
� for � � �
�

�� 	 � � � � ���� � ���� ����� � 
� for � � 


���

(3.48)

Independent NBA

We propose first a simple and intuitive algorithm for the capacity assignment

to non-link-specific NAC budgets. For each link� � � link-specific capacities

���� �� are assigned to non-link-specific budgets� according to an LBA strategy

in Section 3.8.1 whereby only���� �� � ���� capacity. The actual capacity���� of a

budget� is then calculated as the minimum of all link-specific budget capacities

���� �� by

���� � ���
���� �

���� ��� (3.49)

As the budget capacity is first assigned independently on any link, we call this

method the independent NBA (INBA). Figure 3.25(a) shows that this method

leaves���� 
 ���� �� capacity unused for each budget� on each link� which

can be considerable if the network is dimensioned in such a way that the budget

blocking probabilities are substantially different. However, this unused capacity

can be assigned to other budgets to further reduce their blocking probability like

in Figure 3.25(b). This is proposed by the concurrent NBA.
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(a) Some of the capacity on�� remains unused with INBA.

(b) The CNBA reassigns unused capacity to other budgets.

Figure 3.25:An example for capacity utilization with INBA and CNBA.
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Concurrent NBA

Knowing about the inefficiency of INBA, we describe Algorithm 11 (CNBA) to

avoid this problem. The presented algorithm is correct for BBB NAC and pure

IB NAC. It must be enhanced for IB/EB NAC. We denote the set of all bud-

gets in the network by�. At the beginning, all budgets are initialized to zero

and the set of unassigned budgets is�"#� � �. The free capacity of a link�

is ������ ��� � �����

�

 �� ���� � �� � �����. To increase the budgets succes-

sively, a budget� with the currently largest blocking probability!��� is cho-

sen and in case of ambiguity, a budget among them with a maximum offered

load is taken. If there is enough capacity on all links supporting budget�

(� � � 	 ������ ��� � ����� ����� ��), the budget capacity is enlarged by����� .

Otherwise, the budget is removed from�"#�. We used efficient data structures

to speed up the algorithm but we do not discuss them here for clarity reasons.

Optionally, this procedure may stop if the blocking probability!��� of the unas-

signed budgets� � �"#� falls below a predefined threshold!���. This would

possibly leave some spare capacity in the network. Algorithm 11 implements the

FLBA strategy but it can also be adapted to PLBA by using)��� instead of!���

[225]. It can also be enhanced by the above explained acceleration mechanisms

[226].

Performance Comparison

A complete budget assignment method (BAM) consists of a link and a network

budget assign strategy. The first one impacts the fairness and the second one the

efficiency. For easier reference to the BAMs, we abbreviate the combinations of

(PLBA, FLBA) � (INBA, CNBA) by PL&IN, PL&CN, FL&IN, and FL&CN.

Impact of Unequal Load Distribution on the Unfairness We il-

lustrate the impact of the unequal load distribution on the unfairness of the BAMs

in the Lab03 network of Figure 3.14(a). We choose budgets for the BBB NAC,

set the b2b offered load to� � � �
 Erl, and apply the exponential extrapola-
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Input: (implicitly: topology, routing, budgets)

for all � � � do �initialize�

����� 	� 


end for

�"#� 	� �

while �"#� �� � do

choose� � �"#� with largest blocking probability and take a budget with

maximum offered load for tie breaking

����� 	� �

if
	
� � � 	 ������ ��� � ����� � ���� ��



then

����
� 	� ����

� � �����

else

�"#� 	� �"#� � �


end if
end while

Output: assigned budget capacities������ � � �

Algorithm 11: CNBA: concurrent network budget assignment.

tion according to Equation (3.42). We first dimension the network size for a b2b

flow blocking probability of!��
�� and then reassign the capacity to the bud-

gets according to the four different BAMS. SinceFL&CN is fair and efficient by

definition, we use it as a reference to assess the unfairness of the other BAMs.

Figure 3.26(a) shows the mean unfairness� per aggregate of the different

BAMs. The coefficient of variation of the traffic aggregate sizes�������������

shows that the variability of the entries in the traffic matrix increases with an

increasing extrapolation parameter�. Since the network capacity has been di-

mensioned for a blocking probability! � for all budgets, FLBA succeeds to

assign link budget capacities���� �� with a blocking probability of exactly�
��.

As they have the same size on any link� � ����, every���� reaches the minimum
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blocking probability. Therefore, bothFL&CN and FL&IN areequally fair.

For ��
, PL&IN and PL&CNalso yield fair results because all aggregates

have the same offered load��������� � , so the proportional and the fair LBA

yield the same budget capacities on any link. For increasing�, the load distribu-

tion becomes more heterogeneous such that the unfairness due to proportional

LBA increases with the variation of the traffic matrix.PL&IN is more unfair

thanPL&CN because some capacity remains in addition, due to the independent

NBA strategy.

Impact of Capacity Granularity on the Unfairness In the previ-

ous experiments we have seen that the NBA strategy has no impact if the FLBA

strategy is applied. Now, we assume the original traffic matrix, i.e.� � �, and

that the network is dimensioned for! � � �
��. However, only multiples of a

finest granularity���� can be provided as bandwidth portions, i.e., the correctly

dimensioned link capacities are rounded up. Figure 3.26(b) shows the impact of

���� on the unfairness.FL&IN is fair for a granularity of���� ��� Kbit/s. In

this scenario, the capacity granularity is not a restriction since all request sizes in

our model are a multiple of that quantity and the fairness ofFL&IN can be ex-

plained like above. For increasing����, the unfairness ofFL&IN, PL&CN and

PL&CN slightly increases wherebyPL&CN suffers the least from the coarser

capacity granularity due to the CNBA strategy. However, the major impact on the

unfairness in this experiment results also from the unbalanced load distribution

from which the PLBA strategy suffers. Hence, if the link capacities in the network

were properly dimensioned, the FLBA strategy is most important to achieve fair

budgets and the NBA strategies play a minor role. This is different if networks

are not properly designed.
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(a) Unfairness due to differences in offered load.
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Figure 3.26:Unfairness of budget assignment methods relative toFL&CN.
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3.8.4 Resilient Budget Assignment

If a local outage occurs in a network, the traffic must be rerouted. Therefore, suf-

ficient capacity is required on the rerouted path or - in other words - the NAC

must limit the admitted traffic to such a level that the capacity suffices [226]. The

set� comprises all considered failure scenarios, which contain the remaining

active network topology. Like above, the working scenario is included in�. For

each failure scenario, the routing for the traffic of a budget changes and we de-

scribe it by the enhanced routing function���� ��. In the following, we present

a simple and an enhanced method to extend the presented capacity assignment

algorithms for resilience requirements.

Independent RBA

A simple extension of the above algorithm is an independent capacity assignment

���,� �� for all failure scenarios, � � and a subsequent capacity minimization

����� � ����� ���,� ��. This independent RBA (IRBA) yields obviously safe

values for all considered failure scenarios.

Concurrent RBA

The concurrent RBA (CRBA) performs faster and yields more efficient results

than the preceding approach. Basically, the capacity of all budgets is increased

concurrently in all failure scenarios until they are limited by a capacity bottle-

neck on some link in some failure scenario. We define failure scenario depending

functions

������ �,� �� � �����

�
 ��

�������
��� �� (3.50)

�"#��,� �� �
�

 ����

��������� �� and (3.51)

+�,� �� �
������ �,� ��
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The adaptation of this algorithm is done by the reformulation of the condition

in Algorithm 11 by
	
, � �� � � 	 ������ �,� �� � ����� � ���� ��



. For the

acceleration purposes, Equation (3.46) changes to
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Performance Comparison

If networks are well designed for the offered load, the simple and the enhanced

extension for resilience requirements lead almost to the same results. However,

networks are static and traffic load changes such that they do not always fit to-

gether. In such a case, the enhanced extension method leads to more efficient

budget assignments.

We take the network in Figure 3.27 and consider only a single failure sce-

nario for resilience. We assume that the aggregate flows�� and�� have the same

offered load. For the sake of simplicity, we indicate the budgets by their corre-

sponding aggregate flows. The simple resilience extension calculates��,�� ����

��,�� ��� �  Mbit/s for the case,� without any failure, and��,�� ��� � ��

Mbit/s, ��,�� ������ Mbit/s for the case,� that the 5Mbit/s link fails. Hence,

the allowable budget capacities are������ Mbit/s and�������� Mbit/s.

The enhanced resilience extension raises both budget capacities concurrently

until ����� � �� Mbit/s is fixed due to the failure scenario,�. Then, the other

budget can take advantage of the full remaining capacity of the 10Mbit/s link

and it is finally set to�������� Mbit/s.

This small example illustrates the operation of both algorithms and shows

that the enhanced resilience algorithm leads to more efficient results than the

simple version. To show that this phenomenon is not a pathological artefact, we

validate this finding in the Lab03 network whose links are provisioned with 1

Gbit/s. We dimension the budgets with both resilience extension methods under

consideration of all possible single link failures. To that aim, we scale the offered

load in such a way that it yields blocking probabilities of at most 2%. We limit

the maximum budget size by a minimum budget blocking probability of�
��.
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Figure 3.27:Small networking scenarios.

The budget sizes are significantly larger if they are calculated by the CRBA

method instead by the IRBA method. Figures 3.29(a) and 3.29(b) present a dis-

tribution of the absolute and the relative capacity gain by CRBA compared to

IRBA. More than half of the budgets remains unaffected and does not profit from

CRBA. The additional budget capacity of the increased budgets differs consider-

ably and the distribution for the absolute and the relative gain is different because

the traffic matrix is heterogeneous. The average absolute gain is about 2Mbit/s

per budget and the average relative gain is about 6.6% per budget. Figure 3.28

shows the difference of the respective logarithmic blocking probabilities. The

budget blocking probabilities obtained with CRBA are up to 4 orders of mag-
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nitude smaller than those obtained with IRBA, and on average this advantage is

0.47 orders of magnitude. Hence, the benefit of the enhanced resilience extension

is also clearly visible in large networks.
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Figure 3.28:Concurrent RBA obtains smaller budget blocking probabilities than

independent RBA.
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Figure 3.29:Concurrent RBA assigns larger budget capacities than independent

RBA.
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Resilient Networks

Companies depend on the reliability of their communication infrastructure and an

outage translates immediately into a financial loss [227, 228]. Therefore, carrier

grade networks are expected to provide an availability of “five nines” (99.999%)

[229] in spite of the fact that network elements can fail. This challenge arises,

e.g., for Virtual Private Networks (VPNs) or in the terrestrial radio access network

(UTRAN) of the Universal Mobile Telecommunication System (UMTS). Today’s

IP technology enables a global interconnection of remote hosts and servers on a

best effort basis. It does not meet the requirements of carrier grade networks but

the wide deployment and the simple operation of current IP networks call for

Next Generation Networks (NGN) based on IP technology to substitute frame

relay and ATM solutions.

Conventional telephone networks achieve the “five nines” reliability by mas-

sive redundancy of hardware provisioning. Also some of today’s IP networks are

protected against potential link failures by backup lines or by SDH rings on the

physical layer. However, these methods require 100% or more backup capacity

because the backup line is only used in case that the primary line fails. The same

holds for SDH rings because only one of both paths on the ring from a sender to

a receiver is needed during faultless operation like in Figure 4.1. Then, the ring
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is vulnerable until the failure is repaired.

Figure 4.1:Failure protection by rings costs at least 100% backup capacity.

With packet-switched networks, a similar reliability can be achieved by traf-

fic deviation over alternate paths in case of local outages. However, the backup

capacity can be shared among different traffic aggregates in different failure sce-

narios. Hence, backup capacity sharing offers the possibility to reduce the re-

quired backup capacity without compromising the failure resilience of the net-

work. Therefore, resilience mechanisms at the network layer can achieve re-

silience at a cheaper cost than traditional physical layer protection mechanisms.

In this chapter we give an overview of resilience mechanisms and routing op-

timization in general. We discuss approaches from literature to optimize resilient

routing and we derive side conditions for practical protection switching mecha-

nisms. Based on these constraints, we develop several novel protection switching

mechanisms. We optimize them to reduce the required backup capacity. Our per-

formance evaluation shows the efficiency of the new approaches depending on

load balancing, traffic distribution, resilience constraints, and the network topol-

ogy.

4.1 Related Work

This work is about routing optimization and load balancing in a very broad

sense. First, we point out the difference between destination-based forwarding
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and connection-oriented forwarding. Then, we present a well-known categoriza-

tion of resilient routing schemes. Finally, we give a short overview of routing

optimization in general to classify our work.

4.1.1 Routing Paradigms

We review two major forwarding paradigms with respect to their traffic engineer-

ing capabilities: destination-based forwarding and connection-oriented forward-

ing.

Destination-Based Forwarding

In pure Internet Protocol (IP) technology, routers identify the corresponding out-

put interface based on the destination address in the packet header according to

their routing tables. The routes in IP forwarding are usually set up by means of

routing protocols like the Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) protocol [39]. They

exchange reachability information associated with link costs which are used for

computing the output ports for the shortest paths to certain destinations. By ma-

nipulating the link costs, the routing can be influenced which gives room for traf-

fic engineering. Load balancing over multiple paths is possible if several paths to

the same destination have equal costs. This option is called Equal Cost Multi-Path

(ECMP) and it is implemented, e.g., in OSPF.

Connection-Oriented Forwarding

MPLS is a connection-oriented switching technology, i.e., traffic is forwarded

along virtual connections that build an overlay network (cf. 2.2). Packets match-

ing a set of attributes in a router create a forwarding equivalent class (FEC). A so-

called LSP ingress label switching router (LSR) identifies them and groups them

together into a single traffic aggregate by assigning the packets a common label

on top of their header. This traffic aggregate is forwarded along a label-switched

path (LSP) to the LSP egress LSR that pops the label. The intermediate routers of
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the LSP forward the packets by label swapping corresponding to the information

in their label information base (LIB). The LIB holds a table of incoming LSPs

that are identified by their ingress interface and their ingress label and maps them

to their egress interface and their egress label. In contrast to routing tables, the

information in the LIBs is provided at connection setup. At that occasion, the

path of an LSP may be automatically determined by routing protocols or it may

follow a pre-computed explicit route.

The routing granularity and the forwarding resolution in MPLS is much finer

than in IP because the attributes of a FEC may be, e.g., sourceand destination

addresses. Traffic to a same destination may be carried over different paths that

have completely different costs by using explicit routes in MPLS. Explicit routing

can be mimicked by source routing in IP technology but this is not advisable

since it slows down the forwarding speed of routers considerably. In addition,

routing along multiple paths is restricted to ECMP. Hence, connection-oriented

forwarding technologies like MPLS have a finer control on the data path than

destination-based forwarding.

4.1.2 Resilient Routing

In fault-tolerant networks, traffic is deviated over alternative paths in case of a

local outage. There are basically two options for resilience mechanisms.

With path restoration in case of MPLS or with rerouting in case of IP tech-

nology, a deviation path or route is only established if a failure occurs [230].

Backup capacity can be shared because no resources are bound to any aggregate

before a failure occurs. However, the reaction time of restoration mechanisms can

be quite long. With path protection the outage is anticipated, i.e., a backup path

is set up before a failure occurs. This is also called protection switching. A fast

reaction time is one advantage of protection switching compared to restoration

mechanisms [231].

The 1:1 protection switching approach sends the traffic over the backup path

only if a failure occurs. Thus, the backup capacity can be shared among flows
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that do not require the same resources in case of a specific link failure. Hence,

the sharing possibilities are the same as with restoration schemes. It is possible

to protect The 1+1 approach transmits the traffic simultaneously over a primary

and a backup path and, therefore, backup capacity sharing is not possible.

The 1+1 protection switching has the shortest reaction time if a failure occurs

because the destination recognizes if a path is down and takes the packet stream

from the other path. The 1:1 protection switching requires that the source router

detects the failure by the notification of lower layers or by missing “fast keep

alive” message of a link management protocol [232, 233]. Then, the transmission

of the traffic is redirected from the primary path to the backup path. The overall

reaction time is within a few 100ms. The restoration scheme requires in addition

the setup of the backup path and IP rerouting needs the flooding of link state

messages which can be done within a short time [234]. In standard IP technol-

ogy, a link failure is detected by missing Hello messages of the OSPF protocol

and takes in the order of tens of seconds because the timers are set to a relatively

high value [235]. However, modern routers have a higher processing capacity and

can handle a larger signaling load, therefore, rerouting can be already achieved

within the sub-second range [236, 237]. The shortest path computation is an on-

line algorithm and is executed in the routers if topology changes are signalled and

remains finally the bottleneck in IP if the timer problem is solved by notification

of lower layer failure detection mechanisms. Multi-topology routing may also be

an alternative for short failover times for IP routing [238].

In this work, we choose MPLS technology due to its more powerful routing

capabilities. In addition, failover times longer than 200ms are considered crit-

ical with respect to voice services [239]. To keep reaction times short, backup

paths are established in advance. To save backup capacity, we concentrate on 1:1

protection switching mechanism.

There are several options concerning the scope of a backup path. A primary

path can be restored or protected on an end-to-end basis, i.e., there is one backup

path for each primary connection. Subpath protection holds a backup path from

a possible failure location to the destination and local protection of single links
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is another option [240]. Path protection on an end-to-end basis is however most

effective regarding backup capacity requirement [241] because the connections

that are are affected by a link or node failure can then be deviated far away from

the outage location and avoid a concentration of backup traffic for which backup

capacity has to be provisioned.

4.1.3 Routing Optimization

Routing optimization is a vast area with different aspects. We briefly give an

insight into optimization issues with and without resilience requirements.

Routing Optimization without Resilience Requirements

A well investigated problem is routing optimization in the presence of limited

link capacities to maximize the supportable traffic intensity whose b2b structure

is given by a traffic matrix [242, 243]. This is a multi-commodity flow problem

and its solution can be implemented, e.g., by LSPs [244]. For IP routing, a similar

approach can be done by setting the link costs appropriately such that all traffic

is transported through the network and that the mean and maximum link utiliza-

tion is minimized [245, 246, 247, 248, 249, 250]. Pure IP and MPLS solutions

may also be combined [251]. This is especially important if the capacity of some

network links is increased in response to an increasing traffic demand [252, 253].

In [254] a stable closed loop solution based on multi-path routing is presented

to equalize the link utilization for Internet traffic by load balancing mechanisms.

Load balancing should be done on a per flow basis and not on a per packet basis

to avoid packet reordering which has a detrimental effect on the TCP throughput.

The hash-based algorithm in [255, 256] achieves that goal very well.

Routing Optimization with Resilience Requirements

The authors of [257] present an online solution for routing with resilience re-

quirements. They try to minimize the blocking probability of successive path re-
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quests using suitable single-paths as primary paths and backup paths. The backup

bandwidth may be shared or dedicated. A distributed protocol solution is given in

[258]. Another offline optimization algorithm [259] uses a Tabu search heuristic

to minimize the overload in an IP network during transient link failures by setting

suitable IGP link weights.

Routing with resilience requirements can also be considered under a net-

work dimensioning aspect, i.e., the traffic matrix is given and the link ca-

pacities must be set. For example, the sum of link bandwidths in a network

should be minimized while only technically available link capacities (e.g.,

OC3=STM1=155Mbit/s, OC12=STM4=622Mbit/s, OC48=STM4=2.488Gbit/s,

OC192=STM64=9.953Gbit/s) can be used. Apart from that constraint, this prob-

lem is trivial without resilience requirements since a suitable bandwidth assign-

ment for the shortest paths is already an optimum solution. It becomes an opti-

mization problem if capacity sharing is allowed for backup paths. The path lay-

out and the capacity assignment are designed such that primary paths and shared

backup paths require minimal network capacity while the backup mechanisms

provide full resilience for a given set of protected failure scenarios. This is fun-

damentally different from the above problem since both the routing and the link

bandwidth are optimized simultaneously. Note that the results of such calcula-

tions depend on the capabilities of the applied restoration schemes.

The results of [260] can be well implemented since this work applies only

single-paths for both primary and backup paths and relocates only affected pri-

mary paths. However, they do not make use of multi-path routing and load distri-

bution for path restoration purposes. This is especially important in outage sce-

narios because traffic diverted over several different paths requires only a fraction

of the backup capacity on detour links. If backup capacity sharing is allowed, this

backup capacity may be used in different failure scenarios by different rerouted

traffic aggregates, which leads to increased resource efficiency since less addi-

tional resources must be provisioned in the network. In [261, 241] multi-path

routing is used. The required network resources are minimized by calculating

the optimum path layout and routing independently for each failure scenario.
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These backup solutions are too difficult for implementation but they present lower

bounds for the required backup capacity.

4.2 Protection Switching Methods for

Backup Capacity Reduction

In this section we derive restrictions for the path layout of protection switching

mechanisms. Based on them, we present two novel approaches for backup rout-

ing that stand out by their simplicity. We briefly explain how their path layout

and their load balancing functions may be computed. Finally, we describe some

system constraints for the capacity dimensioning with resilience requirements.

4.2.1 Restrictions for Path Layout of Protection

Switching Mechanisms

We explain why the results in [261, 241] cannot be implemented as restoration

mechanisms and derive technical side constraints for feasible backup solutions.

The path layout and the load balancing is calculated for the normal operation

mode and for each failure scenario independently and general multi-path struc-

tures are allowed. In an outage case, broken paths must be rerouted but aggregates

that are not affected by the failure might also need to be shifted to implement the

solution with minimal resources.

Firstly, the knowledge of the exact location of the failure is required to choose

the optimized path layout and load balancing. The mere information of a path

outage which can be recognized by the sender is not enough. Therefore, the exact

outage information must be propagated to all ingress routers to trigger protection

switching for a specific outage scenario. This entails extensive signaling in a

critical system state where the reachability is corrupted.

Secondly, the relocation of the paths cannot be done simultaneously. Deflect-
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ing more paths than necessary might lead to a transient overload on some network

elements. This leads to jitter and packet loss within this phase and can be avoided

if only broken paths are redirected.

Thirdly, if each connection holds a backup path for each protected failure

scenario, a large amount of paths must be pre-installed and administered. This

makes the path configuration very complex and the large number of paths is a

problem for the state maintenance of today’s core network routers.

Finally, to keep the fault diagnostics and the reaction to failures simple, the

ingress router should be able to detect a failure and to react locally by switch-

ing the traffic to another path. With general multi-path structures, paths may fork

and join in transit routers. If a partial path fails, the entire multi-path loses some

packets and cannot be used anymore. Implementing general multi-paths as a su-

perposition of overlapping single-paths prevents that problem because only some

partial paths may fail in case of a local outage. However, this increases the num-

ber of parallel LSPs and makes the state management more complex. Hence, only

disjoint paths should be used to achieve simple fault diagnostics for multi-path

forwarding.

Another restriction for path layout are Shared Risk Link Groups (SRLGs)

[262, 263, 264] which group network elements together that may fail simultane-

ously with a high probability. For instance, all links originating at the same router

fail if the router goes down. SRLGs are motivated by optical networking where

a single optical fiber duct accommodates several logically separate links. In our

work, we consider only the first scenario and the second one in a trivial way by

excluding parallel links over the same duct. However, we do not take general

SRLGs into account because our focus is the performance evaluation of the basic

Self-Protecting Multi-Path (SPM) and not its adaptation to SRLGs. As the rout-

ing and the load balancing computations for our proposed protection switching

mechanisms are independent of each other, more elaborate algorithms, that take

general SRLGs into account, can be easily integrated to our framework.
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4.2.2 Protection Switching Mechanisms Based

on Multi-Path Structures

We present several novel protection switching mechanisms that incorporate the

idea to reduce backup capacity by multi-path forwarding in failure cases. We can

divide them into two distinct approaches: Path Protection (PP) methods and the

Self-Protecting Multi-Path (SPM) [265].

Path Protection Mechanisms

Path Protection (PP) mechanisms transport the traffic usually on a primary single-

path and use a multi-path structure as a backup path if the primary path fails.

This is depicted in Figure 4.2. This is actually an intuitive approach that has

been frequently taken in literature before [266]. The novelty is our extension

to link and node disjoint multi-paths structures for backup purposes that make

the approach easy to implement. Multi-path traffic forwarding in failure cases

requires load balancing and gives room for optimization and minimization of

required backup capacities.

Backup Paths

Primary Path

Figure 4.2:Path Protection using a disjoint multi-path for backup.

Comparison to P-Cycles The p-cycle approach [267, 268, 269] has been

originally applied to the physical layer in WDM and Sonet transport networks but
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has also been adapted to the network layer in IP networks using MPLS [270]. A

so-called protection cycle is installed in the network like in Figure 4.3. It protects

failures of links on the cycle by providing a detour in the counter-direction on the

cycle. Hence, the p-cycle provides one disjoint backup path for each link. Paths

that touch (“straddle”) the p-cycle twice are also protected. Such a path cuts the

p-cycle virtually into two parts. If the path fails, the traffic is deviated over these

two parts to bridge the outage location. This also allows for load distribution

in the failure case. P-Cycles can protect node failures, too, and they have been

proven to be quite efficient [271, 272].

P-Cycle

Straddling

Path
On-Cycle

Link

Figure 4.3:P-Cycles protect on-cycle links and straddling paths.

We compare the p-cycle approach with PP mechanisms on an abstract level.

P-Cycles can be emulated by PP mechanisms with shared backup capacity. For

each link on the p-cycle, a backup path on the remaining cycle is installed and

for each path straddling a p-cycle twice, two corresponding backup paths are

set up over the p-cycle. However, there are also differences. If links or paths are

protected by several p-cycles, then the resulting backup paths for PP might not be

disjoint. Dropping the requirement for disjoint paths makes PP methods slightly
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more complex but does not change them fundamentally.

A drawback of p-cycles is that they have a fixed capacity along their length

such that only 50%:50% load balancing can achieved by a single p-cycle. Ad-

vanced load balancing can be done by overlapping p-cycles. This makes the over-

all p-cycle layout more difficult. In addition, the capacity is bound quite strictly

on the physical layer. For example, two p-cycles sharing a common link cannot

share their backup capacity, and the capacity of failed primary paths cannot be

reused for restoration purposes. As the capacity of p-cycles is bound to backup

objectives only, the overlay network of p-cycles presents a mere restoration layer.

There is a tradeoff depending on the length of a p-cycle. Straddling links are

protected more efficiently and their number grows with the length of a p-cycle.

However, the maximum required capacity must be provided along the whole cy-

cle. Thus, the cycle length increases the total sum of reserved protection capacity

[273].

Self-Protecting Multi-Path

The Self-Protecting Multi-Path (SPM) is a completely novel approach. Figure 4.4

shows that it consists of disjoint partial paths. In contrast to PP, the traffic is dis-

tributed onto all paths in the non-failure case, too. If a partial path fails, the traffic

is redistributed onto the working paths by apath failure specific load distribution

function. The SPM has more degrees of freedom than PP solutions. It can emu-

late PP mechanisms by applying suitable load distribution functions and it has,

therefore, more optimization potential than PP methods.

4.2.3 Computation of Path Layout and Load

Balancing

There are many options for the path layout and the load balancing for PP mech-

anisms and the SPM. We give a short overview in this section before we present

detailed heuristics and optimization algorithms in the next section.
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Working Paths

Figure 4.4:The Self-Protecting Multi-Path uses always all working partial paths.

Design of PP Mechanisms

In the next section, we derive a description of an integrated solution for an opti-

mum path layout and load balancing of PP mechanisms. This contains, however,

quadratical equations that require integer solutions. Since this is not computa-

tionally feasible, we propose heuristics for primary and backup path computation

as well as for load balancing in outage scenarios.

Primary Path Calculation The paths for each source – destination pair

are found independently of each other. We propose two different solutions to

calculate the primary path.

� The DSP algorithm [274, 275] computes up to disjoint shortest paths

in a network and we extend that algorithm to link and node disjointness.

We take the shortest of disjoint shortest paths as primary path. This

guarantees that 
 � link and node disjoint backup paths can be found

afterwards if they are topologically feasible.

� Another routing approach is minimum traffic (MT) routing, i.e., the pri-

mary paths are chosen in such a way that the maximum traffic rate travers-

ing a node is kept small. If a router fails, only a moderate traffic volume

must be deviated from the outage location. This requires the solution of a

linear program (LP).
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Backup Path Calculation We propose also two different methods to cal-

culate the path layout for the backup structure.

� The fixed primary path reduces the quadratical conditions for calculation

of the optimum path layout to linear constraints. Therefore, an optimum

multi-path backup structure (OPT) can be computed together with a load

balancing function for each node contained in the multi-path by a gen-

eral, computation intensive linear program (LP). Since this solution yields

still non-disjoint multi-path backup structures, it is suitable for comparison

purposes to assess the optimality of other approaches but it is not recom-

mended for implementation because partial paths may fork and join.

� The preferred solution for practical applications is taking the paths from

a � 
��DSP calculation like above because this yields a multi-path con-

sisting of disjoint partial paths. The computation is based on the original

network which is reduced by the intermediate elements of the primary

path. If the primary path has also been calculated by a DSP approach,

the maximum possible number of disjoint backup paths can be found. Pri-

mary path selection by MT routing can prohibit the existence of a disjoint

backup path although a pair of disjoint primary and backup paths are topo-

logically feasible.

Calculation of the Load Balancing Function We compute different

load balancing functions for traffic forwarding over disjoint multi-paths in the

failure case.

� Equal (E) load balancing is very simple. The traffic of a b2b aggregate is

equally distributed over all working paths to distribute the traffic.

� A simple optimization approach is the assignment of a large portion of the

b2b traffic aggregate to short partial paths and of a small portion to long

partial paths. Mathematically speaking, we distribute the rate of a traffic
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aggregate onto the working paths reciprocally (R) to the lengths of these

paths.

� The load balancing functions can also be exactly optimized (O) by taking

all b2b traffic aggregate and their routing into account. This is again done

by a non-integer LP.

Design of SPM mechanisms

As all partial paths of an SPM are equal, we construct its path of up to paths

with a DSP computation. The load distribution functions can be computed like

for PP mechanisms according to the options E, R, and O.

4.2.4 System Constraints for Capacity

Dimensioning with Resilience

Requirements

Network resilience is a soft expression as it means fault tolerance against a set of

faulty networking scenarios that adhere to some assumptions. We present them

in the following.

Protected Failure Scenarios

The optimization of protection switching mechanisms requires a set of protected

failure scenarios� which contains by default the working scenario. We consider

three different options. “Link protection” takes only all single bidirectional link

failures into account, “router protection” respects only single router failures, and

we call the consideration of both single bidirectional link and router failures “full

protection”.
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Traffic Reduction

During normal operation without any failure, all b2b aggregates are active. If

ingress or egress routers fail, some traffic may disappear. We consider several

options. If network nodes lose only their capability to transport transit flows but

if they are still able to generate traffic, then we speak of “no traffic reduction”. If

failed nodes stop sending traffic, we talk about “source traffic reduction”. With

“full traffic reduction” the traffic is stalled if either its source or destination node

does not work.

Bandwidth Reuse

In packet-switched networks, resources are not physically dedicated to any flows.

If traffic is rerouted due to a local outage, the resources can be automatically

reused for transporting other traffic. Hence, “bandwidth reuse” is possible. In

optical networks, connections are bound to physical resources like fibers,wave-

lengths, or time slots. If a network element fails, there might not be enough time

to free the resource of a redirected connection. This is the “no bandwidth reuse”

option because network resources allocated by failed paths cannot be reused for

backup purposes.
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4.3 Optimization

Our objective is the design of the routing and the protection switching includ-

ing load balancing in such a way that the required capacity is minimized. In this

section we formulate the optimization problem by linear equations [276]. We de-

scribe the problem solutions as linear programs (LPs). It is a standard technique

[277] that can be solved by software likeILOG CPlex [278] or theGNU Linear

Programming Kit [279]. We adapt this formulation to various protection mecha-

nisms.

4.3.1 Optimum Primary and Backup Path Solution

We explain some basic notation from linear algebra and choose it for the repre-

sentation of links and nodes. We introduce the traffic matrix, and embed paths and

flows into that framework. We rewrite the set of protected scenarios and suggest

how to handle traffic reduction by failed border routers. The failure indication

function decides whether a path is affected by the failure of a specific network

element because only path failures can be diagnosed in a robust way. The backup

path can be structured such that either only link failures or both link and node

failures can be protected. The objective function calculates the required overall

bandwidth in the network and respects capacity constraints regarding bandwidth

reuse. It should be minimized. Finally, we summarize how the optimal solution

is calculated and point out why it is not feasible.

Basic Notation

Let � be a set of elements, then�� is the set of all�-dimensional vectors and

�
��� the set of all��%-matrices with components taken from�. Vectors� �

�
� and matrices� � ���� are written bold and their components are written

as� �
� 
�

�

���

�
and� �

� 
��� ��� 
��
��
� �


����� ��� 
����
��

�
� The scalar multiplication���

and the transpose operator� are defined as usual. The scalar product of two�-

dimensional vectors� and� is written with the help of a matrix multiplication
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��� �
��

��� �� ���. Binary operatorsÆ � ���
� �� are applied component-

wise, i.e.� Æ � � ��� Æ ��� � � � � ���� Æ �����
�. The same holds for relational

operatorsÆ � �����������, i.e.,�Æ� equals 
� ��� 	 ��Æ��. For reasons

of simplicity, we define special vectors� � �
� � � � � 
�� and� � ��� � � � � ���

with context-specific dimensions.

Links and Nodes

The network� � ��� �� consists of�� 	�	 nodes and%� 	�	 unidirectional

links that are represented as unit vectors�� � �
� ��
� and	� � �
� ���, i.e.

����� �

��
�

 � �� �

� � � �
for 
� �� ��� and (4.1)

�'��� �

��
�

 � �� �

� � � �
for 
� �� ��%� (4.2)

The links are directed and the operators-�'�� and.�'�� yield the sending and

the receiving router of a link. The outgoing and incoming incidence matrices
)

and
* describe the network connectivity, i.e.

��)���� �

��
�

 -�'�� ����

� -�'�����
and (4.3)

��*���� �

��
�

 .�'�� ����

� .�'�����
� (4.4)

The incidence matrix
 � �
�� 
� ����� is defined as
�
*

). The�-th

column of
 indicates the source and target of link'� . The vector
	� yields a

node vector. It has a
� in the�-th row if the source node of'� is ��, it has a� in

the�-th row if the target node of'� is��, and there are zeroes in all other positions.

The�-th row of
 indicates the outgoing and incoming links of node�� . The link

vector���
 has a
� for all outgoing links, a� for all incoming links, and zeroes

in all other positions. Loops cannot be expressed by this formalism.
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Traffic Matrix, Paths, and Flows

We introduce the traffic matrix, define a path for a b2b aggregate and enhance it

to a flow.

Traffic Matrix The aggregate of all flows from an ingress router�� to an

egress router�� is denoted by the b2b aggregate������ . All b2b aggregates com-

pose the set�. The associated traffic rate for a b2b aggregate� � � is given by

���� and corresponds to an entry in the traffic matrix.

Paths A path !� of an aggregate� � � between distinct nodes�) and�*
is a set of contiguous links represented by a link vector�� � �
� ��

�. This

corresponds to a single-path. However, we usually apply the concept of a multi-

path��� �
� ���, which is more general since the traffic may be split into several

partial paths carrying a real fraction of the traffic. A path follows conservation

rules, i.e., the amount of incoming traffic equals the amount of outgoing traffic in

a node which is expressed by


�����* 
 �)�� (4.5)

While cycles containing only inner nodes can be easily removed, cycles contain-

ing the start or end node of a path are more problematic. Therefore, we formulate

a condition preventing this case. The expressions�)
�
* and�*

�
) yield the

incoming edges of start node�) and all outgoing edges of end node�* of a

path!�. Hence, cycles containing the start or end node can be prevented if the

following equations hold:

��)
�

*����
 and ��*

�

)����
� (4.6)

Flows The mere path of an aggregate� � � is ��. We get the corresponding

flow by a scalar multiplication���� � �� to take the rate of the aggregate into

account.
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Protected Scenarios

A protected failure scenario is given by a vector of failed nodes�� � �
� ��
�

and a vector of failed links�� � �
� ���. We denote a failure scenario shortly

by ��� ���	 �. The set� contains all protected outage scenarios including�� �,

i.e. the no failure case.

Traffic Reduction

During normal operation without any failure, all aggregates� � � are active. If

routers fail, some may disappear. We consider several options.

No Traffic Reduction We assume that failed routers lose only their trans-

port capability for transit flows but are still able to generate traffic. Therefore, we

have����.

Source Traffic Reduction An aggregate flow is removed from the traf-

fic matrix if the source node�� of aggregate������ fails. If a failed node is the

destination of a flow, “server push” traffic may still be transported through the

network, hence

�� � � � ������� 	 ��
�
����� � � � � �� � �� ��� (4.7)

Full Traffic Reduction In contrast to above we assume that the traffic

with a failed destination is stalled. An aggregate flow is removed from the traffic

matrix if a node fails which is either the source or the destination of a flow, hence

�� � � �
	
������� 	 ��

�
����� � � � � �� � �� �� � (4.8)

������� 	 ��
�
����� � � � � �� � �� ��



� (4.9)
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Failure Indication Function

The failure indication function/��� �� indicates whether a path! is affected

by a failure scenario� [280]. Path! is affected by a link failure scenario�� if

��
�� � 
. To formulate this analogously for node failures we define traces. The

--trace is�)���� �
)�� and the.-trace is�*���� �
*��, respectively.

We obtain the interior trace� by excluding the corresponding end or the start

node of the-- or .-trace, respectively, i.e.������
)��
�)�
*��
�*.

Path! is affected by a node failure scenario�� if ������� � 
. Finally, the

failure indication function is

/��� �� �

��
�
� ��

��� ��
����� � 



 otherwise.
(4.10)

Protection Alternatives

A path restoration scheme introduces a backup path+� which is activated if the

primary path fails. This backup path protects against link and/or node failures of

each primary path!� depending on the required type of resilience. A backup path

+� is link protecting if

��
�
���
 (4.11)

and it is both link and node protecting if the following holds

�����
�
������
� (4.12)

Objective Function and Capacity Constraints

We describe the capacity of all links by a vector of edges� � ��	� �
�. The

overall capacity in the network is the objective function that is to be minimized.

It can be computed by

�
�
� ��� (4.13)
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where� � ��	
� �

� is a vector of weights, that is normally set to���. If the

connectivity is maintained by a backup path in case of a failure scenario� � �,

the following bandwidth constraints guarantee that enough capacity is available

to carry the traffic generated by the aggregates� � ��.

Bandwidth Reuse In pure packet-switched networks, resources are not

physically dedicated to any flows. If traffic is rerouted due to an outage, the

resources can be automatically reused for transporting other traffic. Under this

assumption, the capacity constraints are

� � � 	
�
����

��������
/���� �������/���� ������ � �� (4.14)

No Bandwidth Reuse In optical networks, physical resources like fibers,

wavelengths, or time slots are bound to connections. If a network element fails,

there might not be enough time to free the resources of a redirected connection.

This is respected by the following capacity constraints:

��� 	
�
���

��������
�
����

�����/���� �������� (4.15)

Optimal Solution Summary

We summarize the above derived formalism. The free variables to be set by the

optimization are

����	
� �

� and� � � 	 ������ �
� ��
�� (4.16)

Both the primary paths�� and the backup paths�� conform to the conserva-

tion rule Equation (4.5) and exclude start and end nodes explicitly from cycles

by Equation (4.6). The protection of path�� is achieved if the backup path��
respects either Equation (4.11) or Equation (4.12) for link protection or for link

and node protection, respectively. The capacity constraints have to be met either
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with or without bandwidth reuse (Equation (4.14) and Equation (4.15)). The ob-

jective function in Equation (4.13) is to be minimized while all these constraints

are taken into account.

Unfortunately, the path protection constraints (Equation (4.11) and Equa-

tion (4.12)) are quadratic with respect to the free variables. Therefore, this de-

scription cannot be solved by LP solvers. In addition, the failure indication func-

tion /��� �� cannot be transformed into a linear mapping. Thus, we have no ef-

ficient algorithm to compute the desired structures�� and��. If the complexity

of the primary and backup multi-paths is restricted, e.g. to single-paths, the com-

putation becomes more difficult due to a required integer solution for�� and��.

The modelling of disjoint multi-paths solutions is even more difficult. Therefore,

we use heuristics in the following.

4.3.2 Heuristics for Path Calculation

Due to the computational problems and due to the difficulty of controlling the

structure of multi-paths we propose to calculate first a suitable path layout and

then to derive a suitable load balancing function. We propose to calculate a link

and node disjoint multi-path structure by using an algorithm to compute the 

disjoint shortest paths ( DSP). We propose another heuristic that tries to place

the primary path in a preferred way for PP methods. If a primary path is given,

the DSP algorithm may be used for the computation of a link and node disjoint

multi-path for backup purposes. Another option is the computation of an optimal

path layout together with a load balancing function. This method yields a general

multi-path and is, therefore, not suitable in practice.

The � Disjoint Shortest Path Algorithm

Both the PP method and the SPM approach require disjoint multi-paths for their

path layout. A very simple solution to get a set of disjoint paths is taking the

shortest path� which can be found by Dijkstra’s algorithm [38], removing its

interior nodes���� and links���� from the network and running Dijkstra’s
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algorithm again. However, this procedure does not always find disjoint paths

in the network although they might be topologically feasible [281]. Figure 4.5

shows how a first path can prohibit the existence of another link and node disjoint

path in the network.

Figure 4.5:The primary path prohibits the existence of a node and link disjoint

backup path.

In contrast to online solutions [282, 283], the Disjoint Shortest Path ( DSP)

offline algorithm [274, 275, 284, 285, 277] finds always up to disjoint shortest

path in a network if they exist These paths may be taken as the equal paths of an

SPM. If they are taken for the layout of PP mechanisms, the shortest one of them

should become the primary path and the other paths constitute the multi-path for

backup purposes.

Primary Path Computation: Minimum Traffic (MT) Routing

With PP, the primary path plays a distinguished role. If a network element carries

a large amount of traffic and fails, this traffic has to be redistributed and requires

a lot of backup capacity near the outage location. Therefore, we construct a path

layout that entails a minimum traffic load on each network element.

Minimum Traffic Constraints The overall traffic on all links is given by

the auxiliary vector�	 � ��	
� �

� and the overall traffic in all nodes is given by
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the auxiliary vector�
 � ��	
� �

�, respectively.

�
	�

�
���

������� and �

�

�
���

���������� (4.17)

�
	�����
 � � and �


��+��
 � �� (4.18)

The value���� may be set to� if only the number of aggregates is to be mini-

mized or it may be set to���� if their rate should be taken into account. We use

��������� in this study.

Objective Function Both the maximum traffic per network element (����


or�+��
) and the overall capacity (���	 or���
) should be minimized but they

represent potentially conflicting goals. To avoid very long paths, the objective

function takes also the overall required capacity���� into account:

�, � �,��
 � �
�
�
�  ��� � (4.19)

The constants�� ��+ � �	
� control the tradeoff between the conflicting goals.

A small�, favors little overall capacity while a large�, favors little maxi-

mum traffic per network element. In our experiments, we set0 � 1 and2 � 1 .

Path Constraints Like above, the flow conservation rule (Equation (4.5))

and the exclusion of start and end nodes from cycles (Equation (4.6)) have to

be respected. Since we are interested in single-path solutions,�� � �
� ��
� is

required. This, however, leads to a mixed integer LP that takes a long computation

time.

Therefore, we relax this condition to��� �
� ��� to get a non-integer LP. To

obtain a desired single-path as primary path, we decompose the general multi-

path into single-paths and a load balancing function. Then, we take the single-

path of the calculated multi-path structure with the largest load balancing value.

Note that this decomposition is not unique and various results can be obtained

depending on the implementation. This is very similar to the computation of a

single-shortest path.
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Backup Path Computation with �DSP

A set of disjoint single-paths is required to build a backup path for a given primary

path��. They can be obtained using the DSP algorithm. For that objective, we

first reduce the links����� contained in the primary path from the network. If

the backup path should be both link and node disjoint with the primary path, we

also remove the interior nodes�����. Then, we run the DSP algorithm on the

remaining network and the result provides the resulting structure of the backup

path. If the primary path has not been found by the DSP algorithm, a link and

node disjoint backup path cannot always be found although two disjoint paths

may exist in the network.

Computation of an Optimum Backup Path

If a primary path is given, the optimum backup path together with the corre-

sponding load balancing function can be obtained by a slight modification of the

LP formulation in Section 4.3.1. As�� is already fixed, we remove it from the

set of free variables. Then, the quadratic conditions in terms of free variables in

Equations (4.11) and (4.12) disappear. In addition, the failure indication function

/���� �� is independent of any free variables. Therefore, this modification yields

an LP formulation which can be solved efficiently. The so obtained backup path

structure may have circles that do not increase the required capacity. When this

path layout is configured in a real system, these circles must be removed. We

omit the corresponding elementary graph-theoretical operations, which are sim-

ple because the source and destination nodes are prevented to be part of a circle

(cf. Equation (4.6)). However, the structure of the resulting backup path is po-

tentially still very complex since the partial b2b paths are not necessarily disjoint

and, therefore, this method is rather intended for comparison purposes and not in

practice.
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Adaptation to SRLGs

For the computation of disjoint multi-paths we use the DSP algorithm which is

simple and efficient to compute. However, it does not take general SRLGs into

account which is a different and NP hard problem. Basically, our DSP heuristic

can be substituted by any other routing scheme yielding disjoint multi-paths.

4.3.3 Computation of the Load Balancing

Function

If the path layout for a SPM or a PP mechanism is given, a suitable load balanc-

ing function is required. We first present some basics for failure-dependent load

balancing and then derive three different load balancing mechanisms for SPM.

Finally, we adapt them to PP mechanisms.

Basics for Failure-Dependent Load Balancing

An SPM consists of � link and (not necessarily) node disjoint paths (except for

source and destination)��� for 
 � � �  � that may be found, e.g., by a DSP

solution. It is represented by a vector of single-paths�� � ����� �����
���
� ��.

These paths are equal in the sense that they all may be active without any network

failure.

Path Failure Pattern ����� We define the path failure pattern����� �

�
� ���� that indicates the failed partial paths of the SPM for� depending on the

failure scenario�. It is computed by

������
�
/����� ��� ���� /��

���
� � ��

��
� (4.20)

With a path failure pattern of�� � � all paths are working while for�� � �

connectivity cannot be maintained. The set of all different failures for SPM��

is denoted by��������� 	����.
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Load Balancing Function ����� For all aggregates� � �, a load bal-

ancing function����� � ��	
� �

�� must be found whose arguments are path failure

patterns� � ��. They have to suffice the following restriction:

�
�
�������� (4.21)

Furthermore, failed paths must not be used, i.e.

�
�
������
� (4.22)

Finally, the vector indicating the transported traffic of aggregate� over all links

is calculated by��
������ � ����.

Equal Load Balancing

The traffic may be distributed equally over all working paths, i.e.

����� �
�

����
 ��
� ��
 ��� (4.23)

Reciprocal Load Balancing

The load balancing factors may be indirectly proportional to the length of the

partial paths (���). They can be computed for all partial paths.

�������� �

����
�
������

������

����
�
�����

for 
 � � �  � (4.24)

Optimized Load Balancing

Load balancing is optimal if the required capacity� to protect all aggregates

� �� in all protected failure scenarios� � � is minimal. We formulate a LP to

describe the solution. The free variables are

����	
� �

�� ��� � ��� 	 ������ ��
	
� �

�� � (4.25)
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The objective function is given by Equation (4.13). The load balancing con-

straints in Equations (4.21) and (4.22) must be respected by all����� and the

bandwidth constraints are newly formulated.

Bandwidth Constraints with Capacity Reuse The capacity vector

� must be large enough to accommodate the traffic in all protected failure sce-

narios� � �:

� � � 	
�
����

��
�
��������� � ������� (4.26)

Bandwidth Constraints without Capacity Reuse Releasing ca-

pacity unnecessarily leads to a waste of bandwidth if it cannot be reused by other

connections. Therefore, load balancing factors����� of active paths must only

increase in an outage scenario, except for failed paths for which they are zero.

This quasi monotonicity can be expressed by

� � �� 	 ����� � �� ���������� (4.27)

where��������� is the load balancing function without failures. The vector of

required link capacities� must meet the bandwidth requirements in all protected

failure scenarios� � �. They consist of three summands: (1) the capacity used

for active aggregates��, (2) the unreleased capacity of failed paths of active

aggregates��, and (3) the unreleased capacity of path of aggregates� � �� that
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are removed due to a router failure. Thus, the bandwidth constraints are

��� 	
�
����

���� ���
�
���������

 �� �
(1) used capacity

�

�
����

���� ���
������� � ����������

 �� �
(2) inactive partial paths

�

�
������

���� ���
�
���������

 �� �
(3) removed aggregates

� �� (4.28)

Note that the term����� � �������� expresses an element-wise multiplication of

two vectors. Hence, if bandwidth reuse is possible, Equation (4.26) is used as

bandwidth constraint, otherwise Equations (4.27) and (4.28) must be respected.

Neither protection constraints (Equations (4.11) and (4.12)) nor path constraints

(Equations (4.5) and (4.6)) apply since the structure of the path is already fixed.

Adaptation to Path Protection

The adaptation of the above explained load balancing scheme to PP mechanisms

is simple. We denote the primary paths!� together with its disjoint backup single-

paths as SPM�� with �� � �����. The essential difference between the path

protection scheme and the SPM is the path failure pattern if the primary path

is working. For path protection schemes, the path failure pattern���� ��� is de-

scribed by

�
��
� ����

��
�
�� /���� ���


����� /���� ����
(4.29)

with �� � �
� �� ���� ���. By substituting the path failure pattern in Equa-

tion (4.20) by Equation (4.29), the load balancing optimization in Section 4.3.3

can be applied to PP schemes.
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4.4 Performance Evaluation of Resilient

Routing

In this chapter, we evaluate the performance of the above discussed protection

switching methods. Our evaluation methodology is the following. We determine

the required network capacity if shortest path routing is used based on the hop

count metric. That is the sum of all link bandwidths that are required to accom-

modate the traffic matrix without any resilience requirements. We take it as a

reference value since it is a lower bound for the required network capacity. Then

we calculate the capacity for a given protection scheme that is required to meet

the resilience requirements. The resulting extra capacity in percent is the perfor-

mance measure in our studies. Note that this extra capacity is not always used for

backup purposes only, because protection mechanisms sometimes require longer

paths than the shortest one in normal operation. However, we use the term extra

capacity and backup capacity exchangeably since the extra capacity is required

to provide resilience with the respective protection mechanism.

First, we compare the performance of the different protection schemes that

have been presented above. Then, we investigate the SPM in more detail since it

proves to be the most viable solution for protection switching.

4.4.1 Performance Comparison of Different

Protection Switching Mechanisms

In this section, we give first a summary of the various protection switching meth-

ods and introduce some abbreviations. Then, we evaluate the impact of multi-

path routing and load balancing on their required backup capacity. We study their

backup performance in different example networks and investigate the influence

of the traffic matrix. In the end, we compare the backup performance of these

methods with the one of the p-cycles in the same experimental environment as in

[273, 272].
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Overview of Considered Protection Switching Mechanisms

In Section 4.2.2 we have presented novel protection switching mechanisms that

we briefly recapitulate for the reader’s convenience.

Path Protection With Path Protection (PP), a backup multi-path protects a

primary single-path. The primary path may be determined by a -disjoint short-

est paths solution ( DSP) or by minimum traffic (MT) routing. The backup path

can be calculated by a� 
��DSP solution. In that case, a load balancing scheme

is needed. The load may be balanced equally over all parallel paths (E), recipro-

cally to the length of the disjoint parallel paths (R), or according to an optimized

solution computed by an LP (O). An optimum backup multi-path may be also

computed jointly with an appropriate load balancing function by an LP optimiza-

tion (OPT) which does not necessarily yield disjoint paths for the multi-path and

is rather suited for comparison purposes.

Self-Protection Multi-Path We calculate the paths of an SPM by a SPM

solution. The SPM can differentiate many path failure symptoms (including the

normal operation) and requires for each of them a load balancing function. They

may be also configured like above (E, R, O).

Abbreviations We abbreviate the PP mechanisms by the methods used to

find their primary path, their backup path, and to determine their load balancing

and the same holds analogously for the SPM. For example, 5DSP-4DSP-R means

that the single primary path is chosen as the shortest from a 5DSP solution and

the other (at most) 4 are taken for backup purposes. Load balancing is done re-

ciprocally to the respective path lengths. With MT-OPT the primary path is found

by an MT routing solution and the backup multi-path together with a load bal-

ancing scheme is computed by an LP. Finally, 5SPM-O signifies a self-protecting

multi-path consisting of up to 5 disjoint paths. with equal load balancing. Load

balancing is done in an optimal way by a non-integer LP. In the following, we

mainly use these abbreviations to refer to specific protection mechanism.
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The calculations for the routing and the load balancing were carried out on

a Pentium IV 1.5 GHz standard PC. The computation time for the SPM-O and

{MT,  DSP}-� 
��DSP-O was in the rage of seconds for small and of minutes

for large networks. The {MT, DSP}-OPT computation is more complex and took

up to several hours.

Impact of Multi-Path Routing and Load Balancing

We investigate the impact of multi-path routing and load balancing on the backup

performance. We first consider path protection schemes and then study the self-

protecting multi-path. Our computations are based on the topology of the COST

239 core network and the Lab03 network from Figures 3.14(b) and 3.14(a), and

on homogeneous traffic matrices. We use full traffic reduction and bandwidth

reuse, and the protection of single router and link failures as default since 30%

of all network failures are due to router failures and 70% of them are due to link

failures [286].

PP Schemes Figures 4.6(a) and 4.6(b) show the required backup capac-

ity in the COST239 and the Lab03 network for all path protection schemes

({ DSP,MT}-{� 
��DSP-{E,R,0},OPT} with � �  � ). We discuss some

observations.

The following holds both for primary paths found by MT and by DSP. For

 � �, only one backup path is available. If a primary path fails, 100% of the

traffic is transported over the remaining path, i.e., the performance of all load bal-

ancing alternatives (E, R, O) coincides. For larger , more disjoint backup paths

are available and the traffic can be better distributed in a failure case. Therefore,

less extra capacity is required on the backup links. The most striking performance

gain is achieved for taking �� instead of ��. Due to the network topology,

only 3 disjoint path can be found in most cases even for � �. This limits the

reduction of the required backup capacity.
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Figure 4.6:Impact of multi-path routing and load balancing for path protection

methods.
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The layout of the backup path and the load balancing for the optimum backup

solution (OPT) depends only on the primary path layout. PP mechanisms based

on {MT, DSP}-OPT solutions are most efficient because the backup path is

not limited by  disjoint shortest paths. As a consequence, the performance

of {MT,  DSP}-OPT is almost independent of . However, complex multi-path

structures are hard to deploy and to manage in failure cases. In addition, the

backup path computation is very time consuming.

The layout of the primary path depends on the heuristic (MT or DSP for a

specific ). It has a significant influence on the required extra capacity. Through-

out all experiments, the results for minimum traffic (MT) routing yields by 5-10

percent points better results than taking the shortest path of DSP as primary

path.

Equal and reciprocal load balancing on the backup multi-path lead approx-

imately to the same results. The optimization of load balancing reduces the re-

quired extra capacity by about 10 percent points and the combined optimized

backup path and load balancing computation yield another 5-10 percent points

capacity reduction.

If a large effects a longer primary path, it requires more capacity for nor-

mal operation without any failure. In contrast to load balancing options R and O,

the load balancing option E cannot compensate the increased capacity require-

ments by load distribution because the load assignment is independent of the path

length. As a result, slightly more capacity is required for 5DSP-4DSP-E than for

4DSP-3DSP-E in the COST-239 network.

SPM Figures 4.7(a) and 4.7(b) show the required backup capacity in the COST

239 and the Lab03 network for various SPMs ( SPM-{E,R,O}) in comparison

with the best PP schemes (MT-( 
�)DSP-O and MT-OPT).
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Figure 4.7:Impact of multi-path routing and load balancing for the Self-

Protecting Multi-Path.
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In contrast to the PP methods, the load balancing function (E, R, O) has a

greater impact on the backup performance of SPMs than for PP methods and

their impact increases with larger . Although a capacity reduction is expected

due to increased path diversification in failure cases, the backup performance of

 SPM-E and SPM-R degrades considerably with increasing in the COST-239

network. In the Lab03 network, it stays about constant. If increases, longer

paths join the SPM. The SPM with equal or reciprocal load balancing ( SPM-E

or SPM-R) cannot avoid their extensive use which leads to an increased required

network capacity. Hence, SPM with simple load balancing schemes reveal only

minor benefits.

Optimized load balancing reduces the required backup capacity of the SPM

considerably and the potential savings increase with the path diversification.

5SPM-O is about 10 percent points superior to MT-4DSP-O in both networks,

which has been proven to be the best feasible PP solution. In the COST 239

network, 5SPM-O is even better than MT-OPT. It requires only 17% additional

capacity to protect the network against all link and router failures. We motivate

the superiority of the SPM by the following explanation. In contrast to a sin-

gle primary path, an SPM distributes the traffic from a single source through the

network over several disjoint paths. In case of a link failure, the affected traffic

stems from more different aggregates and only a fraction of each of their traf-

fic ���� is carried over the failed link. The load of the failed link can be spread

out over more backup paths and links because more aggregates are affected than

with a single primary paths if PP mechanisms are used. As a consequence, less

shareable backup capacity is required on the individual links.

Like above, there is only a single backup path for � � in a failure case

but the corresponding extra capacities for 2SPM-{E,R,O} do not coincide in the

figure, i.e., load balancing does matter. The optimized load balancing distributes

the traffic in such a way that strong traffic concentrations are prevented in any

network element. This avoids that a large traffic rate must be redirected if this

element fails. This idea is similar to the MT heuristic for finding suitable primary

paths.
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Impact of Network Topologies

Figure 4.8 shows the required backup capacity for various protection mechanisms

in various example networks. A point in the figure indicates the required backup

capacity for a certain network and protection mechanism. The x-axis indicates

the average number of disjoint parallel paths  per b2b relation in the respective

network and the y-axis indicates the required backup capacity. The studied pro-

tection switching mechanisms are simple OSPF rerouting, 5DSP-4DSP-O, MT-

4DSP-O, 5DSP-OPT, MT-OPT, and 5SPM-O, and their corresponding required

backup capacities are distinguished by the point shape. Symbols belonging to

the same network are grouped together by a vertical line. The sequence of these

vertical lines maps the sequence of the letters in the figure. Lowercase letters

correspond to networks taken from [261] while uppercase letters correspond to

these networks with the modification that nodes with a node degree of at most 2

are successively removed. We have assembled these topologies in the appendix.

Therefore, they have a higher average node degree than their lowercase counter-

parts. Note that the MT-5DSP and MT-OPT protection mechanisms are missing

for some networks because no backup path could be found due to the choice of

the primary path.

In general, we observe that the required backup capacity decreases with in-

creasing  for all protection mechanisms. The dashed line shows the least square

interpolation of the results for 5SPM-0 according to an exponential function. Fur-

thermore, the relative savings compared to OSPF rerouting increase with increas-

ing  . The SPM is superior to all feasible PP schemes. That can be explained as

follows. A  DSP- 
�DSP-O is structurally very similar to a SPM because they

use the same disjoint paths of a DSP computation. But due to the limitation of

Equation (4.29), the optimization of the load balancing for path protection meth-

ods has fewer degrees of freedom, so comparable SPMs require less backup ca-

pacity. The 5SPM-0 clearly outperforms mostly all other protection mechanisms,

only the optimized backup paths 5DSP-OPT and MT-OPT lead sometimes to less

backup capacity at the expense of a complex multi-path backup structure. Hence,
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the SPM is the best of all feasible solutions in all investigated networks.
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Figure 4.8:Comparison of protection switching mechanisms in example net-

works.

Impact of the Traffic Matrix

Figures 4.9(a) and 4.9(b) show the required backup capacity in the COST-239 and

the Lab03 network for different traffic matrices(� that are obtained as described

by Equation (3.42) in Section 3.5 [287]. Hence, the x-axis shows the extrapola-

tion parameter�. All previously discussed protection switching mechanisms are

compared. Solid lines stand for well implementable solutions. The dashed lines

refer to a general backup multi-path and are rather of theoretical interest.
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(a) COST-239 network.

(b) Lab03 network.

Figure 4.9:The required backup capacity depending on the traffic matrix.
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The curves in both figures differ significantly in their absolute shape but all

have a minimum required backup capacity in common. The required backup ca-

pacity in the COST-239 network increases for all mechanisms clearly with the

variation of the traffic matrix whereas the minimum capacity for the Lab03 net-

work is obtained for��� which corresponds to the most realistic traffic matrix.

Hence, both the network topology and the traffic matrix have an impact on the

required capacity.

The major difference in the required backup capacity results from the protec-

tion switching mechanisms. The difference in required backup capacity between

OSPF and the protection switching mechanisms is evident for all traffic matrices.

The SPM is by far the most efficient one of the well implementable solutions and

outperforms often even MT-OPT and 5DSP-OPT. The curves for MT-OPT and

MT-4DSP stop at�� �� in Figure 4.9(b) because MT routing yields for larger

values of� some primary paths that prohibit the existence of a disjoint backup

path. Moreover, the difference between the required backup capacity of SPM and

OSPF is almost constant, i.e., the absolute capacity savings of about 60% do not

depend on the traffic matrix. Hence, the performance of the SPM is very attrac-

tive for all traffic matrices in our investigated networks and outperforms clearly

other feasible mechanisms.

Comparison with P-Cycles

In [273, 272] the p-cycle concept has been investigated. An optimal p-cycle lay-

out has been found to protect the network with the least capacity possible using a

maximum cycle length as side constraint. The experiments were also conducted

with the COST-239 network but with the original and partly asymmetric traffic

matrix which is given in [221]. The most effective solution required 44% more

backup-capacity-related to the capacity requirements for shortest path routing

based on the hop count without resilience. For comparison reasons, we calculate

the performance value for the 5SPMO and get an additional bandwidth of 23.4%.
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4.4.2 Performance of the Self-Protection

Multi-Path

We focus now on the SPM and investigate the impact of resilience constraints

on the required backup capacity. Furthermore, we study the influence of different

network characteristics using random networks. We use again homogenous traffic

matrices in all the experiments.

Impact of Resilience Constraints

We investigate the impact of the traffic reduction options, the protection options,

and the bandwidth reuse options on the required backup capacity.

Figures 4.10(a) and 4.10(b) show the required backup capacity for the 5SPM-

O protection switching scheme in the COST-239 and in the Lab03 network. The

traffic reduction has no effect if only link failures occur because no router outages

are considered in the failure scenario. For full and router protection, it has hardly

any effect except for router protection in the COST-239 network. Due to the small

size of that network, the proportion of the reduced traffic is large, related to the

overall traffic and, therefore, the impact of full traffic reduction is significantly

larger than in the Lab03 network.

We consider the influence of the protection option. The most capacity is

needed for full protection in any case. In the COST-239 network, router fail-

ure protection needs the least backup capacity while link failure protection needs

the least backup capacity in the Lab03 network. The reason for that contradictory

result is the network size and the average path length. The COST-239 network

has a small average shortest path length of�'�������"���� and only a few flows

traverse transit routers. Only these flows are redirected if a router fails. Other

flows originating or ending at a failed router do not impact the resource require-

ments because they are either removed or they stay unchanged depending on the

considered traffic reduction option.
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(a) COST-239 network.

(b) Lab03 network.

Figure 4.10:Impact of protected failure scenarios, traffic reduction, and band-

width reuse.
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The medium sized Lab03 network has a longer average path length of

�'����
���" � ���. Since more aggregates are transit flows than in the COST-239

network, router failures cause more deviated traffic. As a consequence, router

failure protection requires almost as much backup capacity as full protection in

the Lab03 network and the mere link failure protection is about 10 percent points

cheaper.

Throughout all experiments the “no bandwidth reuse” restriction leads to

about 5 percent points more backup capacity compared to “bandwidth reuse” by

backup paths.

Impact of Network Characteristics

To study the impact of the network topology on the required backup capacity in

more detail, we conduct studies based on random networks and take 5SPM-O

as protection switching mechanism. At first, we describe our algorithm for the

construction of random networks. Then we illustrate the impact of the network

topology on the backup performance of SPMs both in absolute values and in

comparison to the backup performance of OSPF rerouting.

Construction of Random Networks We construct random networks

and control some of their essential characteristics. One of them is the degree

�'���� of a node�, which is the number of links� is connected with. As we lay

importance on different aspects than in Section 3.6.4, we propose a new network

construction method. It incorporates features of the well know Waxman model

[31, 288] and we explain it briefly. It is an efficient algorithm that provides control

over the minimum, the average, and the maximum node degree (�'����, �'����,

�'���
), and avoids loops and parallels.

The algorithms starts with an empty link set��� and defines a single arbi-

trary node����� � � connected. Then,	�	�������
�

links are added successively

to� by connecting suitable nodes�) and�*. An arbitrary node�) is chosen from

a set of preferred nodes�) with the following properties. All� � �) are con-
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4.4 Performance Evaluation of Resilient Routing

nected and have�'������'���
. If a node� � � exists with�'������'����,

all � � �) must have�'���� � �'����. The set of potential neighbor nodes

�* obeys the following requirements: Loops and parallels must be avoided, i.e.

�) ���* and��)� �*� ��� . Furthermore, if an unconnected node��� exists, all

���* must be unconnected. The node�* ��* is chosen according to a proba-

bility distribution which depends on�) and�*. Here, the Waxman model comes

into play. Each node has a position in the plane. The Euclidean distance���� ��

induces a weight� ��� ���� � '�
������
���
�� with ���
��������� ���� ��, and

� ����� produces the probability distribution!����� �
( �������

����
( ������

. Given

a maximum node degree deviation�'���

��� , the minimum node degree is set to

�'���� � �����'����
�'���

��� � �� and the maximum node degree is set to

�'���
��'������'���

��� .

Absolute Backup Performance We investigate the required backup ca-

pacity for 240 random networks of different size, different average node degree

�'����, and different maximum node degree deviation�'���

��� . There are 5 ran-

dom networks for each topology description. In Figure 4.11, the x-axis indicates

the average number of disjoint parallel paths  that are found for all source–

destination pairs in a network and the y-axis shows the required backup capacity.

In general, we observe that the required backup capacity decreases with increas-

ing  . We identify four clusters of networks that are marked by dashed lines

which are least square interpolations among the points of these clusters accord-

ing to an exponential function. It turns out that all networks of a cluster have the

same average node degree�'����. The dashed lines make the clusters more visi-

ble. However, the extrapolation of those curves does not make sense since�'����

is a trivial upper bound on . Within a cluster, the network size� seems to be

irrelevant. A small maximum deviation�'���

��� of the node degree�'���� from

the average node degree�'���� seems to increase  and leads to more efficient

backup solutions within a cluster. Therefore, resilience can be achieved at lower

cost if the network topology is symmetric.
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Figure 4.11:Required extra capacity for SPM in random networks relative to un-

protected network dimensioning.

Relative Backup Performance Figure 4.12 shows the required backup

capacity for the SPM and the same networks in relation to the required backup

capacity for OSPF rerouting. The OSPF normalization dampens the influence of

topological characteristics and shows clearly the benefits of the SPM approach

in comparison with conventional rerouting. The figure shows for the 5 random

networks with the same characteristics the mean of their average node degree 

and the mean of their ratios of the SPM and OSPF rerouting backup capacity.

The horizontal and vertical lines provide the 90% confidence intervals. The data

are plotted on a logarithmic scale to make exponential trends better visible.

The dashed line is the least square interpolation of all experiments and the

solid lines are the interpolations within a cluster of networks with the same av-

erage node degree�'����. The four clusters confirm the above observation that
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�'���� of a network is strongly correlated with . Increasing the average node

degree�'���� shifts the exponential trend slightly towards larger backup capac-

ity. Again, we observe an exponential decay with regard to an increasing , i.e.,

the superiority of the SPM over OSPF rerouting increases with a larger average

number of disjoint paths  because SPM reduces the required backup capacity

by multi-path forwarding.
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Figure 4.12:Required extra capacity for SPM in random networks in relation to

OSPF routing.
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5 Conclusion

This work was driven by the economic requirement to substitute the coexistence

of best effort packet-switched data networks and circuit-switched voice networks

by so-called next generation networks (NGNs). These NGNs are based on IP

technology and must offer quality of service (QoS) and a high reliability as pro-

vided by traditional telephone systems. Real-time QoS in terms of packet loss

and delay can be achieved by limiting the traffic rate in the network on the flow

level by admission control (AC). Since traffic enters the network at many sites,

AC is an inherently distributed problem with various solutions that we call net-

work AC (NAC). Methods for NAC have not been classified and compared be-

fore. Resilience against network failures can be achieved by resource duplication

or by traffic deviation around the outage location. The latter option is especially

attractive because it requires less capacity due to shared protection but it cor-

rupts the resource planning of conventional NAC schemes. Therefore, this work

consists of two major parts: (1) the investigation of different NAC concepts and

their adaptation to resilience requirements and (2) the investigation of new pro-

tection switching mechanisms for MPLS that allow for traffic deviation around

local outages at low cost.

First, we classified different budget-based NAC (BNAC) methods. This led to

the ILB/ELB NAC which is new and reveals to be the most efficient truly stateless

core BNAC method. To compare the BNAC methods, our performance evaluation

framework uses as performance measure the achievable resource utilization in a
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network with appropriately provisioned link bandwidths. We suggested an effi-

cient implementation for capacity dimensioning based on Kaufman and Robert’s

method for the calculation of blocking probabilities for multi-rate traffic. The

fact that a higher resource utilization can be achieved for larger offered load is

called economy of scale or multiplexing gain and it is the key for understanding

NAC performance. We illustrated its dependence on various system parameters

on a single link but none of them has a similarly strong effect like the offered

load. We explained the BNAC-type-specific capacity dimensioning of the bud-

gets, which relies on the proposed capacity dimensioning algorithm. Then, we

derived the link capacities that are required to support all traffic patterns that are

admissible by the NAC.

Our analytical results showed that the LB NAC achieves the highest resource

utilization, followed by the ILB/ELB NAC, the ILB NAC, and the BBB NAC.

All these methods can achieve almost 100% utilization for sufficiently large of-

fered load (� � �



 Erl). The IB/EB NAC and the IB NAC are least effi-

cient and achieve a resource utilization of at most 25% depending on the network

size. Their utilization is limited to a low value because a lot of capacity must

be provided in the network to support many admissible traffic patterns that are

rather unrealistic. We conducted experiments in different networking scenarios

that deepened the understanding of the methods and confirmed these findings.

As overload is most likely to occur due to partial network failures [3], NAC

must be resilient in these cases to maintain QoS. Therefore, we proposed the con-

cept of resilient NAC and extended the performance evaluation towards resilience

requirements. This means that a set� of failure scenarios is to be protected in the

sense that enough capacity must be provided to carry all admissible traffic pat-

terns also in outage scenarios where the traffic is rerouted. Thus, some of the net-

work capacity is reserved during normal operation for backup purposes in outage

scenarios, which reduces the achievable resource utilization for all BNAC meth-

ods. The most interesting finding is that under resilience requirements the BBB

NAC is most efficient for large offered load, followed by the ILB/ELB NAC, the

ILB NAC, and the LB NAC. Hence, the BBB NAC is the recommended option
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for resource efficient resilient QoS provisioning. Therefore, network manage-

ment software must assign suitable capacities to border-to-border (b2b) budgets

(BBB) depending on the fixed bandwidth of the links in operational networks

and a given traffic matrix. The budget sizes must be set in such a way that un-

intended resource overbooking is avoided and that all admissible traffic patterns

can be carried after rerouting in all protected failure scenarios�. We identified

the aspects of link budget assignment, network budget assignment, and resilient

budget assignment on the way to the solution of that task and proposed two algo-

rithmic alternatives for each issue. We showed that the more elaborate algorithms

provide fairer results in terms of flow blocking and that they lead to larger bud-

get capacities without violating QoS and resilience constraints. The runtime of

the algorithms depends on the network capacity. It is in the order of a second on

a standard Pentium IV PC to calculate suitable budget capacities for the KING

testbed when the links have a bandwidth of 1Gbit/s.

If resilience against network failures is required, routing and rerouting has a

major influence on the required backup capacity and the overall resource uti-

lization. Hence, for economic reasons, the objective is to design routing and

rerouting for specific failure cases in such a way that a minimum amount of

bandwidth is required by subsequent network dimensioning. We chose MPLS

as the base technology for routing optimization because it provides finer control

on data forwarding than plain IP routing. After the discussion of related work,

we pointed out the shortcomings of existing routing optimizations. We designed

so-called Path Protection (PP) mechanisms and the Self-Protecting Multi-path

(SPM) whose main features are multi-path routing, load balancing, and a rel-

atively simple implementation compared to other methods. We derived a joint

description for optimum path layout and load balancing which contains, how-

ever, quadratic equations that prohibit an efficient solution of the optimization

problem. We separated the problem into a heuristic path layout and an optimiza-

tion of the load balancing using linear programs. Our experiments showed that

the combination of multi-path routing and optimized load balancing reduces the

required backup capacity considerably. The required backup capacity depends
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5 Conclusion

significantly on the structure of the traffic matrix and on resilience constraints.

We investigated about 20 different artificial and realistic network topologies. In

comparison with other mechanisms, the SPM revealed to be the most economic

viable solution. In the COST239 network, only 17% backup capacity is required

to protect all single link and node failures. We also compared the SPM with the

recently discussed p-cycle approach and demonstrated its superiority. Finally, we

showed that the required backup capacity decreases about exponentially with the

number of disjoint paths per aggregate in the network and that the advantage of

the SPM over single shortest path routing increases in the same way.

In conclusion, resilience requirements introduce new challenges for Qual-

ity of Service in NGNs. The KING project [109, 2] has adopted the NAC solu-

tion presented in this work together with the accompanying software for network

management. As the presented resilience mechanisms rely on explicit routing,

they cannot be supported efficiently by plain IP technology in the KING project.

However, MPLS has already emerged in operational networks and it facilitates

a natural implementation of BBB NAC concept. Therefore, a combination of re-

silient NAC and routing as presented in this work is attractive for NGN solutions.
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Appendix

In this section, we provide the example networks used in Section 4.4.1. Low-

ercase letters correspond to networks taken from [261] while uppercase letters

correspond to these networks with the modification that nodes with a node de-

gree of at most 2 are successively removed.

1

2 3

4

5 6

7 8

9 10

11

(a) Network “a”.

3

4

5

7 8

9 10

(b) Modified network “A”.

Figure 5.1:Example networks from [261].
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(a) Network “b”.
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(b) Modified network “B”.
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(c) Network “c”.
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(d) Modified network “C”.
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(e) Network “d”.
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(f) Modified network “D”.

Figure 5.2:Example networks from [261].
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1 2

3 4 5

6 7 8 9

10 11 12 13

(a) Network “f”.

2

3 4 5

6 7 8 9

11 12

(b) Modified network “F”.

2 3

4 5 6 7

10 11 12 13

14 15

1

16

8 9

(c) Network “g”.

2 3

4 5 6 7

10 11 12 13

14 15

(d) Modified network “G”.

1 2 3 4 5

7 8 9 10 116 12

14 15 16 17 18

20 21 22 23 24

13 19

(e) Network “h”.

1 3 5

8 9 10

15 16 17

20 22 24

(f) Modified network “H”.

Figure 5.3:Example networks from [261].
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1 2

3 4 5 6

7 8 9 10

11 12

(a) Network “e” contains only nodes with a node

degree of at least 3.

Figure 5.4:Example network from [261] which does not need to be modified.
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